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We are living on an increasingly urban planet. In 2008 we passed the half-
way mark—50% of the world’s population now live in cities, and that per-
centage is projected to increase to 70% by 2050. There is no turning back 
the urban trend. Yet ironically we have as a species yet to successfully de-
sign and plan cities that will accommodate our economic and demographic 
needs while uplifting and elevating us, and protect, restore, and nurture 
the planet and its natural systems. That we need new models of urban-
ization—that is, sustainable urbanization—is especially clear here in the 
U.S. Where to look for new models is always a question, and as this book 
argues, European cities remain a powerful source of potent ideas and in-
spiring practice. The chapters to follow, chosen to highlight the practices of 
some of these most innovative European urban exemplars, are written by 
experts and local planners who know these cities well.
 Where we look first should be determined by a combination of those 
places with basic similarities—cultural, economic, political—and places 
employing a rich array of innovative tools, strategies, and ideas. And of 
course we should also look at cities that have already been successful at 
bringing about, and maintaining over a long period of time, the urban 
qualities and conditions we admire.
 This is an especially promising time to think about and promote the 
environmental role of cities. There has been considerable attention paid in 
the last decade to how notions of sustainability begin to apply at local and 
regional levels. Many communities around the U.S. (and the world) are 
struggling to develop and implement a wide variety of initiatives and pro-
grams to make their communities more sustainable and livable. While the 
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 2 GREEN CITIES OF EUROPE

global (and local) problems faced are daunting, never has there been more 
attention paid to, and more faith expressed in, the ultimate sustainability 
of cities. In UN meetings, such as the 2006 UN World Urban Forum in 
Vancouver, which I attended (and the two subsequent world urban forums 
in Nanjing and Rio, respectively), nations across the globe have embraced 
the concepts of sustainable urbanization and sustainable communities as 
central to any real progress toward solving world environmental and social 
problems on an increasingly urban planet.1

 In the face of absent federal leadership on climate change, mayors and 
other local government leaders have shown significant leadership. The 
Mayors Climate Change Agreement, an initiative of former Seattle mayor 
Greg Nickels, has been signed by some 1,054 cities (as of July 2011), com-
mitting them to meet, and ideally exceed, the greenhouse emission targets 
of the Kyoto Accord. Many cities have embraced the goals and vision of 
sustainability, but are not entirely sure how to reach them and are hungry 
for new ideas, tools, methods, and models.
 Cities and metropolitan regions are the newest and perhaps most im-
portant venues in tackling sustainability and in advancing a green agenda. 
It is at this level that many things are possible, that creative and innova-
tive practice can find expression, that committed citizens and organizations 
can exert pressure and make a difference. The promise of the local is great 
indeed, and its stock is on the rise.
 Over the last several decades, many American cities and local gov-
ernments have developed and implemented sustainability initiatives, from 
Chicago to Cleveland to Santa Monica. Many of these communities have 
attempted to become fundamentally greener and have made significant 
and impressive strides. Yet, despite good progress in many communities, 
these initiatives are still very much in their formative stages, especially 
when compared with their European counterparts. In few other parts of the 
world is there as much interest in urban sustainability and urban greening 
policy as in Europe, especially northern and northwestern Europe.
 I have been studying green initiatives in European cities for nearly 
twenty years (see Green Urbanism: Learning from European Cities).2 One 
of my first observations from this work was that sustainability appeared 
to be much more commonly applied and pursued at the local or municipal 
level in Europe, and this is especially true for the cities included in this 
book. “Sustainable cities” resonates well and has important political mean-
ing and significance in these locales, and on the European urban scene 
generally.
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 Europe has indeed been a pioneer in the area of sustainable cities. Fif-
teen years ago, the EU funded the start-up of a critical initiative, the Sus-
tainable Cities and Towns Campaign, which became an important network 
of communities pursuing common sustainability goals. Participating cities 
approved the so-called Aalborg Charter (from Aalborg, Denmark, the site 
of the first campaign conference). As of 2011, more than 2,500 cities and 
towns had signed the charter.3 In addition to connecting cities and provid-
ing information about sustainability initiatives, this organization gives out 
a European Sustainable City Award (the first was issued in 1996), some-
thing that has become highly coveted and valued by politicians and city 
officials. I had the chance to visit the mayor of Albertslund, Denmark, a 
winner of this award, and will not forget the pride with which the mayor 
held up the award for us to photograph; he clearly viewed this as a signifi-
cant accomplishment, and as a credit to the value (political and popular) 
placed on all matters green and sustainable.
  Europeans have found many similar ways to inspire, encourage, and 
provide positive support for cities pursuing sustainability. Cities can now 
compete for the designation of Green Capital City, for instance. This pro-
gram was created by the European Commission to recognize cities that 
have a “consistent record of achieving high environmental standards,” and 
are “committed to ongoing and ambitious goals for further environmen-
tal improvement and sustainable development.” Cities are also chosen to 
serve as role models for other cities, and to inspire other cities in a bit of 
friendly competition.4

 European cities represent important sources of ideas and inspiration 
about green urban development and policies. The chapters that follow at-
tempt to go well beyond the brief descriptions and anecdotal materials 
currently available about these cities, to understand, document, and de-
scribe much more thoroughly these innovative local (and regional) Euro-
pean green efforts. The result will be an extremely important and valuable 
resource for the hundreds of communities in the U.S. aiming to become 
more sustainable.
 It is important to recognize and acknowledge the special role that Eu-
rope, and European cities, have played in the development of American 
cities. The most famous U.S. planners, designers, and landscape architects 
have visited prized European cities, gardens, and landscapes as a way of 
stoking their creative fires. This was true for luminaries and design greats 
such as Frederick Law Olmsted, Daniel Burnham, and Clarence Stein, 
among many others. And some of our most important planning ideas and 
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tools can trace their origins directly to Europe. Zoning, for instance, was 
pioneered in German cities and brought to New York City by Edward 
Bassett.
  While innovation transfers and learning have gone in both directions, 
examples from European cities have been especially fruitful for American 
cities. For several decades, beginning in the 1970s, groups like the German 
Marshall Fund sponsored study trips to Europe for mayors, and other local 
officials, with remarkable results. From waste-to-energy, to public tran-
sit, to urban design and efforts at pedestrianizing urban centers, Ameri-
can visitors take away important lessons and inspiration from these visits. 
Sometimes they fall flat (consider congestion pricing in New York City), 
but for the most part these innovations have taken hold.
 Ironically, the antiquity of European cities (compared with American 
cities) is sometimes offered as an important difference that makes them less 
relevant to the American scene. But a strong case can be made that there is 
much to be learned from human settlements that have endured shocks of 
many kinds, that have grown and contracted, that have survived through 
war and famine and every other disruption. John Gallagher, a writer for 
the Detroit Free Press, makes the point that even shrinking American cit-
ies can learn from Europe. While decline in population in American cities 
like Detroit and Cleveland is met here with “civic panic,” in Europe the 
perspective is of a longer arc: “The ebb and flow of population over time 
has given Europeans a more relaxed view of shrinkage,” Gallagher argues.5

 There are now many different, sometimes competing, ecological city-
building models out there, and which ones are most useful or relevant re-
mains an open question. There is no single model (nor should there be). 
Our imaginations have been captured by the hi-tech, tabula rasa projects 
like the eco-city Dongtan in China (now scratched) and Masdar City (un-
der construction) in Abu Dhabi. There is a strong argument to be made 
that our best examples are ones that build onto and improve the existing 
conditions of already present cities, suggesting the importance of London 
or Vienna or Lyon, not Masdar (though I do believe there are things to 
learn from this new town as well). The journalist Chris Turner writes, “In 
a place like Masdar, you might find some fascinating future-tense tech-
nologies, but if you’re looking for the state of the art in complete street 
design, mixed-use development and multimodal transit—in urban sus-
tainability, that is—then Copenhagen’s the place to go.”6

 One of the qualities that makes these European cities so important to 
understand is the creative blending of the new and the old, the importance 
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of seeing long-term sustainability as necessarily embedded in a deeper 
span of history and commitment to place. Creatively balancing the new 
and the technological with the old and human is something that planners 
and designers in the U.S. and around the world are still attempting to work 
out, and there are many examples to follow in European cities—from the 
creative insertion of photovoltaic solar panels in central Copenhagen to 
the sensitive design of a tram system that fits well and works within the 
context of the narrow streets and historic buildings of Edinburgh.7

 For many Americans (though certainly not all), these times of eco-
nomic crisis and family belt-tightening have led to some questioning of 
the merits of the so-called American Dream. Large houses and cars, prof-
ligate spending, a commitment to the personal and individual realm, all 
those qualities that seem distinctly part of the American psyche and sensi-
bility are in flux. In 2005 the social theorist Jeremy Rifkin wrote an infor-
mative, thought-provoking book called The European Dream,8 in which he 
compared and contrasted these cross-Atlantic value systems, arguing that 
the Europeans in many ways have their priorities in better order. Table 1.1 
compares these two perspectives on life. According to Rifkin, the American 
Dream “puts an emphasis on economic growth, personal wealth, and inde-
pendence. The new European Dream focuses more on sustainable develop-
ment, quality of life, and interdependence.”9 While the American Dream 
is, Rifkin believes, “deeply personal and little concerned with the rest of 
humanity,” the European version is “more expansive and systemic in na-
ture and, therefore, more bound to the welfare of the planet.”10 Rifkin may 
be exaggerating these differences but there seems to be much truth to the 
comparison, which further supports the utility of learning from European 
practices.
 Opinion surveys suggest a shift in the direction of smaller housing 
units, and a desire and intention to become more embedded in neighbor-
hood and place.11 The trends suggest that the attributes of the European 
Dream described by Rifkin are increasingly attractive to many Americans. 
Perhaps more important is to recognize that from a sustainability perspec-
tive, and from a perspective of planetary health, the European Dream is a 
better model. I should not overstate the shifts in American lifestyle and 
consumption; Americans will still be highly consumptive, highly individu-
alistic in their outlook, eschew the public for the private, and (at least in 
the short term) be very dependent on cars. Nevertheless, we seem unusu-
ally poised for change, and looking at European urban innovations and 
planning seems especially timely indeed.
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 On top of the concerns about the high fiscal and infrastructural costs 
associated with prevailing urban sprawl, are the costs associated with 
rising obesity rates among children and adults and the health care and 
other costs associated with our sedentary, mostly car-dependent lifestyles. 
Americans are not getting much exercise, and individual and community 
health are in no small measure an outcome of unsustainable land use pat-
terns. It is time to search for new and healthier models of urban develop-
ment. Figuring out how to design places and communities that propel us 
forward as pedestrians, that allow a natural integration of physical exercise 
and activity into our daily lives, that help to make us healthy is a major 
goal, and European cities again provide inspiration and hope.

The Global Model of European Cities

Another way to answer the question “Why study European cities?” is per-
haps a more substantive angle: they possess, or a great many of them do 
anyway, many of the essential qualities of sustainable place-making and 
urban sustainability that we aspire to in the U.S. What is it that recom-
mends European cities as exemplars for the emerging urban age?
 While European cities have been experiencing considerable decentral-
ization pressures, they are typically much more compact and dense than 
American cities. And while sprawl has been happening in Europe, there 
are still many more positive and compelling examples of cities maintain-
ing and even growing dense urban cores. In Oslo, for instance, as a result 
of explicit planning policy, the city and region have densified. According 
to a University of Oslo study, in less than a decade Oslo has experienced 
an 11% increase in persons per hectare,12 and in the process has pro-
tected an immense surrounding forest ecosystem (what the Norwegians 

Table 1.1 Comparing the U.S. and Europe

U.S. Europe

Autonomy Embeddedness
Self-reliance Inclusive relationships
Risk-takers Risk-averse
Personal wealth Quality of life
Private property Collective responsibility
Nature: to be conquered Nature: “indivisible web of life”
Economic growth Sustainable development
Emphasis on work “Leisure and deep play”

Source: Summary from Rifkin, The European Dream.
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affectionately refer to as the marka). The study notes the strong support 
for compact cities among Norwegian spatial planners, described as now 
having a “hegemonic status as a model for sustainable urban develop-
ment.”13 It may not be surprising that planners are in such strong support, 
but elected officials and politicians in Oslo also understand its importance 
as a guiding paradigm for future growth and development.
 In Freiburg, Germany (see chapter 3), a set of principles has been cre-
ated—the Freiburg Charter for Sustainable Urbanism, with compact urban 
form at the center. Box 1.1 summarizes these twelve guiding principles, 
which are evidenced in Freiburg but would apply to many other European 
cities as well.14

 These characteristics of urban form make many other dimensions 
of local sustainability more feasible (e.g., public transit, walkable places, 
energy efficiency). There are many factors that explain this urban form, 
including a historic pattern of compact villages and cities, a limited land 
base in many countries, and different cultural attitudes about land. Never-
theless, in the cities covered in this book (Copenhagen, Freiburg, Helsinki, 
London, Paris, and Vitoria-Gasteiz), there are conscious policies aimed at 
strengthening a tight urban core. And importance has been placed, in cities 
like Freiburg and Copenhagen, on maintaining populations living in the 
very center of these cities; unlike cities succumbing to sprawl, they are 
twenty-four-hour metropolises.
 Major new growth areas in European cities tend to be located in more 
sustainable locations—adjacent to existing developed areas—and typi-
cally are designed at relatively high densities. New growth areas, further-
more, typically include and design-in a wide range of ecological design 
and planning concepts. From solar and wind energy, to community food 
production, to natural drainage, these new development areas and urban 
neighborhoods demonstrate convincingly that ecological and urban can go 
together. Many good examples of this compact green growth can be seen 
in the new development and redevelopment areas in many of the cities 
described in this book, from Vauban in Freiburg, to the Thames Gateway 
in London.

Sustainable Mobility

Rethinking the role of the car in cities (and society more generally) re-
mains a major challenge for contemporary planners in the U.S. In the face 
of rising global demand for oil, and declining supplies (peak oil), many of 
us believe something must change (and will). While there is much work 



Box 1.1
The Freiburg Charter for  
Sustainable Urbanism

Quo Vadis Civitas?
The future model for new settlements should be the Compact City. This is a city 
concept consisting of independently functioning units, in which the aspects of 
everyday life can be laid out and accessed within walking distance by all members 
of society. The City of the Future is a city of social and functional integration, cul-
tural diversity, accessible education, resource conservation and regional dialogue. 
When outward growth is unavoidable or imperative for economic or cultural rea-
sons, that growth should follow the principle of the Compact City. The following 
12 principles are intended to provide the point of departure for the Compact City 
and as such serve as the foundation for the Sustainable City. They should be ap-
plied to all new development.

The 12 Guiding Principles
Spatial

I. Diversity, Safety & Tolerance
II. City of Neighborhoods
III. City of Short Distances
IV. Public Transport & Density

Content
V. Education, Science & Culture
VI. Industry & Jobs
VII. Nature & Environment
VIII. Design Quality

Process
IX. Long-Term Vision
X. Communication & Participation
XI. Reliability, Obligation & Fairness
XII. Co-operation & Partnership

Source: Academy of Urbanism, 2010.
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in redefining the nature of the car itself (the move toward hybrids, and 
electric cars such as the Mitsu or the GM Volt), and some creative work in 
imagining a fleet of ultra-light urban automobiles,15 the larger challenge 
will be to invest in the urban form and non-auto infrastructures that will 
increasingly permit urbanites to wean themselves from car dependence.
 In the cities described in this book, a high level of priority is given to 
building and maintaining fast, comfortable, and reliable systems of public 
transport. Regional and national train systems are fully integrated with 
local transit. It is easy to shift from one mode to another. And with the 
continuing commitment to the development of a European high-speed rail 
network, modal integration is becoming even greater. Cities like Freiburg, 
which never gave up on its municipal trams, or Paris, which plans to dra-
matically expand its metro system in years ahead, show how we can ad-
dress the future of urban mobility.
 Very good train service, and the continued expansion and improve-
ment of Europe’s high-speed rail network, are important aspects of quality 
of life there. Especially impressive has been the expansion of high-speed 
rail into countries and parts of Europe where it did not formerly exist, such 
as Spain and Italy, and the transformative effects it is already having. As 
we struggle to understand why high-speed rail is so controversial in the 
U.S., Europeans continue to set high goals for the future. For example, 
Spain plans to provide ten thousand kilometers by 2020 and to put 90% 
of the country’s population within thirty minutes of a high-speed rail sta-
tion. Already the high-speed link from Barcelona to Madrid has shifted 
much travel away from air transport, with significant reductions in carbon 
emissions (a passenger traveling by high-speed train consumes an esti-
mated one-fifth the carbon emissions of someone traveling by plane). A 
key message from Europe is that creating the conditions for car-free or car-
reduced urban lives will require these kinds of inter-city rail investments.
  Importantly, these investments complement, and are coordinated 
with, major land use decisions. Virtually all the major new growth ar-
eas identified have good public transit service as a basic, underlying as-
sumption. The new community growth areas of Rieselfeld and Vauban, in 
Freiburg, for instance, both had new tramlines installed before the projects 
were fully built (both projects are described in chapter 3). Similarly, in the 
dense redevelopment of Hammarby Sjöstad, a fast tram runs down the 
spine of the neighborhood, providing unusually quick mobility, and from 
the start an attractive alternative to the car. There is recognition in these 
cities of the importance of giving options to new residents, establishing 
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sustainable mobility patterns early, and integrating the investments in 
transit with high-density housing, as in the case of Hammarby.
 Europeans have innovated and brought to scale many of our best sus-
tainable mobility ideas. Car sharing, for instance, was pioneered in Zurich 
and other European cities, and has become a viable and increasingly popu-
lar option. Car sharing in North America has grown from a few hundred 
members in a handful of cities in the 1990s to more than half a million 
members, using more than ten thousand vehicles available in numerous 
cities.16 Cities like Paris are extending further the idea of a network of 
small urban cars, available for short-term use. Paris recently unveiled its 
Autolib scheme, a network of electric-powered blue cars (also referred to 
as bubble cars), to be available at some one thousand dispersing locations 
around the city.17

 Rates of car ownership in European cities (and countries), though on 
the rise, remain significantly lower than their American counterparts, and 
the relatively successful efforts of cities like Copenhagen, a result of the 
combination of providing walkable urban living conditions and investing 
in excellent alternatives to the car (e.g., transit, bicycles), show that signifi-
cantly reducing dependence on cars is possible indeed. Few would argue 
that the quality of life is lower in Copenhagen because of the reduced de-
pendence on cars (in fact, just the opposite).
 Bicycles are one of the more ubiquitous and important mobility op-
tions in green European cities, those in the Netherlands, Germany, and 
northern Europe in particular. There are some eight hundred kilometers 
of bike lanes in Berlin, for instance, and Vienna has more than doubled 
its bicycle network since the late 1980s. Copenhagen now has a policy of 
installing bike lanes along all major streets, and bicycle use in that city has 
risen substantially. Forty percent of home-to-work trips in Copenhagen 
are made by bike, and the city is aspiring to go higher. Its new Green Cycle 
Routes initiative is creating new bicycle commuting routes into the city 
through and alongside parks and green areas. And even cities like London, 
where bicycles have been less important, are making significant and im-
pressive strikes, creating there a series of Cycle Superhighways (discussed 
in chapter 8).18

 In addition to expanding and enhancing their bicycle infrastructure, 
these cities have been the trailblazers and innovators in the area of public 
bikes. European cities have been responsible for pioneering the first, sec-
ond, and third generations of public bikes, arguably beginning with the 
ideas of the Dutch activist Luud Schimmelpennink for a network of White 
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Bikes in Amsterdam, free for use by anyone who needed one. More in-
novations followed, including the still-impressive City Bikes programs 
operated in Scandinavian cities such as Copenhagen and Helsinki. In the 
case of Copenhagen, some 2,500 public bicycles have been made available 
throughout the center of the city. Few cities have been as bold in their sup-
port of public bicycles as Paris, under its new Vélib’ bike system (an amal-
gam of the words vélo, bike in French, and liberté) (see chapter 2 and figure 
1.1). Now the largest such system in the world, there are some 20,000 
public bikes available from some 1,400 Vélib’ docking stations scattered 
around the city, as of 2011.19 These European systems have helped along 
a small but increasing number of North American cities now establishing 
similar shared bike systems (e.g., Denver, Washington, Boston, New York, 
Montreal).

Walking Cities

Getting people out of their cars also requires creating urban places and 
spaces that delight, that bring people in contact with one another and 
with interesting objects, events, and environments. Whether Barcelona’s 

Figure 1.1 The Vélib’ shared bike system in Paris. European cities have led the 
way with innovative bicycle mobility programs. Credit: Timothy Beatley.
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Ramblas or Copenhagen’s Strøget, Bologna’s arcaded sidewalks or Paris’s 
pathways along the Seine, European cities provide countless examples of 
what is possible in the public realm.
 While European cities have experienced a rise in automobility, their 
core urban form remains remarkably pedestrian. It is hard to overstate 
the value and importance of walkable streets, and indeed walkable cities. 
Providing physical exercise, opportunities to socialize, connections to place 
and nature, and enjoyment and fun, walking is an essential element of a 
green city. Spending time in cities like Vitoria-Gasteiz, it is almost impos-
sible not to be an avid pedestrian; it is indeed the best way to get around 
(see chapter 7). Nearly half the trips made in Vitoria-Gasteiz are by foot, 
and no wonder, as it is a city of short distances, where emphasis has been 
placed on creating functional and beautiful pedestrian connections. The 
city puts walking front and center in its plans.
 The concept of shared space and shared streets was pioneered in the 
Netherlands, with their concept of the woonerf, but has now been extended 
in many other creative ways.20 The Dutch and the Danish have been lead-
ers in applying the notion of naked streets and intersections—taking away 
car-oriented signage, lighting, and so forth as a technique for slowing cars 
and sending the psychological message that streets are public and pedes-
trian spaces as well. In London, and other cities in the UK, similar shifts 
toward shared space have occurred, including the designation of so-called 
home zones, and more recently experimentation with DIY street reclaim-
ing. As the London chapter makes clear (see chapter 8), new approaches to 
way-finding will also be necessary.

Biophilic Cities

How to achieve compactness and density, but also ensure that urban in-
habitants have adequate access to parks, trees, waterfronts, and nature, re-
mains another key challenge and another way in which European cities 
lead the way. In many American cities (and certainly many European cities 
as well), the prevailing living (and working) environments are largely of 
concrete and asphalt, not especially green or natural despite the acknowl-
edged need for such elements in our lives. E. O. Wilson’s concept of bio-
philia suggests that we have coevolved as a species to need nature, that it 
is not optional but rather essential for emotional (and physical) health and 
well-being.21
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 Schools without natural daylight, workplaces with little or no connec-
tion to the outside (and lower worker productivity as a result), and urban 
neighborhoods with few trees, green areas, or elements of nature around 
them are common. It is perhaps not surprising that Americans are inside 
so much of the day when conventional city and urban design pays such 
little attention to celebrating, restoring, and integrating nature and nat-
ural systems into our communities. One outcome is what the journalist 
Richard Louv has called Nature Deficit Disorder—a particular concern that 
children today are suffering from growing up in denatured neighborhoods 
and communities.22

 Many European cities have an extensive greenbelt and regional open 
space structure, with a considerable amount of natural land actually owned 
by the cities. Extensive tracts of forest and open lands are owned by cities 
such as Vienna, Berlin, and Graz (among many others).
 Cities such as Helsinki and Copenhagen are spatially structured so 
that large wedges of green nearly penetrate the centers of these munici-
palities. Helsinki’s large Keskuspuisto central park is a good example. It 
extends in an almost unbroken wedge from the center to an area of old-
growth forest to the north of city, some one thousand hectares in area and 
eleven kilometers long (see chapter 5).23 In addition, the city has developed 
an extensive, integrated network of green spaces. In Stockholm, there are 
an estimated one thousand parks and seven relatively large nature re-
serves, together constituting about 40% of the city’s land area. Included 
here is Stockholm’s large Ekopark very close to the city’s center, where 
it is a short walk for thousands of urbanites to ancient oaks and diverse 
flora and fauna. And in cities like Copenhagen and Stockholm, there are 
many beaches and bathing areas, even places along the Copenhagen Har-
bor where, as a result of efforts at improving water quality over a number 
for years, urban residents are encouraged to swim (see chapter 4).
 There is an important trend in the direction of creating and strength-
ening ecological networks within and between urban centers, another area 
where European cities have been leading the way. This has been most 
evident in Dutch cities, where national and provincial governments have 
focused on creating and protecting ecological networks. The Dutch govern-
ment’s innovative Nature Policy Plan created a national ecological network 
consisting of core areas, nature development areas, and corridors. This net-
work is then further delineated at the provincial level, and cities in turn 
are tiering this network and building on it. Such networks at the city level 
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can consist of ecological waterways (e.g., canals), tree corridors, and green 
connections between parks and open space systems. At the other end of the 
scale are efforts to connect together these national ecological networks to 
create a very ambitious European-wide ecological network.
 European green cities have also been leaders in integrating regional 
climate and weather considerations into their local plans, with climatic el-
ements common in German and Austrian plans, for instance. Cities like 
Freiburg have identified important corridors for airflows and breezes and 
placed height and building limitations in these areas (more in chapter 3). 
Similarly cities such as Stuttgart are notable for the designation of “venti-
lation corridors,” or cool air movement zones intended similarly to ensure 
that cool breezes through that city are preserved.24 Another important as-
pect of a biophilic city, exemplified by many of these cities, is an apprecia-
tion for and celebration of the unique climatic conditions and weather that 
prevail.
 Oslo is a remarkable example of a green and biophilic city, with a com-
pact and, as mentioned above, densifying urban form. Two-thirds of the 
land within the city’s boundaries is actually owned by the city and main-
tained as protected forests that flank the city to the north. And nature in 
other forms surrounds to the south, with extensive natural shorelines and 
the Oslo fjord. Oslo’s vision for its future, as expressed in its green plan, 
is “the blue and green and the city in between.”25 The city’s emphasis on 
containing growth, in combination with protecting and setting aside such 
large expanses of green space, mean that urbanites there are never very 
far from nature. Indeed, it is estimated that some 94% of the population 
of Oslo lives within three hundred meters of a park or green area.26 In 
Vitoria-Gasteiz, the percentage is nearly 100% (see chapter 7). In both 
cities, compactness permits this proximity to nature, rather than working 
against it.
 Even more impressive are the green and natural qualities that cities 
like Oslo are envisioning for its future. Oslo has set the goal of daylight-
ing (bringing back to the surface) and restoring all eight rivers that run 
through the city from the north to the Oslo fjord.27 One of these, the Ak-
erselva, has already been mostly restored, providing a remarkable green 
corridor, with trails and parks and abundant wildflowers, and the experi-
ence of the sound of several waterfalls in the middle of the city (see figure 
1.2).
 Vitoria-Gasteiz, like Oslo, has protected an unusual amount of habi-
tat and natural land, almost half the land in this municipality. The city’s 
greenbelt consists of a network of connected, encircling parks that serve 



Figure 1.2 Oslo has given priority to restoring the rivers that run through the 
city. The Akerselva, shown here, is a major green amenity to urban residents and a 
popular place to walk, bicycle, and picnic. Credit: Timothy Beatley.
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as a biological corridor connecting major ecosystems of the Zadorra River 
and the Vitoria Hills.
 European cities have been pioneers in the areas of urban ecology and 
urban greening, with many instituting impressive programs to support, 
encourage, and plan for green, ecological elements. Many European cities 
either mandate or subsidize green features in new urban developments 
and in the retrofitting of existing urban areas. The installation of ecologi-
cal or green rooftops has been a common practice, for example, the result 
of a mix of incentives and mandates. In many Dutch, German, and Aus-
trian cities there have been long-standing green rooftop programs. In Linz, 
Austria, for instance, one of the most extensive green roof programs in 
Europe, the city often requires building plans to compensate for the loss 
of green space taken by a new development, and the green roof has been 
one common response. This city, like many others in Europe, also provides 
a subsidy for retrofitting existing rooftops with a green roof—paying up 
to 35% of the cost of an installation. The programs have been quite suc-
cessful with hundreds of green roofs scattered throughout the city. Green 
roofs have been shown to provide a number of important environmental 
benefits, and to accommodate a surprising amount of biological diversity. 
Many other innovative urban greening strategies can be found in these 
cities, from green streets, to green bridges, to urban stream daylighting.
 Integrating such green features into city building can take many cre-
ative forms. Green walls offer similar ecological benefits to green rooftops, 
and here as well Europeans have been leading the way. These structures 
cool the urban environment, retain stormwater, reduce energy consump-
tion, and provide important habitats for birds and invertebrates. And de-
pending on their location, they may be more visible and serve to enhance 
the greenness of cities.
 Some of the cities discussed in this book, including Paris, are home to 
spectacular examples of green features. Patrick Blanc is a Parisian botanist 
who has designed amazing organic or green walls, for both interior and 
exterior spaces. Blanc’s exterior vertical gardens, or le mur vegetal (plant 
wall) as he prefers to call them, offer one special way by which nature, 
albeit a highly artificial form, can find expression in an dense city. The 
green wall that graces the edge of the Musée du Quai Branly in Paris, a 
few blocks from the Eiffel Tower, is perhaps the most famous of his designs 
(with its 15,000 habitat plants, representing some 170 different species). 
And Paris has become a kind of epicenter of green walls, with more than 
two hundred installed or in some stage of planning (see chapter 3).
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 But green walls are popping up all over Europe. They include the mag-
nificent wall at the CaixaForum Museum in Madrid, boasting some 250 
different species of plants on this spectacular vertical garden, and they are 
beginning to find their way to American cities, from San Francisco to Port-
land. European cities have been leaders in programs and projects that dem-
onstrate that nature and urban density can coexist. Examples include, for 
instance, Blanc’s green wall design for the eight-story Hotel Athenaeum in 
London, and the new Bosco Verticale residential towers, now under con-
struction in Milan, Italy, that will boast some 730 trees (and thousands of 
shrubs and plants), which will wrap the exterior of these twenty-seven-
story towers with a blanket of green. Dubbed the “world’s first forest in 
the sky,” and designed by Stefano Boeri, this Milan project is emblematic 
of the European sensibility that cities can, if creatively planned and de-
signed, integrate closeness to the natural world.28

 Hammarby Sjöstad in Stockholm and Vauban in Freiburg are exem-
plary designs that create conditions where kids have connected spaces, 
away from the dangers of cars, and where moving from small green areas 
around one’s home to larger green parks and landscapes in the city is pos-
sible. Greenwich Millennium Village in London is another positive exam-
ple, and distinctive in its creative combination of high-density sustainable 
housing with impressive access to nature, including a new ecology park. 
This design provides residents with unusual visual and pedestrian access 
to a restored riparian wetland system, and a series of elevated boardwalks, 
bird blinds, and a nature center and viewing structure. Residents routinely 
watch nesting birds and aquatic life, in an area of the Thames River ecosys-
tem previously defined by industrial development (see chapter 8).
 There are many other exemplary projects to cite, too many for this 
short book. In Malmo, Sweden, the Western Harbor district (Vastra Ham-
nen) has been an international exemplar of an ecological brownfield re-
development, and one that incorporates the natural world as a key design 
priority from the beginning. Builders working on projects here must sat-
isfy a minimum green spaces factor (a formula stipulating a minimum 
level of greenery), as well as a system of green points. Builders have also 
included in their projects a variety of green and biophilic elements, such as 
nesting boxes for birds or bat boxes, butterfly courtyards, fruit trees, and 
green rooftops.29 Green courtyards, native vegetation, and a vegetated wa-
ter channel meandering throughout are a few of the more prominent and 
important green features there.
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Climate Change and Renewable Energy

Energy and climate change are very much on the planning agenda, and 
these exemplary European cities are taking a host of serious measures to 
lower greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, conserve energy, and promote re-
newable sources. European cities (and nations) have been early adopters 
and supporters of renewable energy and distributed energy techniques (en-
ergy production integrated into neighborhoods and urban communities).
 The heavy use of combined heat and power generation along with 
district heating, especially in northern European cities, is one reason for 
typically lower per capita levels of CO

2
 production. Helsinki, for instance, 

has one of the most extensive district heating systems, connecting more 
than 91% of the city’s buildings. The result is a substantial increase in fuel 
efficiency and significant reductions in pollution emissions. District heat-
ing combined with decentralized combined heat and power plants are now 
commonly integrated into new housing districts in these cities.
 Many cities, including Heidelberg, Freiburg, and Vienna, have set 
ambitious maximum energy consumption standards for new construc-
tion projects. Heidelberg sponsored a low-energy social housing project 
to demonstrate the feasibility of such designs, and in many cities there 
have been efforts to evaluate and reduce energy consumption in schools 
and other public buildings. Incentive programs have been established that 
allow schools to keep a certain percentage of the savings from energy con-
servation and retrofitting investments (e.g., Heidelberg’s innovative sys-
tem of performance contracts).
 The idea of the “passive house”—which through careful design and 
passive solar and climate features uses even less energy (on the order of 
15 kWh/year/m2)—has been pioneered in German and Austrian cities and 
is already widely discussed in the U.S. In addition, cities like Freiburg and 
Berlin have been competing for the label “Solar City,” with each providing 
significant subsidies for solar installations. In Malmo, the Western Harbor 
project set a high standard with its goal of providing 100% of the energy 
needs for this redeveloped urban district from local renewable energy. This 
goal was in fact achieved through a mix of strategies and technologies, 
including a wind turbine, roof- and facade-mounted solar hot water heat-
ing panels, as well as the use of seawater and deep aquifer water for heat-
ing and cooling. Barcelona remains one of the few cities to have mandated 
solar energy: it now requires all new major construction and renovation 
to meet a minimum percentage of hot water needs (65%) from solar hot 
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water heating, resulting in a dramatic rise in the amount of installed ther-
mal solar in that city.
 Cities can significantly support and underwrite the solar energy and 
renewable energy sectors, as many European municipalities have done. In 
these ways, cities can directly contribute to the economic viability of solar 
technologies (reducing the cost of photovoltaic panels, for instance), stim-
ulate further private investment, and raise the public visibility of energy 
issues and options.
 The vision of positive-energy buildings—buildings as power plants 
that produce more power than they need—is no longer a pipe dream, but a 
concept that is being put into practice in many places. One example, often 
cited by Jeremy Rifkin, is the GM factory in Aragon, Spain, which pro-
duces energy sufficient for some 4,600 homes from its rooftop array of 
photovoltaic panels.
 When it comes to positive-energy office buildings, the Elithis Tower in 
Dijon, France, is purported to be the world’s first (see figure 1.3). The fifty-
four-thousand-square-foot building, completed in 2009, was designed to 
use a minuscule amount of energy compared with conventional office 
buildings (only about 20 KWh per square meter, about one-twentieth the 

Figure 1.3 The Elithis Tower, in Dijon, France, is purported to be the world’s first 
positive-energy office building. Credit: Tropism Communication.
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French average). It was designed to produce more energy than it needs to 
operate, thus having a “positive” energy balance. By 2012 all new build-
ings in France must meet the low standard of 50 kWh per square meter per 
year of energy usage, and by 2020 all new buildings in the country are to 
be positive-energy.
 Europe’s greenest cities continue to push the envelope on climate 
change and renewable energy. Germany has shown the importance of 
feed-in tariffs, for instance, and creative financial instruments such as 
green mortgages that help home buyers to produce power. Copenhagen 
made a splash by declaring its intention of becoming the world’s first  
carbon-neutral capital city.30 And many European cities, from Vienna to 
London, have set high greenhouse emission targets. London’s Climate 
Change Action Plan, for instance, sets the ambitious target of a 60% re-
duction by 2025 (double the target set by the UK national government).31 
The London Plan identifies a number of specific programs and actions, with 
many, such as congestion pricing, already in use. The Paris Climate Plan 
similarly sets a goal of 75% reduction in GHG emissions by 2050, and a 
similar range of energy and climate initiatives (including extensive use of 
geothermal energy, for instance, as described in chapter 3).
 Per capita carbon emissions in these green European cities are already 
substantially lower than in American cities, and through many of the kinds 
of efforts described here are actually projected to decline. Stockholm’s car-
bon emissions per capita were, for instance, a modest 3.4 tons per person in 
2009 (down from 5.4 in 1990), and projected to decline to 2.8 tons by 2015, 
as a result of a variety of new green energy measures.32

 New and impressive strategies for adapting to climate change impacts 
have also been adopted in many European cities, for instance Paris’s steps 
to prepare for future heat waves (by designing buildings to enhance natu-
ral cooling and shading, and instituting a registry of vulnerable citizens 
who would be contacted and checked on during such events). Many coastal 
cities, such as Rotterdam and Hamburg, have developed innovative strate-
gies for adapting to long-term sea level rise.

Sustainable Urban Metabolism: Cities as Systems of 
Material and Resource Flows

I have often argued that cities should be understood as living organisms 
with a complex and interconnected metabolism.33 Cities rely on many in-
puts (food, energy, building materials) and produce many outputs (air and 
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water pollution, solid waste). Our urban planning and management re-
gimes usually don’t take account of these flows, at least in any systemic 
way. One important notion of a sustainable city, however, is one that re-
envisions and reimagines its metabolism, understanding it as a complex 
system, and looking for ways to, at once, reduce the size of the flows (e.g., 
the amounts of energy consumed by buildings, the amount of solid waste 
generated), shorten the supply lines by which these resources are deliv-
ered (e.g., growing more food locally and regionally, developing local and 
regional sources of wood and timber), and close the resource loops. The 
latter goal, especially, is about shifting from a linear urban metabolism to 
a circular urban metabolism, where waste flows are redefined as productive 
inputs to other urban activities. European cities have in many ways led the 
way in this new thinking and practice.
 Cities like Stockholm and London have taken important steps to bet-
ter understand and support these urban flows. Stockholm was one of the 
earliest cities to begin to develop strategies for closing resource loops, even 
reorganizing its governmental structure to ensure that different depart-
ments and sectors began to adopt a more “eco-cycles” perspective.34

 The view of cities as complex sets of metabolic flows might also help 
to guide us in dealing with those situations (especially in the shorter term) 
where some degree of reliance on resources and energy from other regions 
and parts of the world still occurs. Understanding that food transported to 
large American cities will still occur, despite great efforts to promote lo-
cal and regional production, suggests that efforts should be made to miti-
gate or compensate for the energy consumed and carbon emitted in this 
process. Perhaps that means contributions to a fund by which either solar 
and renewable energy projects or carbon-sequestration initiatives are sup-
ported in these regions and countries.
 Perhaps this view of cities suggests the need to forge new sustainable 
(and equitable) relationships between and among regions in the world, and 
where cities strive for new sustainable relationships with their (interna-
tional) hinterlands (e.g., through mechanisms such as sustainable sourcing 
agreements, region-to-region trade agreements, urban procurement sys-
tems based on green certification standards, among others). Embracing a 
metabolic view of cities and metropolitan areas takes us in some interest-
ing and potentially very useful directions.
 London is one place where there has been impressive new work to un-
derstand the metabolism of that city, especially through the report “City 
Limits: A Resource Flow and Ecological Footprint Analysis of Greater 
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London,” commissioned by the Greater London Authority (GLA). This 
study presents one of the few comprehensive snapshots of a large city’s 
metabolism—its flows and resource demands. The findings show that Lon-
don requires immense flows of resource inputs, for instance, and requires a 
land area three hundred times its spatial boundaries to supply these goods 
and resources. The study has served as an important call to arms and a 
critical lens through which to understand and guide many policy and plan-
ning endeavors in that city, from food to energy (see chapter 8).
 Few cities, however, have advanced further in rethinking urban me-
tabolism than the Scandinavian ones. Swedish cities, and especially Stock-
holm, have led the way. Stockholm has worked hard to overcome the usual 
divisions that exist in local government, and to bring together its different 
municipal departments and agencies to coordinate their work and adopt a 
more holistic perspective on material and resource flows in the city. The 
most prominent outcome of this new approach has been the new urban 
ecological district Hammarby Sjöstad, which has emerged as a demonstra-
tion or pilot of what a circular urban metabolism might look like in prac-
tice. Now commonly referred to as the “Hammarby model,” it serves as 
a key example of how this metabolic flows view can manifest in a new 
approach to urban design and building in a dense urban neighborhood. 
From the beginning of the planning of this new district, efforts were made 
to think systematically and holistically, to understand the inputs, outputs, 
and resources that would be needed and that would result. One example 
can be seen in the treatment of organic household waste: Biogas is ex-
tracted from it and returned to the neighborhood to be used as a cooking 
fuel in many natural gas stoves. A waste output, understood before as a 
problem, becomes redefined as a valuable asset.
 Food production is another important opportunity to shorten supply 
lines and reform urban metabolism. European cities have a long and rich 
history of providing allotment gardens, and cities such as Copenhagen, 
Freiburg, Paris, and Vitoria-Gasteiz all have extensive gardens available 
in and near urban settings. Vienna has been able to retain a significant 
amount of agriculture within its municipal boundaries (some five thou-
sand hectares, or about twelve thousand acres)—an advantage and func-
tion of compact urban form—and provides financial subsidies for local 
farmers producing organically. Copenhagen has set goals for how much 
of the food sold in city restaurants is to be organic, and cities like Lon-
don have developed action plans for promoting local farms and producers 
and increasing opportunities for growing (and selling and processing) food 
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in the city. Northern European cities have also led the way in separating, 
collecting, and composting food waste from restaurants and households. 
And on a host of innovative community food topics, from community-
supported agriculture to agritourism to slow food, Europe has led the way.
 This new paradigm of sustainable urban metabolism will require 
profound changes in the ways we conceptualize cities and metropolitan 
regions (seeing them as complex systems of metabolic flows), as well as 
in the ways we plan and manage them. New forms of cooperation and 
collaboration between municipal agencies and various urban actors and 
stakeholder groups will be required (e.g., municipal departments will need 
to formulate and implement integrated resource flows strategies). New or-
ganizational and governance structures will likely be necessary (e.g., every 
city with a foreign policy minister?) as well as new planning tools and 
methods (e.g., mapping the resource flows of a city and region will become 
a standard part of preparing a comprehensive plan).

Green Cities, Green Governance

European cities have also been leaders in taking steps to reduce their own 
environmental impacts—to walk the talk, if you will, by putting into place 
innovative governance structures that support their sustainability plans. 
American cities have made progress here as well, but still lag behind the ef-
forts of Europeans. The European approach often begins with an emphasis 
on understanding ecological impacts and taking steps to reduce the direct 
effects of their own purchasing decisions, infrastructure investments, and 
delivery of services. Green audits are common and many cities have gone 
through one or more environmental management systems (and gained 
certification under schemes such as the EU’s Eco-Management and Audit 
Scheme). Cities like Oslo, London, The Hague, and Vienna have prepared, 
or commissioned the preparation of, ecological footprint studies that assess 
the extent of the environmental resource demands placed on the planet 
from the residents and businesses in those cities (as expressed in terms of 
land area required). These footprint studies show how resource-efficient 
European cities tend to be, compared with American cities. The ecological 
footprint for Vienna, for example, has been estimated at 3.9 hectares per 
person, half to a third the size of most American cities.35

 European cities have experimented with new ways of taking into 
account these sustainability goals in their decisions. Heidelberg, for in-
stance, was one of the early pioneers in the development of the concept of 
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eco-budgeting, as a way of helping elected officials understand and com-
pensate for environmental damage. A number of Danish cities, including 
Copenhagen, have developed and are using some form of “green accounts” 
to track annual consumption of energy, greenhouse gas emissions, and so 
forth (see chapter 4). Many European cities have developed some form of 
environmental indicators, often through EU funding and support.
 Shifting municipal fleets (buses, trucks, etc.) to greener fuels has been 
an increasingly common strategy undertaken by European cities, again re-
flecting a recognition of the need for local governments to set a good ex-
ample and to serve as sustainability leaders. Few cities have done as much 
as Stockholm, where the city now runs some four hundred ethanol buses 
and a rail system powered by electricity from renewable sources. The city’s 
goal is to reach a point in 2025 where the entire public transit system will 
be “fossil-fuel free.”36

 Working with local companies and businesses to help them become 
more sustainable is another hallmark of European green cities. A notable 
example is Vienna’s EcoBusiness Plan, which has provided some six hun-
dred local businesses (since 1998) with advice and guidance about energy 
efficiency and other strategies for reducing ecological impacts (and in turn 
enhancing profits).37

 I have also always been impressed with the extent to which many Eu-
ropean green cities have developed initiatives and programs to reach out 
to other parts of the world, often the developing world, to support sustain-
ability initiatives, out of a sense of respect for and obligation to others 
living more humbly. Glocalism (a merging of the global and the local) is 
a word I often now use to describe this simultaneous emphasis on local 
economy and environment, and on responsible globalism, the recognition 
that cities have opportunities to uplift and improve living conditions and 
ecological protections in places thousands of miles away.38 Whether in the 
form of support for fair trade (the first so-called fair trade town is found 
in the UK), or programs for sharing urban innovations, or assisting in the 
building of needed infrastructure in less-developed cities, European cities 
are often at the fore.

Models for the Future

European cities are facing many of the same serious problems and trends 
that are working against sustainability in American cities: a dramatic 
rise in auto ownership and use, a continuing pattern of deconcentration 
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of people and commerce, and a lack of affordable housing. European cit-
ies exert a tremendous ecological footprint on the world, as do American 
cities (although European cities produce about half the per capita carbon 
emissions of American cities). Yet, despite these trends, European cities 
still represent a much more compelling model for the times we live in: 
at once more energy- and resource-efficient, more supportive of innova-
tive green projects, more demanding of the environmental performance of 
buildings and cityscapes, and generally more reflective of a priority given 
to sustainability.
 There are certainly many differences between the American and Eu-
ropean contexts—social, political, economic—that help explain why green 
city ideas have had greater application and currency in Europe. These 
include a more limited land and resource base, a long history of urban 
living, a stronger planning and regulatory system, a parliamentary politi-
cal system that often gives greater representation to green concerns, and 
stronger cultural support for a variety of green city ideas (e.g., public tran-
sit, pedestrian environments, energy conservation). Nevertheless, these 
compelling European examples will and must find ever-greater currency 
on the American scene, as the environmental challenges we face become 
ever more serious (e.g., climate change, declining oil supplies, severe water 
shortages), and the inherent merits of these forms of green urban living 
become ever more obvious.
 The case studies in this book show that it is possible to apply virtu-
ally every green or ecological strategy or technique, from solar and wind 
energy to graywater recycling to food production, in very compact urban 
settings. These cases show that cities (and municipal governments) can 
do much to help bring these ideas about, nurture them, and financially 
and politically support them—from making parking spaces available for 
car sharing companies, to financially subsidizing the installation of green 
rooftops, to instituting incentives for the production of renewable energy 
in the city, to mandating certain green elements and features.
  The “how” includes understanding the importance of partnerships 
and collaboration between different parties with an interest in sustainabil-
ity. It includes integrating sustainability into municipal decision-making 
structures, and changing the economic and other incentive structures to 
support green options. It means getting different municipal departments 
to talk to one another and to work together (e.g., as they do in Stockholm), 
and getting different public and private actors to join in common initia-
tives that demonstrate that green urban ideas are possible and desirable.
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 For many reasons, then, European cities inspire and inform, and gen-
erally set the standard for green and sustainable efforts around the world. 
What follows here is a series of detailed cases of arguably the leading cities 
in Europe. Each chapter tells the story of an urban exemplar pushing the 
limits and boundaries and forging new conceptions of the green city. More 
specifically, the chapter objectives are as follows:

To provide compelling examples of what is possible in American 
cities and metropolitan areas, especially in the face of declining 
global oil, climate change, and other challenges that will make 
business as usual very difficult or impossible; to show hopeful 
examples of how cities can both profoundly reduce their ecological 
footprints and also create beautiful, vibrant, highly livable, 
enduring urban environments.

To provide the first detailed set of case studies and detailed 
descriptions of the most innovative green cities in Europe; to 
identify and describe the most exemplary and cutting-edge cities, 
and to provide detailed and in-depth descriptions of these efforts, 
written by local experts who know the programs and initiatives 
well.

To identify political, social, and other factors and ingredients that 
help to explain successful development and implementation of 
green city initiatives; and to extract and discuss the important 
lessons for American cities learned in each place.

To identify trends and future directions in green cities in Europe and 
the U.S., and to provide recommendations for how state and federal 
governments might facilitate and strengthen the development of 
such exemplary local efforts.

The emphasis in what follows is on learning from local (in-country) au-
thors what is special about what their city is doing, how in practice its 
green and sustainable policies and planning are working, and whatever in-
sights or lessons might be useful in redirecting American city policy.
 As the British green author Herbert Girardet is fond of saying, “There 
can be no sustainable future without sustainable cities.”39 American cities, 
especially, must take this admonition to heart, and no better stock of ideas 
and inspiration can be found than those in the green cities of Europe.
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Paris, with a population of 2.2 million, is the capital of and largest city in 
France, a nation of 64.7 million (INSEE 2010a,b). Paris is regularly ranked 
among the great world cities, and its history, economy, culture, and iconic 
landmarks make it the most visited city in the world. In 2010 it was third 
on the Global Power City Index (IUS 2010), fourth on the Global Cities 
Index (Foreign Policy 2010), the seventh most livable city (Monocle 2010), 
and third on the World City Survey—second for quality of life and fourth 
for economic activity (Knight Frank 2010).
 Paris entered the 21st century with a new administration and a strong 
commitment to sustainability. Perhaps most visibly, since 2001 Paris in-
creased the proportion of urban space devoted to public transit, pedestri-
ans, and bikes, and launched a rapid bus transit system and public bikes 
program. High-speed car lanes give way to bikers and roller-skaters on 
Sundays and become beaches in the summer. New electric tramway lines 
are replacing overcrowded bus lines. Biodiversity is increasing on land and 
in the Seine, and bee colonies are thriving. The city is also increasing re-
newable energy production. Many of these changes stem from a less visible 
paradigm shift in the environmental priorities of the city administration.
 Paris faces challenges common to all megacities. Reports of political 
corruption are not unusual. Many lower- and middle-class households 
struggle to find adequate and affordable housing despite substantial sub-
sidized housing provision. Traffic congestion generates long and stressful 
commutes and poor air quality, particularly along major transportation 
axes.
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 What is unique about Paris is not the problems it faces, but the strate-
gies it implements to address them. I here focus on innovations, recent 
achievements, and ongoing projects addressing environmental sustainabil-
ity.1 I briefly discuss the socioeconomic and historical context of urban and 
sustainable development in Paris, as well as key features of the French en-
vironmental policy context. The unique political tensions between the city 
and the national government are particularly relevant to understanding 
sustainability strategies, especially in the area of public transportation. In 
light of this context, I present Paris’s current environmental sustainability 
policies and strategies. I organize the discussion around the central tenets 
of the Paris Climate Plan: adaptation to climate change, energy (buildings’ 
energy use and renewable energy production), transportation (transit and 
nonmotorized), and nature (green spaces and biodiversity).

Geographic, Socioeconomic, and Environmental  
Policy Context

Paris is located in northern France along the River Seine in a sedimen-
tary basin. Its key topographic features are two islands in the city center 
(Saint-Louis and Cité) and three hills (Montmartre, Télégraphe, Sainte-
Geneviève). Paris benefits from a mild oceanic climate, with temperatures 
between 15 and 25 degrees Celsius in summer and generally above freez-
ing in winter.
 Paris is located in the Île-de-France region. The Paris urbanized area 
counts 11.7 million residents, or 18% of the country’s population, and is 
one of the largest metropolitan areas in Europe (INSEE 2010c). The land 
area of the city proper is 105 km2 (41 mi2)—only 87 km2 (34 mi2) when 
excluding the two woodlands under its jurisdiction but outside its physi-
cal boundaries (Ville de Paris 2010a). Given its population and small land 
area, Paris is one of the densest cities in the world. Excluding the wood-
lands from its land base, Paris has about 25,200 residents/km2 (65,300/
mi2). Within the city, the densest neighborhoods are in the historically 
working-class northern and eastern districts, with up to 41,700 residents/
km2 (108,000/mi2) in the 11th district (Ville de Paris 2010b).
 The French population, historically Caucasian and Catholic, is in-
creasingly diverse, with 3.68 million foreigners (5.6% of the population) 
and 5.25 million immigrants, naturalized or not (8.1% of the population; 
see INSEE 2010d). Paris is multicultural, with one of the largest concen-
trations of immigrants in Europe. About 18% of residents in the Paris 
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urban area were born outside metropolitan France, and four out of ten 
immigrants in France live in the Paris region (Borrel 2005). The history of 
immigration in Paris goes back thousands of years. Most recently, 19th-
century immigration waves brought to Paris Germans, Italians, central Eu-
ropeans, and Russians. Colonial citizens immigrated during World War I, 
and Spaniards, Italians, Portuguese, and North Africans between the 1950s 
and 1970s. North and sub-Saharan Africans, Asians, and eastern Europe-
ans have comprised the bulk of the migration since the 1980s.
 Paris is a leading world city on many socioeconomic indicators. Its re-
gion hosts thirty-eight Fortune Global 500 companies and international 
organizations such as UNESCO and the OECD. It is an international cen-
ter for education, science, culture, arts, and entertainment. Paris has some 
thirteen public universities with strong humanities and sciences programs, 
several medical, law, and business schools, and the most prestigious public 
elite schools for engineering, science, management, and government. It has 
two opera houses, dozens of major performance venues, more than 150 
museums (including twenty-nine national and fifteen municipal ones), 
dozens of monuments, hundreds of art galleries, and more than ten thou-
sand restaurants and cafés. In any given week, Paris theaters show about 
one hundred plays and two hundred films.
 In 2009, Paris and its region produced a GDP of €552.1 billion 
(US$768.9 billion), 29% of the national GDP (INSEE 2010e), ranking 
it the sixth highest in GDP among the world’s urban areas (Pricewater-
houseCoopers 2009). The economy of Paris’s metropolitan area is mainly 
reliant on service industries and high-tech manufacturing. Of Paris’s 1.7 
million jobs, 55% are in the service sector, 26% in administration, 10% 
commercial, 7% industrial, and 2% in the construction sector (Préfec-
ture de Paris 2004). With about twenty-seven million visitors per year, 
tourism-related jobs employ 6.2% of the city’s workforce and 3.6% of 
all workers in the region, for a total economic impact of about €8 billion 
(Ville de Paris 2007a).
 Wealth is not equally distributed in Paris’s urban landscape. Housing 
values ranged in 2010 from about €8,000 to €12,000/m2 in the center 
and western districts, €6,000 to €8,000/m2 in outlying areas, and under 
€6,000/m2 in the northeastern districts.
 Politically, France is a bicameral republic with a multiparty electoral 
system, a directly elected president, and appointed ministers. France is 
currently in its Fifth Republic, characterized by strong presidential pow-
ers and economic and political centralization.2 The country is divided 
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into twenty-six regions, one hundred departments, and about thirty-six 
thousand municipalities. Although the regions were created in 1982 to 
decentralize decision making, central government powers remain strong. 
Understanding sustainability initiatives in Paris thus requires a discussion 
of the national policy context and the relations between Paris and central 
government.
 The 17th-century Parisian rebellion “la Fronde” is the iconic precursor 
of the tensions between Paris and central government. Under Louis XIII, 
Richelieu diminished the powers of the nobility and Parliament. When the 
Parliament of Paris refused to approve royal taxes in 1648, civil war fol-
lowed with a blockade of Paris in 1649. The Fronde sought to limit the 
constitutional power of the monarchy and, for the first time, made explicit 
the conflicts of interests between Paris, the royal central government, and 
the parliamentary process. While it did not change the regime, the people 
of Paris played a central role in these fights and became seen as a threat to 
the monarchy.
 Louis XIV moved the court away from Paris to Versailles in 1682. The 
1789 French Revolution recalled Louis XVI to Paris and overthrew the 
monarchy, creating the First Republic in 1792. After this, Paris remained 
the center of national political shifts, especially during the 1848 and 1871 
uprisings.3

 The Industrial Revolution brought to Paris a flow of rural migrants 
in search of manufacturing jobs. Early in the Second Empire, in 1853, Na-
poleon III appointed Baron Haussmann as prefect of the Seine Depart-
ment. Haussmann spearheaded Paris’s major urban and sanitation works. 
He ordered the demolition of entire residential blocks and narrow medi-
eval streets to widen existing boulevards and create about twenty-five new 
straight, wide, tree-lined boulevards and avenues. He generalized the ho-
mogeneous neoclassical facades and five-story building elevation, which 
are still hallmarks of Paris’s architectural identity. This program sought 
urban beautification and sanitation, and easier police operations during re-
occurring social uprisings. In 1860 Paris also annexed surrounding villages, 
setting the city’s current boundaries.
 The siege of Paris that followed the French surrender in the 1870/71 
Franco-Prussian War again demonstrates the intense conflict between 
Paris and the national government. A Parisian rebellion, “the Commune,” 
resisted both the surrender and the foreign occupation. After fights in 
the northeast of Paris (Montmartre and the working-class 11th and 20th 
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districts), national troops brutally suppressed the Commune, with about 
twenty thousand executions.
 Technological and industrial advances marked the last decades of the 
19th century. Two Universal Expositions grandly displayed this progress, 
one in 1889 with the inauguration of the Eiffel Tower, and one in 1900 
with the inauguration of the underground Métro.
 During World War I, German invasion was avoided with the victory at 
Marne in 1914 when, famously, Paris taxi drivers brought soldiers to com-
bat zones. Between the wars, Paris became known for its modern artistic 
and intellectual communities. The Nazis occupied the city between 1940 
and 1944. The city was not physically damaged, but the human costs were 
tremendous. Under Vichy orders, police forces deported tens of thousands 
of Parisians.
 The post–World War II era saw the first major suburban expansion 
of the city. Within the city, eight- to ten-story residential buildings were 
constructed, both private and subsidized. Massive subsidized housing proj-
ects (cités) were built in nearby towns, especially to the north and east of 
Paris. The large-scale La Défense business district was built to the west of 
Paris. Métro lines were added in- and outside the city, and a new suburban 
commuter train network, the RER, was created to serve nearby and distant 
suburbs. The freeway system was enlarged. The Boulevard Périphérique 
expressway ring road was built around Paris, marking the city’s physical 
boundaries.
 The post-1970s era saw the deindustrialization of northern and east-
ern suburbs. The subsidized housing cités became ghettos for immigrants 
and the unemployed, while the center of Paris and the western and south-
ern suburbs shifted their economies toward services and high-tech indus-
tries. In the mid-1980s, riots started to occur in these suburban ghettos, 
where unemployment is often upward of 20% (Le Parisien 2010). In 2009, 
about 30% of youths between fifteen and twenty-nine years old in these 
zones were unemployed (Chevalier 2010).
 In addition to affordable housing and enhanced transportation net-
works, urban development in the 1980s and 1990s focused on great proj-
ects, most selected by sitting presidents, such as the Great Arch at La 
Défense, the Louvre pyramid, the Bastille Opera, and the National Library.
 Administratively, Paris is divided into twenty districts (arrondisse-
ments),4 each with its own city hall and directly elected council, which 
elects a district mayor. Selected members from each district council form 
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the Paris City Council (Conseil de Paris), which elects the mayor of Paris.5 
Paris’s administrative and political situation stems from an eventful 
history.
 Paris became an independent municipality in 1790 when the French 
Revolution created municipal entities throughout the territory. The Revo-
lution, however, framed Paris’s political independence as a national threat. 
While municipal structures remained everywhere else, the office of mayor 
of Paris and the Paris Municipal Council were abolished in 1795. They 
were only briefly reformed in 1834, 1848, and 1870–71. Paris therefore did 
not have a mayor or independent government between 1871 and 1977. For 
a century, it remained under the control of state-appointed prefects of the 
Seine Department (e.g., Haussmann) and prefects of police. Paris obtained 
a permanent, independent, and elected mayor and council in 1977, but its 
police force is still under state control.
 Before he was elected president, Jacques Chirac was the mayor of Paris 
between 1977 and 1995. Jean Tibéri, also a central conservative, took office 
between 1995 and 2001. Bertrand Delanoë, elected in 2001 and reelected 
in 2008, is Paris’s first Socialist mayor. All the activities related to sus-
tainable development described in this chapter are direct outcomes of his 
administration.

National Environmental Policy and Relevant Planning 
Frameworks

France adopted its Charter for the Environment in 2005. It is integrated 
into the preamble to the Constitution and establishes people’s rights to 
live in a “balanced environment” with due respect for health. This con-
stitutional right is on par with the human rights of 1789 and the wel-
fare rights of 1946. It positions sustainable development at the core of all 
French laws. It creates the notion of duty (for individuals and public au-
thorities) to preserve the environment, and establishes the centrality of 
ecological responsibility and of the precautionary principle.
 The most recent and comprehensive effort to modernize France’s en-
vironmental law and policies is President Nicolas Sarkozy’s Grenelle de 
l’Environment. The Grenelle sets national environmental policy orienta-
tions and action plans. Sarkozy presented it in 2007 as the Ecological New 
Deal, a revolutionary emphasis on environmental concerns. Grenelle 1 sets 
general national goals: to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, pre-
pare for climate change impacts, anticipate declining natural and energy 
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resources and increasing fuel prices, and promote “sober” and sustain-
able growth with energy efficiency and renewable energies. Developed 
through an extensive collaborative process, Grenelle 1 was adopted quasi- 
unanimously in October 2008.
 The Grenelle 2 law, adopted in July 2010, implements the Grenelle 
1 goals. It sets specific objectives, strategies, incentives, and regulations. 
In practice, however, it fails to fully implement Grenelle 1. Many argue 
that Grenelle was “killed,” as the application of the law was weakened by 
lobbying interest groups. Le Monde ran articles in May 2010 titled “How 
Grenelle II Was Undone” and “Have Deputies Betrayed the Grenelle?” 
The left and the Greens voted against Grenelle 2, and some NGOs exited 
the participatory process entirely.
 Political and economic crises forced the government to abandon the 
carbon tax project at the end of 2009.6 While Grenelle 1 called for increas-
ing the national renewable energy portfolio to 20% by 2020, amendments 
make it difficult to install wind turbines and favor large wind farms over 
distributed generation.7 The government backtracked on calls to reduce 
the use of pesticides in agriculture (a major source of water contamina-
tion). Several other measures were postponed, including plans to reduce 
the value added tax on products that meet sustainability criteria.
 Despite these implementation gaps, Grenelle has significant implica-
tions for sustainable development. Debates leading to the Grenelle laws 
put environmental sustainability high on the national political agenda be-
tween 2007 and 2009, building knowledge and commitment among elected 
officials and bureaucrats. Grenelle also had several tangible outcomes:

Large grocery chains agreed to inform consumers about the 
environmental impacts of their purchases. In 2008, labels indicating 
the carbon emitted during the life cycle of three hundred common 
products were introduced. Leclerc and Casino (among the largest 
chains) introduced carbon labels on one thousand products, along 
with their price tags and receipts—the first experimentation of this 
kind in France.

Real estate professionals provide information about buildings’ 
energy performance in all advertisements. Informing buyers and 
renters about energy performance has been compulsory since 2006 
and 2007, respectively.

The new notion of Green and Blue Networks (Trame verte et bleue) 
emphasizes the protection of ecological corridors.
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The Sustainable Cities Plan (Plan Ville durable), launched in October 
2008, supports green urban development projects (EcoQuartiers, 
EcoCités) through national competitions and awards. As part of 
the Sustainable Cities Plan, the government released the “Plan 
to Restore Nature in the City” in November 2010. It addresses 
stormwater runoff, energy, climate change adaptation, biodiversity, 
sanitation, and the use of toxic products. It relies on voluntary 
actions by municipalities and focuses on the development of about 
one thousand biodiversity inventories, Green and Blue Networks, 
and wetland restoration.

 The French legal framework for sustainability initiatives and urban 
and regional planning is relatively centralized. Grenelle 2 uses this feature 
to support compact urban forms, energy efficiency, and public transporta-
tion. This is implemented through nationally mandated Regional Planning 
Schemes (Shémas de cohérence territoriale, SCOTs) that coordinate re-
gional urban growth and development. Grenelle 2 mandates that SCOTs 
be developed for the whole territory by 2017.
 Regional planning is controlled via Regional Planning Directives 
(Directives territoriale d’aménagement, DTAs, created in 1995 and since 
renamed Regional Planning and Sustainable Development Directives, 
or Directives territoriale d’aménagement et de développement durable, 
DTADDs). Through the DTADDs, the national government can impose re-
gional goals and strategies for land development anywhere in France. The 
DTADDs can impose goals and strategies concerning urban form, housing, 
transportation, telecommunications, economic development, public spaces, 
natural areas, agricultural and forest lands, energy use, greenhouse gas 
emissions, and so forth. Between 2003 and 2007, the national government 
developed and approved six DTADDs.
 All local plans8 and SCOTs must be compatible with DTADDs. For 
twelve years following the adoption of a DTADD, the national govern-
ment can deem any project that implements it a Public Interest Project 
(Projet d’interet général, PIG). These PIGs become enforceable and cannot 
be legally challenged. Through the DTADDs and the PIGs, the national 
government can thus exert power over urban and regional planning and 
require localities to implement infrastructure programs deemed of na-
tional significance.9 In addition, Grenelle 2 mandates that by 2012 regions 
adopt Regional Air, Climate, and Energy Plans (Schéma régional climat air 
énergie, SRCAEs), and that all municipalities over fifty thousand residents 
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adopt Local Climate and Energy Plans (Plans climat énergie territorial, 
PCET, which must be consistent with the SRCAEs).

The New, Greener Paris

In this context of strong national powers and tensions between the capital 
and the government, of strongly stated but weakly implemented national 
environmental policies, and of local planning mandates regarding climate 
change, Paris stands out as a very distinct municipality. A Socialist–Green 
municipal administration has transformed Paris urban development since 
2001, demonstrating strong commitment and capacity to implement ambi-
tious sustainable development initiatives. The remainder of this chapter 
focuses on Paris’s most recent and innovative strategies concerning cli-
mate change, energy use and production, transit and nonmotorized trans-
portation, and green space and biodiversity protection.

Climate Planning: Adaptation, Energy Efficiency, and 
Renewable Energy

The European Union signed the Kyoto Protocol as a unit, committing to 
reduce emissions of GHGs by 8% by 2010 (from 1990 levels). France has 
fairly low GHG emissions given its reliance on nuclear energy, and is only 
required to freeze emissions. Between 1990 and 2003, French per capita 
CO

2
 emissions decreased. Industry reduced emissions by 22% and energy 

generators by 10%. Yet transportation emissions rose 23% and buildings 
emissions increased by 14% (ADEME 2010).
 France also needs to contribute to the EU 20-20-20 goals (reducing 
GHG emissions by 20% and increasing energy efficiency and renewable 
energy production by 20% by 2020). France seeks to boost renewable en-
ergy production by 23% by 2020. Energy efficiency and renewable ener-
gies are thus high on the national agenda.
 The first French National Plan to Combat Climate Change (Pro-
gramme national de lutte contre le changement climatique, PNLCC) was 
adopted in 2000. The climate plans of 2004 and 2006 set specific goals, and 
the 2004 plan supports the adoption of local climate plans. Local plans must 
focus on buildings and fleet efficiency, on decentralized energy production 
where possible, and on changing the behaviors of all economic actors. The 
current national objective, “Factor 4,” is to decrease carbon emissions from 
8 to 2 teqCO

2
 per person by 2050.10
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 The Paris Climate Plan (Plan climat de Paris, PCP; see Ville de 
Paris 2007d) was adopted in October 2007 after a wide public consulta-
tion in 2006.11 It is consistent with the Paris Urbanism Plan (Plan local 
d’urbanisme, PLU) and with the Paris Transportation Plan (Plan de dé-
placements de Paris, PDP). Although 2008 was the first year of implemen-
tation of the PCP, Paris had already put in place climate-relevant initiatives, 
reducing road traffic and lowering the energy use of public buildings. Paris 
began its systematic GHG emission audits in 2005 with a pilot Carbon 
Audit (Bilan carbone) followed by a citywide analysis of GHG emissions, 
including transportation, heating, and consumption sources (Ville de Paris 
2007b).12

 The Paris Climate Plan is based on these studies. Paris buildings use 
about 35,000 GWh of energy (the production of four nuclear plants) and 
produce 1.75 million teqC (6.5 million teqCO

2
) per year—mainly because 

Paris’s old housing stock is poorly insulated. The transport of persons is 
estimated to produce about 1.75 million teqC, despite a dense public tran-
sit system that emits only 100,000 teqC for 3 billion passengers per year 
(taxis included). The transport of goods and merchandise is also estimated 
at about 1.75 million teqC. Waste and consumption account for about 1.3 
million teqC. Paris has very little industry, but tourism is a major source 
of emissions, at 4.4 million teqC, due to tourists’ air travel (Ville de Paris 
2007c).
 The Paris Climate Plan addresses adaptation to climate change, build-
ings’ energy efficiency, and renewable energy. Another part of the PCP, 
transportation and green spaces, will be discussed in the next sections.

ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

The Paris Climate Plan seeks to adapt to climate change by mitigating the 
risks of heat waves and flooding. The Plan for Heat Waves (Plan canicule, 
PC) responds to the summer 2003 event, when temperatures remained 
above 30°C for several weeks, with some days above 40°C (104°F). This 
event generated an increase of mortality of 127% in the populations of 
elderly and isolated persons (Ministère de l’intérieur 2007). Today, isolated 
persons can register in the Chalex database (“Chalex” is a combination of 
chaleur, meaning “heat,” and extrême). During heat waves, those listed 
are contacted regularly by phone and are visited at home. The city also 
sponsors public information campaigns to encourage solidarity between 
generations and neighbors. The PC is very explicit about adapting to these 
extreme weather events without relying on air-conditioning. Instead, it 
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supports increasing insulation, shutters, sun shading, ventilation, as well 
as cooling systems using district cooling and geothermal energy.
 The PCP also seeks to mitigate flood risks. Upstream reservoirs and 
the elevation that separates the Seine from streets and buildings may not 
be sufficient to protect the city from major floods. The roads along the 
Seine flood most years for a few days. The last floods that affected resi-
dential buildings and service delivery occurred in 1924 and 1955, with re-
cord floods in 1658 and 1910. In the event of a 1910-level flood, about a 
million Parisians could lose power, heating, and drinking water (Ville de 
Paris 2007d). Maps of floodable areas are provided to all home buyers. The 
utility company Electricité de France (EDF) was asked to ensure continued 
service to all elevated floors in the case of a flood. Works to separate electri-
cal circuits for basements/ground floors and higher stories will continue 
throughout the coming decade (Françoise 2010).

BUILDINGS AND ENERGY USE

The objectives of the Paris Climate Plan are to reduce GHG emissions by 
25%, to consume 25% less energy, and to use 25% of the city’s energy 
from renewable sources by 2020 compared to 2004, and to reduce emis-
sions by 75% by 2050.13 French buildings account for 42% of the national 
energy consumption, 23% of CO

2
 emissions, and a third of GHG emis-

sions (APUR 2010a). In response, Paris has launched an ambitious pro-
gram to improve the energy efficiency of municipal and private buildings.
 National energy-efficiency policies rely on regulations and incen-
tives. France’s old housing stock can use 250–350 kWh/m2/year.14 Current 
regulations for new construction (Régulation Thermique, RT2005) impose 
a maximum energy use of 130 kWh/m2/year in the northern climatic 
zone (where Paris is located) for buildings heated with fossil fuels, and 
250 kWh/m2/year for those heated electrically. RT2005 was not revised 
in 2010 as planned, but RT2012 (to be implemented in 2013) should im-
pose a maximum of 60 kWh/m2/year in the Paris climate zone (MEEDDM 
2010a).
 Buildings that use 10% less energy than mandated by RT2005 re-
ceive the High Energy Performance label (Haute performance energétique, 
HPE2005). Buildings that use 20% less receive a Very High Energy Per-
formance label (Très haute performance energétique, THPE2005). New 
buildings that use under 50 kWh/m2/year (65 kWh in the northern part 
of France), or under 80 kWh for renovations, receive the Low Energy 
Consumption label (Batiment basse consommation, BBC). THPE- and 
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BCC-rated buildings are eligible for development density bonuses (Ville 
de Paris 2007d; MEEDEM 2010b).
 In 2008 the Paris municipality launched an energy diagnostic for all 
its properties. More than 50% of the Paris administration’s GHGs emis-
sions stem from municipal buildings, such as public housing, city halls, 
schools, and child care centers (Ville de Paris 2007d). The city plans to in-
sulate about three thousand public structures by 2020, and it plans to meet 
BBC standards for all new municipal construction. The city also manages 
about 220,000 subsidized housing units, with an average energy consump-
tion of about 270 kWh/m2 each; it plans on renovating these units to BBC 
standards (Ville de Paris 2007d). Some renovations and a diagnostic cam-
paign to identify all necessary work are under way.
 In the private sector, Paris counts about 1.4 million housing units in 
ninety-six thousand buildings, mostly managed by condominium associa-
tions. Combined, they use 35,000 GWh and emit 6.4 million tons of CO

2 

(Ville de Paris 2007d). Paris’s housing stock is old: 85% of structures were 
built before 1975, 48% before 1915, and 25% before 1850 (Ville de Paris 
2007d; APUR 2010a). Buildings constructed before the mid-1970s tend to 
be poorly insulated.
 In 2009 the Paris Urbanism Office (Atelier Parisien d’Urbanisme, 
APUR) assessed energy losses of Paris buildings via an aerial thermog-
raphy study of roofs and facades (APUR 2010a). The results, down to the 
building level, are available online.
 Based on this new building-level data, the city launched its first large-
scale thermal insulation program. The municipality offers free audits and 
decision support, and it subsidizes insulation projects for condominium as-
sociations and owners (whether they occupy or rent dwellings). Subsidies 
are funded by the municipality and the National Housing Agency (Agence 
nationale de l’habitat). They can be used to fund insulation (e.g., roof, fa-
cade, windows), efficient heating and water heating systems, ventilation, 
and renewable energies.
 Subsidies available to owners include grants (écoprimes) of €500 to 
€1,500 depending on household income. Needy households qualify for 
€1,500 if their unit uses more than 330 kWh/m2 and if renovations can 
reduce energy use by at least 30%. Subsidies up to €4,000 per unit are 
available for owners who rent their units with controlled rents, provided 
the work can reduce energy consumption from more than 330 to less than 
230 kWh/m2. For condominium associations, subsidies cover 70% of the 
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building energy audit. Zero-interest loans (éco-prêt), created in 2009, can 
also finance insulation projects.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Currently, the main energy source for Paris is Electricité de France, which 
uses 14% renewable energy, mainly wind and hydro (EDF 2010). On its 
territory, Paris produces 817 GWh/year of renewable energy—2.5% of 
the city’s total energy consumption. About 85% of this production is from 
waste incineration. To develop renewable energies, the PCP seeks to in-
crease Paris’s reliance on solar, geothermal, wind, and hydro—all currently 
minimal in its portfolio. Between 2008 and 2010, the city assessed in detail 
its potential for renewable energy production to identify ideal locations for 
the installation of new production sites (Ville de Paris 2010c).
 Energy recovery from waste incineration generates 672 GWh/year 
in heat and 22 GWh/year in electricity. The municipality controls the 
Paris District Heating Company (Companie parisienne de chauffage ur-
bain, CPCU), founded in 1927 to produce steam and hot water. It heats 
about five hundred thousand housing units via 440 kilometers of pipes, 
making it the second-largest district heating network in Europe (Ville 
de Paris 2010c). Waste incineration provides about 45% of the CPCU’s 
energy. If 60% of its energy source was renewable (including waste/bio-
mass), it could benefit from the 2009 National Housing Law that set the 
value added tax on district heating at 5.5% (down from 19.6%). The Paris 
Climate Plan thus mandates the CPCU to reach this 60% target by 2020 
(Ville de Paris 2007d). In addition, Paris’s seventy-kilometer district cool-
ing network is the largest in Europe, with eight plants producing 290MW 
(Ville de Paris 2010c).
 Geothermal is Paris’s second source of renewable energy. Paris has 
thirty-eight geothermal installations—seventeen used for heating, fifteen 
for cooling, and six for heating and cooling—totaling 116 GWh/year. The 
largest planned infrastructure project is a 52 GWh production site, with 
two more under study for a production of 20 and 55 GWh (Lagadec 2010; 
Ville de Paris 2010d). With the ability to tap into the 1,800-meter-deep 
Dogger aquifer and recover water at 57°C, geothermal energy has strong 
potential in Paris.
 Solar energy makes up less than 1% of Paris’s renewable energy port-
folio. Paris currently has 20,500 m2 installed solar panels—about 12,000 
m2 for solar water heating at 113 sites (5.6 GWh/year), and 8,000 m2 
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photovoltaic panels at 33 sites (807 MWh/year). Another 39,000 m2 are 
planned by 2014 and the Climate Plan aims for 200,000 m2 (Ville de Paris 
2010c).
 Two small wind turbines (30 MW combined) were installed to explore 
potential expansion, and the possibility of high-wind turbines along the 
Périphérique expressway is under study. The city also seeks to experiment 
with low-speed underwater turbines in the Seine (hydroliennes).15

 Paris cannot directly mandate the use of renewable energy in pri-
vate developments. Except for Planned Unit Developments projects (Zone 
d’aménagement concerté, ZAC), municipalities cannot impose measures 
that go beyond national standards and regulations. Most energy efficiency 
and renewable energy innovations can thus be found in ZACs:

On the ZAC Rungis (13th district), a mixed-use development on 
3.85 hectares will create three hundred housing units, office and 
commercial space, a day care center, and a retirement home. Energy 
use will come in below RT2005 standards with high-quality 
insulation, 4,000 m2 of solar panels, solar water heating, and 
geothermal energy.

On the ZAC Boucicaut (15th), a three-hectare development in a 
residential area will include a school, child care center, center 
for handicapped people, women’s shelter, 350 housing units, 
businesses, offices, and green space. It will use low-emissivity 
windows, solar panels, and geothermal energy, and aims for an 
average energy use of 65 KWh/m2.

The fifty-nine-hectare redevelopment project Clichy-Batignolles 
(17th) will create 3,500 housing units, businesses, and public 
services. Via building design (e.g., insulation, passive solar), it plans 
for energy consumption to come in under 38 KWh/m2. It includes 
energy production with geothermal and solar panels.

The ZAC Pajol (18th) redevelops 3.4 hectares along railroad tracks 
for public structures (sports and cultural facilities, a library, a 
youth hostel, a middle school, and a university unit). It will feature 
3,500 m2 of PV panels and 200 m2 of solar water heater panels, 
making it the largest urban PV unit in France.

The ZAC Claude-Bernard (19th) plans for 330 housing units, a school, 
a child care center, a retirement home, 40,000 m2 of office space, 
and 8,000 m2 for businesses. It seeks to provide enough renewable 
energy to cover at least 25% of all the energy used on-site.
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The Frequel-Fontarabie (20th) project plans for the rehabilitation 
of insalubrious structures to reach 65 kWh/m2/year, and for new 
constructions to meet the German Passivhaus standard (under 
15 kWh/m2/year). This is the most ambitious project in Paris 
for low-energy consumption. For these innovations, it received 
the prize EcoQuartier (part of the EcoQuartier program created 
under Grenelle 2) from the Ministry of Ecology and Sustainable 
Development. 

 While we have yet to see the long-term effects of Paris’s energy effi-
ciency subsidies, these projects will be completed in the next few years and 
will soon provide models and economic and environmental performance 
data for future developments and renovation projects.

Transit and Nonmotorized Transportation

The Paris Climate Plan seeks to reduce GHG emissions from transpor-
tation sources, favoring transit and nonmotorized transportation modes. 
Before this focus on climate change, the 1996 Law on Air and Energy Ef-
ficiency (Loi sur l’air et l’utilisation rationnelle de l’énergie) required that 
all French metropolitan areas with more than one hundred thousand resi-
dents adopt urban transportation plans (Plans de déplacements urbains, 
PDUs) to reduce automobile dependence and encourage nonmotorized 
transportation.16

 The Paris Transportation Plan (Plan de déplacements de Paris, PDP), 
adopted in February 2007, is consistent with the Paris Climate Plan. Over-
all, the PDP focuses on extending the already dense public transit systems 
and facilitating walking and biking (Ville de Paris 2007e). It seeks to reduce 
transportation-related GHG emissions by 25% by 2013 and 60% by 2020 
(compared to 2004 levels), mainly by reducing car use.17 It seeks to in-
crease transit services 20% by 2013, reduce car traffic by 26% by 2013 and 
by 40% by 2020, and increase the number of trips made by bike by 300% 
by 2020. In fact, automobile traffic in Paris was on the decline before the 
adoption of the plan. Between 2001 and 2007, car traffic declined by 17%, 
and it further decreased by 2% between 2007 and 2008 (Ville de Paris 
2007e, 2009a).
 Improvements to park-and-ride facilities are planned, as well as 
more multimodal transfer points. The PDP also supports the use of low- 
emissions vehicles with recharge stations and lower parking rates for small 
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and electric vehicles. Paris currently has eighty-four recharge stations for 
a total recharge capacity of 221 cars, 64 motorcycles/mopeds, and 4 trucks 
(see Ville de Paris 2010e for an updated map online).
 The most significant development to support electric vehicle use is the 
new car-sharing program Autolib’, launched in late 2011. In December 2010 
the City of Paris and forty participating municipalities contracted with the 
firm Bolloré to install electric “Blue Cars” and their charging stations for 
public use throughout the region. The program was inaugurated in Decem-
ber 2011 with 250 stations and 250 cars. When fully implemented, it will 
provide three thousand electric cars for short-term use at a thousand sta-
tions, including seven hundred in Paris. Cars will be available for a subscrip-
tion of €144 per year, €15 per week or €10 per day, plus €5 for the first half 
hour of use, €4 for the next half hour, and €6 for each subsequent half hour. 
This will make Paris and the participating municipalities the first European 
center to provide public electric cars on this scale (Verdevoye 2010).
 The PDP also addresses merchandise transport and tourism, which 
account for a large part of traffic-related GHG emissions. About 90% of 
the €32 million of goods that enter and leave the city yearly are trans-
ported by road. The PDP promotes freight and the use of barges. It also 
seeks to change delivery regulations, such as increasing delivery hours for 
low-emissions vehicles. Tourism-related air transport is a very significant 
source of GHGs emissions (4 million TEC/year). While this is not under 
the direct control of the municipality, the PDP seeks to inform tourism 
professionals and propose new regulations on tourist buses’ emissions and 
parking. The city also entered discussions with the two airports to dimin-
ish or compensate for the impact of tourism-related air travel.

URBAN AND REGIONAL TRANSIT SYSTEMS

In practice, the bulk of the PDP strategies revolve around transit provision 
and facilitating nonmotorized transportation. Paris already has a dense 
transit network and is already highly compact, mixed-use, and walkable. 
The changes under way thus constitute a new, “second generation” ap-
proach to transit and nonmotorized travel.

Paris transit system.18 Paris’s first regular public transit system (horse-
drawn omnibuses) dates back to 1828. Motorized bus lines opened in 1906 
and bus transit has grown ever since. About one billion trips are made on 
the sixty-four bus lines in Paris and about two hundred suburban lines ev-
ery year (about a third in Paris and two-thirds in suburbs). Paris operates 
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about 4,580 buses, including 537 “double” buses, 62 electric narrow midi-
buses servicing the Montmartre area, and 103 minibuses on designated 
neighborhood lines (the traverses). Noctilien buses operate throughout 
the night. Buses run on 190 kilometers of dedicated bus lanes, shared with 
taxis and bicycles, including 68 kilometers of lanes that are physically sep-
arated from cars (Ville de Paris 2009a; Lefebvre 2010).
 The major change in the last few years is the transformation of Paris’s 
busiest bus lines into a bus rapid transit system, Mobilien (see figure 2.1). 
This program, launched in 2008, comprises 17 lines in Paris (13 are already 
restructured, 4 are in process) and about 130 more in the region. Mobil-
ien buses drive on separated lanes (which double as bike lanes). Some are 
located between traffic and sidewalks, others in the center lanes of wide 
avenues. They provide wider sidewalks, islands for loading areas, and nar-
rower pedestrian crossings (Ville de Paris 2010f). Each stop provides real-
time information about the arrival time of upcoming buses. Mobilien lines 
thus allocate more space to buses, pedestrians, and bikes to the detriment 
of car lanes, and have improved the speed and comfort of service.

Figure 2.1 Paris’s Mobilien, or bus rapid transit, runs buses on seventeen 
separated bus lanes in the city, improving speed and comfort. Credit: Lucie Laurian.
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 The Métro is Paris’s underground subway system. Inaugurated in 
1900, it has fourteen major lines with 214 kilometers (133 miles) of rail, 
and three hundred stations, sixty-two of which are transfer points. It is a 
very dense network, with about two to five minutes waiting time between 
trains, two minutes between stops onboard, and ten-minute walks between 
stops on the surface. About 3.9 million passengers use the Métro daily 
(for 1.473 billion trips in 2008). Paris is extending Métro lines within and 
outside city limits. The most recent line (#14), inaugurated in 1998 and 
extended in 2003 and 2007, is entirely automated (RATP 2011).
 The RER is a suburban train system created in the 1960s to connect 
Paris and its nearby and distant suburbs. The five RER lines, with 257 stops 
and 587 kilometers (365 miles) of rails, connect with key Métro, bus, and 
train stops. The RER served 451 million passengers in 2006.19

 In recent years, Paris and its suburban neighbors added four new 
electric tramway lines. Three tramway lines opened in nearby suburbs in 
1992, 1997, and 2006. In Paris proper, the overburdened bus lines on the 
ring road around Paris (Petite Ceinture), with their sixteen million pas-
sengers per year, are being replaced by tramway lines. The first segment 
opened in December 2006, covering about a third of the city’s perimeter. 
Construction for the second segment started in 2009. It will add twenty-
five stops over 14.5 kilometers and connect with two RER lines, forty-
three bus lines, and ten Métro lines (for an estimated 155,000 passengers 
per day) (RATP 2011).
 In addition, Paris is developing a river shuttle boat line, Voguéo. The 
city inaugurated the service mid-2008 with five stops on the both sides of 
the Seine in the east of Paris. The experiment, which ended in June 2011, 
will be replaced by three different river shuttle boat lines (one in the city 
center, one serving the east of the city and the eastern suburbs, and one 
serving the west of the city and western suburbs) in 2013 (Voguéo 2011).

Regional transportation: National versus regional plans. Public transit in 
the Paris region is currently an area of intense political tension between 
the city, the region, and the national government. About 70% of trips in 
the Paris region are suburb-to-suburb. The national government and the 
region independently (and uncooperatively) are calling for circular transit 
systems around the capital.
 In 2004 Paris and the region began a joint, deliberative regional 
transportation planning process. A €18.6 billion regional transportation 
plan was approved in 2008 (Plan de mobilisation pour les transports en 
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Île-de-France). This plan seeks to add, by 2020, 300 kilometers of bus lines, 
120 kilometers of tramway lines, 105 kilometers of tram or train, 20 kilo-
meters of RER lines, 13 new multimodal nodes, and 80 kilometers of Métro, 
including a 60-kilometer Arc Express line circling Paris in its densest resi-
dential suburbs (Région Île-de-France 2009). Arc Express would be expected 
to serve fifteen thousand passengers per peak hour for a total investment of  
€5 billion. About twenty-five of these extension projects are under way.
 Without consultation or cooperation with Paris or the region, Presi-
dent Sarkozy proposed an alternative Grand Paris plan, framed as a matter 
of national interest. In 2008 he created a new office of the “Secretary of 
State for the Development of the Capital Region” and launched an inter-
national design competition for the “post-Kyoto” Paris. Sarkozy’s Grand 
Paris plan also sought an administrative reorganization of Paris and its im-
mediate suburbs into a new metropolitan authority (presumably headed 
by one of his appointees), but this attempt was abandoned in light of the 
local elected officials’ strong opposition.
 The most substantial element of the Grand Paris plan is a high-speed, 
automatic, double-loop Métro system linking nine regional economic cen-
ters further out from Paris than the region envisioned. Of the €35 billion 
Grand Paris project, €21 billion would be allocated to this new Métro sys-
tem, expected to serve six thousand passengers per peak hour—far fewer 
than the region’s plan. Initially, the Grand Paris also sought national con-
trol over all development and taxation20 within 1.5 kilometers of all forty 
new stops. The region and mayors strongly oppose this plan, seen as na-
tional imposition in local matters. In addition, the national government 
created the Société du Grand Paris in 2010, a nonelected and nationally 
controlled body charged with implementing the project, and granted the 
right to expropriate land and preempt development. This project, in di-
rect competition with the preexisting regional plan and the wishes of local 
elected officials, is the latest development in the historical power struggle 
between Paris (here allied with the region) and the national government 
(Subra 2010; Blanc 2009).
 Sarkozy’s Grand Paris project was adopted as law in May 2010. It 
grants national control over development in a four-hundred-meter ra-
dius around each new stop and increases taxes on properties within eight 
hundred meters of stops (CNDP 2010c). The national government cannot 
fund the Grand Paris scheme without regional support, and the law re-
quires that both the Grand Paris and the Arc Express project be submitted 
to public debate. The first of at least seventy public meetings took place in 
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September 2010 (CNDP 2010a,b). In mid-November 2010, both the re-
gion and the Grand Paris architects proposed alternative plans merging 
elements from each set of projects, along with a new concept of an elevated 
Métro over existing highways (AIGP 2010; CRIF 2010; Ramnoux 2010). 
It appears likely that a compromise between the two plans will be reached 
and that the lines the region envisioned will be built, but the debates are 
ongoing.

NONMOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION

By its sheer density and urban form (e.g., narrow medieval streets, tree-
lined avenues), Paris is a highly walkable city. It takes about two hours to 
walk across the city from east to west or north to south. Almost any loca-
tion in the city is within a five- or ten-minute walk from Métro and bus 
stops, schools, parks, grocery stores, and one of Paris’s eighty-two fresh 
produce markets. About 10.5 million trips are taken daily in Paris, 56% of 
which are nonmotorized (54% by foot, 2% by bike), 29% by transit, and 
14% by car and motorcycle (Ville de Paris 2007e; DREIF 2004).

Walking. To improve pedestrian safety and quality of life, the municipal-
ity created quiet neighborhoods (quartiers tranquiles) in 1990 and green 
neighborhoods (quartiers verts) after 2001. Both limit driving speed to 
30 kmh, often include wider sidewalks, speed bumps, elevated pedestrian 
crossings, bike lanes, tree plantings, and favor residential parking. Today, 
71 of these 30-kmh zones cover 18.2 km2, or 21% of the total Paris area 
(Lefebvre 2010).
 Beyond these neighborhoods, and without creating strictly pedestrian 
areas (the only pedestrian area is around Les Halles), the current admin-
istration has pursued strong programs to improve pedestrian safety and 
comfort. It has actively transformed public space by widening sidewalks 
and improving pedestrian crossings in high traffic areas. Between 2001 and 
2009, the total area devoted to streets declined by 5% and the total side-
walk area increased by 13% (Lefebvre 2010).
 The renovation of the Place de la République illustrates this approach. 
One of the largest in Paris (280 m by 120 m), this traffic-dominated mega-
intersection connects seven major traffic axes, five Métro lines, and four 
bus lines. With its central statue of the République, it is a key gathering 
site for political and musical events. The place has not changed since its 
creation during the Second Empire and is now overtaken by cars, which 
occupy 60% of its area. The square will undergo a major transformation 
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with a large, open central area, 50% more space for pedestrian use, 30% 
more trees, and only half the current area devoted to car traffic. The round-
about around the statue will be entirely eliminated. Project completion is 
planned for 2013. A similar transformation of the car-saturated intersec-
tion Place de Clichy was recently unveiled, also with more space for pedes-
trians, bikes, and bus lanes.
 Paris has also developed unique road-sharing practices that occur over 
time rather than space. Since 2002 the operation Paris Breathes (Paris re-
spire) closes high-speed roads along the Seine to traffic every Sunday and 
holiday from 9 to 5. These roads are open to pedestrians, roller-skaters, and 
cyclists. This program has since been extended to fifteen neighborhoods. 
The Paris Beach (Paris Plages) operation, also launched in 2002, entirely 
closes high-speed lanes along the Seine from mid-July to mid-August to 
create a beach promenade. The first “beach” spanned 2.8 kilometers on the 
right bank between the Louvre and the Pont de Sully. In 2006 Paris Plages 
added another location, with 1.5 kilometers of “beach” on the Bassin de 
la Villette in the northeast. Each features sand, beach chairs, palm trees, 
and in recent years swimming pools, sports and games, refreshment areas, 
and a temporary library. Each year Paris Plages counts about four million 
visitors.

Biking. Also emblematic of Paris’s commitment to nonmotorized trans-
portation, biking amenities have dramatically improved in the last decade. 
Since 2001 the municipality created 440 kilometers of bike lanes, for a total 
of 640 kilometers by the end of 2010 (Lefebvre 2010; Ville de Paris 2010g).
 A 2008 national decree on road safety creates new regulations for 
urban slow traffic zones (30-kmh zones de circulation apaisée, peaceful 
circulation), which Paris is authorizing as well (although this idea was 
originally proposed in Paris in 2005). Two-way biking is now allowed on 
one-way streets in 30-kmh zones. This program has been implemented 
on a thousand streets in sixty-five neighborhoods, creating shorter and 
more direct cycling routes. By 2014 two-way biking will be allowed on all 
streets in 30-kmh zones. This will add 700 kilometers of bike lanes in Paris, 
including two major paths crossing the entire city, expanding Paris’s bike 
path network by 30% (Baïze 2010; Ville de Paris 2010g).
 The 2008 decree on road safety also created very slow traffic zones 
(20-kmh zones de rencontre, interaction zones) where pedestrians have 
priority over other road users. Paris created three interaction zones since 
2008, in the 17th, 11th, and 20th districts. This is a direct, albeit so far 
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limited, application of the Dutch and British woonerf or home zone mod-
els (see the new signage indicating entrance to these zones in figure 2.2).
 Also highly publicized, Paris launched its public bike program Vélib’ 
in July 2007. It offers about 20,000 public bicycles at 1,450 docking stations 
(one every three hundred meters). Anyone with a subscription (costing 
€1/day, €5/week, or €29/year) can use a bike for free for the first thirty 
minutes of any trip, with an unlimited numbers of trips. Longer trips cost 
€1 to €4 for each additional thirty minutes. By 2008 Vélib’ had about 
fifty thousand uses per day and bike use had increased by a third (Ville de 
Paris 2009a). Vélib’ is funded via a private–public partnership whereby the 
company JCDecaux incurs the costs of the program in exchange for free 
advertisement space on municipal structures (e.g., bus stops).
 The municipality is also considering transforming the high-speed 
lanes along the Seine to facilitate pedestrian access to the river. This would 
involve slowing down traffic on the Right Bank and closing 2.3 kilometers 
of these lanes entirely on the Left Bank. Impacts would involve slower 
traffic and redistribution of through traffic to the Péripherique express-
way. The prefect of police, who controls transportation on these high-speed 
lanes, expressed concerns about congestion at the July 2010 meeting of the 
Paris City Council, and public consultation on these projects began in the 
fall of 2010. They will likely occur incrementally (Ville de Paris 2010h).

Green Spaces and Biodiversity

Paris is relatively green, with about five hundred thousand trees along 
streets and in open spaces—one hundred thousand along streets, three 
hundred thousand in the woodlands, thirty-six thousand in parks and gar-
dens, thirty-four thousand in cemeteries, eight thousand along the Périph-
erique expressway, and ten thousand in schools and sports facilities (Ville 
de Paris 2009b). I focus here on green spaces and biodiversity in parks and 
on paved surfaces.

GREEN SPACES

Paris has 478 public green spaces: two large woodlands outside Paris’s 
physical boundaries, 16 large parks, hundreds of gardens and neighborhood 
parks, and 14 cemeteries, including the forty-four-hectare Père-Lachaise.21 
The Bois de Vincennes and Boulogne woodlands cover, respectively, 995 
hectares and 846 hectares—each more than twice the size of New York’s 
Central Park. Excluding these woodlands, which are outside Paris’s physical 



Figure 2.2 Signage indicates a zone in which pedestrians have priority over other 
modes of travel. Credit: Lucie Laurian.
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boundaries, green spaces in the city make up a total of 553 hectares (i.e., 
6.4% of Paris’s land area; see DEVE 2010).
 The oldest and most iconic public gardens are the Tuileries, created 
in the 16th century for the Louvre Palace; the Luxembourg Garden, cre-
ated for Marie de Medici’s 1612 castle (now the Senate); and the Jardin 
des Plantes, Paris’s first public garden, created by Louis XIII and devoted 
to natural sciences. In the Second Empire, Napoleon III and Baron Hauss-
mann added parks on annexed lands, including Parcs Montsouris, des 
Buttes Chaumont, and Monceau, as well as the woodlands.
 In the mid-1980s and 1990s, the municipality created large parks on 
derelict industrial sites. The thirty-three-hectare Parc de la Villette (1984) 
is on the site of former slaughterhouses. The Parc de Belleville (1988) sits 
on a previously insalubrious area. The Parc André Citroën (1992) is on the 
site of a car manufacturing plant. The 3.5-hectare Jardin Atlantique (1994) 
was created above the Montparnasse railroad tracks. The Parc de Bercy 
(1997) replaced abandoned wine warehouses. The elevated 4.5-kilometer 
Promenade plantée (2000) runs on a corridor of unused railroad tracks and 
inspired similar projects in Europe and the U.S. (e.g., the High Line in New 
York City).
 The Paris Climate Plan calls for increasing vegetation, not for the car-
bon sink it provides (its effect is only significant for the woodlands) but to 
promote shading and cooling, to absorb sound, to reduce particulate matter, 
and to enhance quality of life. The municipality’s commitment and ability 
to continue to add green space is astounding given the city’s density, prop-
erty values, and development pressure. Between 2001 and 2008 the cur-
rent city administration added thirty-two hectares of green spaces within 
city limits—ten hectares by opening existing green spaces to the public (at 
museums, foundations, agronomy gardens, etc.), and adding twenty-two 
more via forty new parks and gardens. These additions range from large 
parks, such as the Jardins d’Eole (4.22 hectares) and Clichy-Batignoles (4.4 
hectares), to park extensions and small community gardens. For instance, 
the central turf at the Auteuil racetrack was converted to a six-hectare 
public park. Inaugurated in July 2010, the 1.4-hectare Serge Gainsbourg 
Garden is on a slab built in 2007 to cover the Périphérique expressway 
near Porte des Lilas, in order to abate noise and nuisance. It features hills, a 
prairie with wildflower plantings, and a community garden. The adminis-
tration plans to add another thirty hectares between 2008 and 2014 (Mori-
cou 2010). The large-scale urban redevelopment project Paris Rive Gauche 
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around the National Library should add ten hectares of green spaces. Les 
Halles, undergoing major renovations, will feature a 4.3-hectare garden.
 A recent trend in Paris is the creation of community gardens. There 
are now more than fifty, managed by neighborhood nonprofit organiza-
tions. They are federated by the Green Hand Network (Réseau Main Verte) 
and supported by the city’s Office of Green Spaces (Direction des Espaces 
verts et de l’Environnement, DEVE). Gardening groups are encouraged to 
sign the Main Verte Charter, created in 2003 to promote organic gardening 
practices. In the 20th district only, fifty abandoned areas were identified for 
potential garden sites and fifty have been planted. Residents’ involvement 
is encouraged to enhance social life, sense of place, and social insertion, and 
many gardens provide activities for children and social, educational, and 
cultural events.
 Paris’s parks and gardens are managed by the DEVE, with a staff 
of four thousand and a budget of €33 million in 2009. The municipal-
ity owns and manages a forty-hectare plant nursery outside Paris with 
large greenhouses and hundreds of plant species, including forty thousand 
trees—four thousand of which are harvested yearly. Parks and gardens 
management emphasizes environmentally sensitive practices. The use of 
chemical herbicides and pesticides diminished by 90% over the last fifteen 
years, and about 70% of the fertilizers used are nonchemical (DEVE 2010). 
To promote sustainable practices, the DEVE is expanding the certifica-
tion of parks and gardens under an ecological label, which considers water 
management, soil quality, integrated pest management, biological pesti-
cides, and locally adapted species.22 About eighty parks have received the 
label and the DEVE plans expand it to all others (DEVE 2010; Ville de Paris 
2010i). These changes are consistent with a national effort to reduce the 
use of toxic pesticides in nonagricultural areas.23 Independently, the Bois 
de Vincennes has begun its ISO 14001 certification process (ISO 14001 is 
the international standard for environmental management systems).

BIODIVERSITY

This new approach to the management of green spaces supports urban 
biodiversity. Paris’s biodiversity is increasingly well documented and pro-
tected. Paris has over 160 species of trees. It is home to 600 wild animal 
species, including 10 amphibian, 174 bird, 3 reptile, 33 mammal, and 36 
fish species (e.g., sponges, jellyfish, snails, mussels, dragonflies, stag beetles, 
crayfish, pikes, trout, eels, frogs, toads, newts, lizards, slowworms, common 
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kestrels—about fifty pairs nest on Notre Dame, the Eiffel Tower, and high 
rises—peregrine falcons, tawny owls, bats, and hedgehogs). Paris is also 
host to about one thousand insect species and two thousand species of wild 
plants and mushrooms. Paris has several nationally protected species, in-
cluding lizards, common midwife toads, marsh frogs, tawny owls, grey her-
ons, red foxes, white-legged damselflies, and great capricorn beetles, also 
protected at the EU level (see table 2.1). Most of these reside in parks and 
woodlands and use Paris’s green corridors, such as the Canal de l’Ourcq 
and the unused circular railroad track Petite Ceinture (Vaquin 2006; Ville 
de Paris 2010j).
 Biodiversity in Paris is not limited to parks and gardens. The hu-
mid microclimate of the Seine banks creates biodiversity hot spots, with 
mosses, gypsywort, spotted ladysthumb, lichens, and ferns. While former 
mayor Jacques Chirac’s promise that the Seine would be clean enough to 
swim in the mid-1990s remains unfulfilled, improvements in water qual-
ity over the last decades have made the aquatic environment favorable to a 
diversity of plants, ducks (mallards, coots, wagtails), and fish species. In the 
1960s the Seine in Paris had only four or five fish species. Today it hosts 
about twenty species with large populations and ten less common species 
(e.g., roaches, tenches, gudgeons, bleaks, perchs, pikes, eels). The water is 
clean enough for trout to reproduce downtown, but the fish remain too 
contaminated for human consumption, mainly by PCBs accumulated in 
soil and sediments.24

 Paris signed the Regional Charter for Biodiversity in 2004. The plan-
ning process for Paris’s Biodiversity Plan was launched in 2010, starting 
with an inventory of wild flora and fauna in public parks and gardens. 
A white paper on the preservation and restoration of biodiversity was 
published in October 2010. It emphasizes knowledge gathering and pub-
lic information, the sustainable management of green spaces (public and 
private), supporting the creation of green roofs and walls, the protection of 
ecological corridors, and regional cooperation. The Biodiversity Plan, based 
on this draft, was adopted by the Paris City Council in November 2011 
(APUR 2010b; Ville de Paris 2010i).
 The rehabilitation and construction of ponds (mares) is an important 
element of biodiversity-protection efforts. There are twenty ponds in Paris 
as of 2011 (twelve of them created since 2001). They range from 10 m2 to 
2,500 m2 and are typically 80 centimeters to 1.5 meters deep to support 
aquatic fauna and flora. Four additional ponds are planned in future garden 
projects.
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 Not limited to green spaces, vegetation and biodiversity are also found 
on roofs, walls, and sidewalks. Many EU cities are creating green surfaces 
on rooftops. Despite the innovative sixty-nine-thousand-square-foot 
sloping green roof on the 1984 landmark sports and concerts arena Palais 
Omnisports de Bercy, the proportion of green roofs in Paris remains lim-
ited and Paris is lagging compared to other European cities. Ninety public 
buildings are covered with green roofs, totaling 36,000 m2 (Lagedec 2010). 
About 20,000 m2 of these were added between 2007 and 2009, and ten ad-
ditional projects are planned. A census of the roofs that could be planted 
estimates Paris’s green roof capacity to be 314 hectares—that is, 1.15% of 
suitable roofs are planted (Ville de Paris 2010c).25

 On the other hand, Paris is becoming a leader in green walls. In 2006 
Paris had about 55 exterior green walls, with 174 planned by the end of 
2007 and 90 under study. About 40 were installed in 2007 and 17 in 2009. 
The city plans to add 30 green facades by 2014 (Lagedec 2010). Two of the 
best-known green walls in Paris were designed by Patrick Blanc for the 
Museum of Primitive Arts and the BHV store (see figure 2.3). Some green 
walls are on exterior facades, while others are in courtyards and parking 
lots.
 In addition to green roofs and walls, vegetation and biodiversity are 
also increasing on Paris’s sidewalks. On the formal end of the spectrum, 
the planting of street trees dates back to the late 16th century. Paris had 
thirty-eight thousand trees along boulevards and avenues in 1855. By the 
end of the 19th century, Paris had eighty-eight thousand street trees, al-
beit of relatively few species. Different species were introduced in the 20th 

Table 2.1 Wild and protected animal species in Paris

In Paris.. In France

Type Number of species
Number of nationally  

protected species
Number of 

species

Insects 1,038 1 (10 regionally protected) 40,280

Amphibians        9     7        40

Reptiles        3     2        41

Birds    166
(including 51 nesting,

17 occasionally present)

119      545

Mammals      32   11      229

Total 1,249 149 41,135

Source: Ville de Paris, “Espèces protégées et remarquables,” Feb. 2, 2010, http://www.paris.fr/.



Figure 2.3 A Patrick Blanc–designed green wall on the facade of the department 
store BHV. Credit: Timothy Beatley.
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century, but the number of trees only increased by 3% between 1895 and 
1995. Since the late 1990s, the number of street trees increased dramati-
cally, reaching over one hundred thousand today. About 2,400 trees are 
planted yearly—1,500 replacement trees and 900 additional ones (Ville de 
Paris 2008).
 On the informal end of the spectrum, Guerilla Gardening (a U.S.- and 
British-based eco-rebellious movement) plants seeds anywhere and ev-
erywhere. The Paris and regional administrations recently supported this 
movement. The regional-scale operation Let It Grow (Laissons pousser) is 
sponsored by the region’s Naturparif organization, the Regional Agency 
for Nature and Biodiversity, and by about fifteen municipalities. In spring 
2010, Let It Grow distributed twenty thousand bags of wild flower and 
grass seeds to residents and associations to be planted anywhere (e.g., at 
the base of trees, in sidewalk cracks, on roundabouts, at the base of build-
ings). Consistent with this approach to “let it grow,” the city now volun-
tarily lets wild grasses and plants grow at the base of trees, along sidewalks, 
and between cobblestones. Public information campaigns specify that this 
is not negligence but a new way to promote biodiversity.
 Finally, it is important to mention the place of bees in the Paris en-
vironment. Essential for the pollination of most plants, bees pollinate 
about seven hundred flowers a day within three kilometers of their hives. 
While bee colonies in western Europe are struggling, Paris bees are do-
ing well, perhaps due to the general environmental conditions in the city 
with higher temperatures (2°C higher than the region on average), high 
plant diversity, a long flowering season in parks and gardens, green spaces 
managed without chemical fertilizers or insecticides, and plantations on 
terraces and balconies.
 About four hundred beehives are dispersed throughout the city, some 
with educational functions. All hives are reported to and supervised by 
the National Union of French Apiculture (Union Nationale de l’Apiculture 
Française, UNAF). The UNAF launched the campaign “Bees, Sentinels of 
the Environment” in 2005, and dramatically increased the visibility of bees 
as a key species, resulting in the installation of additional beehives. Recent 
studies found that honey production in beehives in Paris and the indus-
trial suburb of Saint-Denis is much more abundant and diverse in pollens 
than the production of rural beehives (Ministère de l’environnement 2010; 
Doré 2010). The association Parti Poétique installs beehives and sells “con-
crete honey” (miel béton) to support awareness of the importance of urban 
bees (Banque du miel 2010). This led the BBC News to run the headline 
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“Paris Fast Becoming Queen Bee of the Urban Apiary World” in the sum-
mer of 2010 (Schofield 2010).
 The Luxembourg Garden has hosted the Paris apiculture school and its 
beehives since 1856 (figure 2.4), but most of Paris’s beehives were installed 
in the last thirty years. The roof of the Garnier Opera has been home to 
bees since 1982. The Parc George Brassens, opened in 1986, has about fif-
teen beehives. The beehives at the Maison Paris Nature (Park Floral) were 
installed in 1996. About fifty beehives were installed in the Bois de Vin-
cenne and Boulogne in the last ten years. There are six beehives in the Parc 
Kellerman, two in the Parc Monceau, seven at the Jardin d’Acclimatation, 
ten at the Aqueduc Community Garden, and several more in the 19th and 
20th districts. In 2010, ten beehives were installed on the roof of the 4th 
district City Hall and at other major public and nonprofit sites.26 If bees 
are a relevant indicator species (as many experts believe; see Paxton 2000), 
then they suggest that Paris is indeed on a path toward improved environ-
mental quality.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I chose to emphasize areas of progress and success in en-
vironmental policy and practice in Paris. A complete report on the state of 
the environment in Paris would also highlight ongoing areas of concern. 
Air quality in Paris is relatively poor, largely due to traffic-related emis-
sions. Despite transit alternatives and long commute times, many subur-
banites still find it more convenient to drive into the city. The planned 
regional transit systems and additional park-and-ride structures might al-
leviate urban traffic in the coming decades.
 Efforts to increase the energy efficiency of buildings are under way, 
but Paris’s old housing stock will make this transition long and costly. 
With the exception of the energy produced through waste incineration, 
Paris is only now starting to develop its renewable energy infrastructure. 
The potential of geothermal energy production is high, but it will take 
decades before locally produced renewable energy amounts to a significant 
portion of energy use. The municipality has nonetheless set the city on 
this path.
 Areas of more visible success are Paris’s bus rapid transit and biking 
infrastructure. The city is eliminating car lanes to make space for bus and 
bike lanes, wider sidewalks, and larger pedestrian areas. The ratio of ur-
ban space devoted to transit, pedestrians, and bikes versus cars is steadily 
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increasing, which, in the long run, may be a key indicator of sustainability. 
Public bikes and the temporary closing of high-traffic roads for bike and 
pedestrian uses are some of the most innovative and successful programs 
to promote nonmotorized transportation. It remains to be seen whether 
the upcoming shared electric cars program will significantly decrease the 
number of cars in the city and their emissions.
 Finally, the municipality is continuing to increase the amount of green 
spaces in the city. Adding green areas and successfully promoting biodiver-
sity in one of the densest cities in the West speaks to the commitment of 
Paris to remain a livable city and continue on a path toward environmental 
sustainability. Thriving fish and bee populations may be the best indicator 
of this success so far.
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Notes
 1. I do not discuss these relevant but less innovative policy areas: drinking water 
(overall of high quality), food systems (municipal and private purchases of organic and 
local foods are increasing), and air pollution (roadside levels of NO

2
, particulate matter, 

and ozone fail to meet European standards).
 2. The First Republic was instituted during the 1789 Revolution. The second 
lasted from the 1848 Revolution until the reestablishment of the Empire in 1852. The 
Third Republic, created after the fall of Napoleon III, ended with the Vichy govern-
ment in 1939. The fourth, established in 1946, was replaced by the more stable fifth in 
1958.
 3. Napoleon became emperor in 1804. After the 1814 defeat in Russia, the Res-
toration reestablished the monarchy. The July Revolution of 1830 created a constitu-
tional monarchy, which lasted until the 1848 Revolution formed the Second Republic. 
In 1852 the Second Empire reestablished strongly centralized imperial powers and 
lasted until the 1870 defeat against Prussia.
 4. Districts are numbered in a spiral pattern. Historically, working-class areas are 
in the north and east (11th and 18th to 20th districts), and wealthy areas are in the 
center and west (1st to 8th and 15th to 17th districts).
 5. Paris is both a municipality and a department. The Paris City Council governs 
both.
 6. Sarkozy’s “carbon contribution” was to tax energy consumption and petro-
leum use, with an income-based financial compensation for low-income households 
(most industries would have been exempted). The tax was opposed by the right (as a 
tax), the left (as unjust), and the Greens (as too low). Planned to begin in January 2010, 
it was cancelled in December 2009.
 7. Wind farms must include at least five towers and are defined as industrial or 
agricultural exploitations that can create risks or nuisances for neighbors’ safety or 
health, requiring special permits.
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 8. Local Urbanism Plans (Plan local d’urbanisme) operate as comprehensive 
plans. They specify densities, bulk, and locations in detailed Land Use Plans (Plan 
d’occupation des sols).
 9. PIG status also gives the national government and the development agency the 
right to expropriate land.
 10. India emits under 1 teqCO

2
/person/year, Europe 10, and North America about 

20.
 11. The European carbon credit market, launched in 2005, focuses on industry 
and energy production and does not directly affect Paris municipal climate strategies.
 12. The Paris Climate Agency (Agence parisienne du climat), tasked with sup-
porting the adoption of best practices, was created in 2011. Its activities are detailed at 
http://www.apc-paris.com/.
 13. The municipality is to reduce by 30% its emissions and the energy consump-
tion of public buildings, and to increase to 30% energy consumption from renewable 
sources by 2020.
 14. These values are for m2 of living areas. They include energy consumption for 
heating, cooling, water heating, and lighting but exclude buildings’ embodied energy. 
The German Passivhaus and Swiss Minergie standards are more stringent (e.g., 38 
kWh/m²/year for Minergie).
 15. Similar turbines operate in the Hudson River (New York) and the Saint Law-
rence River (Canada), both with higher currents than the Seine.
 16. At the national scale, Grenelle 1 and 2 promote non-road transportation. 
Grenelle 1 calls for the creation of new public transit lines nationwide, mainly tram-
way and separated bus lanes. Grenelle authorizes cities with more than three hundred 
thousand residents to experiment with urban road tolls, and it supports car-sharing 
programs and a recharging infrastructure for electric vehicles.
 17. The city administration seeks to reduce the commuting and professional car 
use of its 6,200 employees (estimated at 46,300 teqCO

2
/year), to reduce its fleet by 

10%, and to shift its 841 garbage trucks and 3,847 cars and buses toward efficient ve-
hicles. This could lower municipal fleet emissions by 30% (Ville de Paris 2007d).
 18. Paris transit systems are operated by several agencies. The Régie Autonome 
des Transports Parisiens (RATP) operates bus lines, Métro and tramway lines, and sec-
tions of the RER. The Syndicat des Transports d’Île-de-France (STIF) oversees transit 
in the Paris region. The Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français (SNCF) oper-
ates suburban rails, a tramway line, and sections of the RER. Optile, a consortium of 
private operators, manages minor bus lines.
 19. Paris is also a central hub in the national and European rail networks. It is one 
and a half hours from Brussels, two and half from London, and three from Amster-
dam. Six major railway stations serve three train networks: regular trains, high-speed 
lines, and the Transilien suburban rails.
 20. The national government plans to overtax land around these stops to pre-
emptively recapture property value increases that can be expected from the creation of 
new Métro hubs. Concerns abound about the potential for corruption as development 
projects would likely be granted to large-scale developers.
 21. These figures exclude private gardens, relatively common at the base of high 
residential buildings.
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 22. Gardens owned by the state (the Tuileries, Luxembourg, and Elysée) are still 
treated with chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides.
 23. A national voluntary agreement signed in September 2010 commits nonag-
ricultural land managers to reduce the use of pesticides in parks, alongside roads and 
sidewalks, on sports fields, in industrial zones, and at airports.
 24. In June 2010 the Ministry of Ecology, Energy, and Sustainable Development 
made illegal in the whole region the consumption of fish from the Seine.
 25. This proportion is well below the coverage of some German cities, but much 
more than Chicago, well known for green roof initiative despite a coverage under 
0.1% (Kamin 2010).
 26. The Paris airports signed the UNAF Charter, agreeing to avoid products toxic 
to bees. Six beehives were installed near De Gaulle Airport. Since bees are in intense 
contact with plants, soil, air, and water, the honey will be studied for environmental 
quality surveillance.



Nestled in the southern corner of Germany near the Swiss and French 
borders, the city of Freiburg has long been considered a model of sustain-
able development for Europe and the world (see table 3.1). Freiburg is a 
moderate-sized city of approximately 220,000 people, with a unique com-
bination of topography, climate, leadership, and history that have merged 
to make it a pioneer in renewable energy (especially solar), nature protec-
tion, transportation, and environmental planning. Freiburg’s proliferation 
of renewable energy industries, clearly defined landscape plans and urban 
forests, vibrant public transportation system, and environmentally de-
signed housing in projects in Rieselfeld, Wiehre Bahnhof, and Vauban re-
flect how environmental protection, economic growth, and social inclusion 
policies are not mutually exclusive, but interrelated. Freiburg’s success can 
be more appreciated when one considers that it has sustained steady and 
continuous population growth for over thirty years.
 Freiburg is recognized as a global leader in sustainable development 
when measured by comprehensive energy planning, water conservation, 
or high transportation modal splits. The city’s success in merging design, 
transportation, and ecology is reflected in its expanding trophy case of Eu-
ropean and global sustainability awards, and is living proof that sustain-
able planning is moving from the margins to the mainstream.

General Background and Profile

Freiburg’s success with environmental planning proves that ambitious 
environmental, energy, and nature-protection initiatives are economic 
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development opportunities rather than insufferable obstacles. Three key 
elements have made Freiburg a pioneer in this realm: the city’s utiliza-
tion of its comparative advantage with the relatively high concentration of 
sunlight, its rural isolation at the base of the Black Forest, and its develop-
ment of a comprehensive energy program.

1. Freiburg bathes in the highest concentration of sunshine in 
Germany. Solar exposure in the city exceeds more than 1,700 
hours of sunshine per year. This factor contributed to Karl 
Albrecht University becoming the largest employer for the city 
and region and a key catalyst for environmental industries. For 
more than twenty-five years, the city and the university have 
worked together to place Freiburg at the center of research 
and development for solar energy and other environmental 
technologies. The solar research institutions and businesses within 
the city are extensive, and include the prestigious Fraunhofer 
Institute for Solar Energy Systems, the Solar Info Center, and the 
International Solar Energy Society. At present, more than 450 
solar and renewable energy companies call Freiburg home (Beatley 
2000).

2. Freiburg’s relative lack of extractible natural resources (with the 
exception of biomass), combined with its proximity to the French 
border and German historical fears of foreign incursions, helped 
spare the city from the blight and scars of pre- and postwar 
industrialization.

3. Freiburg’s international attention for its pioneering work 
with renewable energy actually overshadows its equally 

Table 3.1 Background on Freiburg

Population 220,000
Area (km2) 15,306
Percent green space/parks/nature 47.1
Hectares per capita green space/parks/nature 0.031
Percent forest cover/forest canopy 42.4
Percent trips made on public transit 18
Percent trips made walking 23
Percent trips made bicycling 27
Greenhouse gas emissions per capita 0.468
Average size of houses/flats (in m2) 74.46
Meters of bikeways per person 0.78
Meters of public transit lines per capita 0.15
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noteworthy success with integrated energy management. The 
city has efficiently utilized conventional energy systems, such 
as cogeneration, combined heat and power, and district energy 
systems, in tandem with increased energy-efficiency codes for 
new and existing homes and buildings, the promotion of biomass, 
solar, wind, and other renewable energies, and an integrated 
transportation, spatial, and urban development planning program.

Planning Context

German land use, growth management, landscape, and transportation 
planning policies are legendary, but Freiburg’s experiences have taken the 
practice to new levels. Following the devastation of Freiburg in World War 
II, in which over 85% of the inner city was destroyed, land use planning in 
Freiburg and the surrounding region concentrated on the preservation and 
protection of the city’s historic environmental, cultural, and architectural 
assets. Rebuilding Freiburg after the war was skillfully done by maintain-
ing the scale and feel of the city center through the placement of strict 
conditions on redevelopment. The core focus was the preservation of the 
old plots and the construction of new buildings and housing with mixed 
designs. Redevelopment started with the preservation of the medieval cen-
ter by limiting the height of new buildings and preserving the use of tra-
ditional materials and designs for the buildings and streets. Attention to 
cultural heritage was given high priority and reflected in the laying of the 
main city streets, which were built with cobblestones from the Rhine, and  
the extension of the medieval gutters (Baechle). Originally operated by the  
local guilds to bring water to the city from the surrounding streams, the 
Baechle were enhanced, expanded, and replicated in other new develop-
ments of the city. Transportation planning in Freiburg has been goal-ori-
ented to reduce automobile dependency. In the 1970s, pedestrianizing the 
city center started the trend toward a pedestrian- and bike-friendly modal 
split. City streets were changed, but space was added for bike paths and 
trams, rather than cars.
 Unlike many German cities, over the past decade Freiburg has planned 
to accommodate population growth (growing from 183,000 people in 1984 
to 220,000 in 2011). The goal of this effort is to keep the growth contained 
within the existing built areas, without resorting to development on the 
greenfields. This focus on developing within the existing built area is re-
flected in the master plans of the city. Master planning in Freiburg has 
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played an important role since the conclusion of the Second World War 
and subsequent efforts to rebuild the city. It was apparent even back then 
that rebuilding Freiburg was a long-term, incremental process that would 
require thought and interconnection.
 Today the planning in Freiburg has focused on the joint efforts of infill 
and transit-oriented development. Freiburg has also taken a regional ap-
proach by ensuring that growth management controls do not come at the 
expense of either the central city core or the neighboring communities. 
This has meant that Freiburg also placed special emphasis on the protec-
tion of the city’s environmental assets, particularly the open space of the 
Black Forest, the Dreisam Creek, and the Rhine River valley. Carefully 
defined urban boundaries mesh with the surrounding rural landscape of 
the Black Forest, which actually penetrates the heart of the city center. 
A policy of “re-densification” was pursued, which promoted the integra-
tion and mixing of functions within the city center and limited sprawl-like 
development. Thoughtful zoning codes (Bebaungsplaene) were approved 
that tolerated a broad range of residential, commercial, and recreational 
activities as well as the preservation of historic structures—often within 
single blocks (see figure 3.1). Freiburg’s success with the redevelopment 

Figure 3.1 Freiburg is a compact city with new development guided into dense, 
contiguous urban neighborhoods. Credit: Wulf Daseking, City of Freiburg.
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and focus on commercial, ecological, and social interlinkages even led to 
the creation of the planning term “fresh cell therapy”—the practice of 
using demographic metrics to assess aging trends, and responding by re-
juvenating “aged blocks” through the inclusion of families and children. 
Despite the presence of the university and the appearance of a youthful 
demographic, Freiburg has a relatively large population of senior citizens. 
This can be seen in the tired condition of some of the older apartments and 
buildings. To harmonize the fusion of the new young families moving to 
Freiburg with the existing senior residents, the city promotes old and new 
designs for the fresh cell infill strategy.
 Since the 1950s, Freiburg has consistently used urban planning to 
form the core of sustainable development. Central to this approach has 
been the integration of land use and transportation policy. Parallel to this 
has been the inclusion of culture, social stability and inclusion (such as 
fresh cell therapy), education, and public outreach. Together with the 
Academy of Urbanism in London, the Planning Department in Freiburg 
has completed a “Charter of Freiburg,” which sets forth twelve principles 
as the cornerstones of the city’s future-oriented development (see box 1.1 
in the introduction to this volume).

Landscape Planning

City planning in Freiburg, and other German cities, is strongly influenced 
by regional and local landscape planning policies. In Germany, national-
level nature protection laws (Bundesnaturschutzgesetz) and spatial plan-
ning laws (Bundesraumordnungsgesetz) call on each German state to 
identify, classify, and plan protected areas via state-level landscape plans 
(Landschaftsplaene) and to integrate these plans into broader sets of na-
tional planning activities established by the federal Environment and 
Planning Ministries. Under German federal planning law, local authorities 
can place private lands in agricultural and forested areas into categories 
as nature parks, landscape protection areas, or nature reserves. This clas-
sification might preclude the landowner from using or developing the land 
in any way inconsistent with codes or prescriptions of the authority. In 
addition, German nature-protection law outlines a hierarchy of landscape 
planning efforts that each state must perform to identify and classify open 
space and protected areas, down to the local level. Each plan must contain 
specific assessments of the existing and anticipated outcomes of develop-
ment and avoid, reduce, or eliminate adverse effects from development. In 
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virtually every German state, building permits are issued only after the 
completion of an environmental assessment that defines impacts and iden-
tifies strategies for mitigation.
 Protection of the urban forests around Freiburg predominates in land-
scape and open space planning, and attention to the natural assets of the 
forest is evident throughout the city. Concern about the Black Forest’s 
health and the effects of acid rain were fundamental to the contemporary 
German environmental movement. As with many German cities, Freiburg 
owns a large percentage of the land within its borders—currently about 
32% (Beatley 2000). More than half this land (51%) is under nature pro-
tection and off-limits to building (Stadt Freiburg 2001). As with other Ger-
man cities, building codes in Freiburg are designed to enhance, rather than 
obstruct, climate and “cool airflows” (Höllentäller) from the Black Forest 
in order to cleanse the city’s atmosphere (Beatley 2000). This has been a fo-
cus of the city since the 1970s, when air quality and climate change started 
to become serious issues for the region. The core concept is to model air-
flows of “clean” air from the Black Forest, and facilitate or plan its passage 
through the city to maximize the removal of air pollutants such as mobile 
source emissions, ozone, or particulates from fireplaces. Every master plan 
in Freiburg has incorporated this concept of “clean air corridors,” which 
in turn affects such issues as the placement and height of buildings, the 
applications of green rooftops, and arrangement of streets and open spaces 
in order to support the flow of the air from the hills through the city. 
This modeling is so sophisticated that height restrictions are placed on the 
buildings so that none is higher than approximately 12.6 meters. The city’s 
main train station had to have a gap between the building and the facade 
to facilitate the flow of the air for the district behind it. Even the majority 
of the city’s tramlines are landscaped with grass to mitigate noise and air 
pollution. The flow of air also has a positive energy outcome. The clean air 
corridors also restrict the flow of fog from the Rhine River valley into the 
streets, keeping the city brighter and limiting the amount of electricity 
used in lighting the streets.

Water

Awareness and consideration of water as a resource permeates the design 
and planning of Freiburg. It starts with the carefully placed stones of the 
Baechle and extends to innovative incentives for on-site management of 
stormwater and landscape planning. Freiburg has instituted several policies 
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and incentives that have led to the application of such techniques as green 
roofs, bioswales, and other stormwater management features to promote 
natural, permeable surfaces. Freiburg, like over 40% of German cities, has 
instituted billing systems based on the volume of stormwater removed 
from individual properties (Keeley 2007). Split-rate water billing systems 
have replaced unified billing systems, and metrics have been established 
for stormwater fees based on the volume of impermeable property and 
estimated rainfalls at residential and commercial sites. In all zoning plans, 
stormwater must be managed on-site via low-impact development prac-
tices (e.g., bioswales, green roofs, rain gardens).

Transportation

Freiburg’s approach to sustainable transportation planning puts biking and 
pedestrians on equal footing with cars (see figure 3.2). Not only are cars 
banned within the center city, but a 30-kmh speed limit is imposed on all 
residential streets (with exceptions for the main roads). As a result, 30% 
of all trips in Freiburg are done on bike and 15% on foot. Moreover, the 
city has developed more than 152 miles of bituminized and 103 miles of 
gravel bike paths (Buehler and Pucher 2011). The demand for bike parking 
has been so great that Freiburg has constructed more than 5,000 new bi-
cycle parking spaces in the city center alone. Approximately 1,500 parking 
spaces for bikes have been made available at the railway station to enable 
train passengers a direct transfer to bicycles. Evidence emerges regularly 
about Freiburg’s sustainable transportation programs and how biking has 
successfully reduced car traffic and improved air quality. Between 1982 
and 1999, motor vehicle traffic throughout the city fell from 38% to 32%. 
Currently, the city’s ratio of cars to residents is approximately 430 to 1,000, 
compared to the national German average of 550 to 1,000. In Vauban there 
are 85 cars to every 1,000 inhabitants (see the case study on page 76).
 A second cornerstone of Freiburg’s transportation system is public 
transportation—particularly light rail (see figure 3.3). Since the decision 
by the city in the 1960s to enhance the tram system, more than 17 miles of 
light rail and 168 miles of bus network have been developed. It is estimated 
that over 72% of all commuters in Freiburg use the tram system. Zoning 
and residential planning has been carefully coordinated with the develop-
ment of the tram so that most of the population is within a half kilometer 
of a station. The lines are quick and trains run approximately every eight 
minutes, and approximately every four minutes during rush hour. High 



Figure 3.2 Freiburg is a very pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly city, and major 
efforts have been made to restrict car mobility in favor of these more sustainable 
modes of transport. Credit: Wulf Daseking, City of Freiburg.
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ridership within Freiburg also has been attributed to the single-fare system 
in which one pass (Öko-Ticket), introduced in 1991, is valid for all transit 
within the city and is transferable to other members of a single family. 
In addition, the regional transportation authority, the RVF, recognizes the 
Öko-Ticket on its three-thousand-kilometer system of transit lines. The 
local public transport authority is financially solvent and recovers more 
than 89% of costs from the operation of the tram—among the highest in 
the Federal Republic of Germany. This was only possible given decades of 
dedication to integrating transit into the city’s planning processes. Public 
transit is the backbone of the city, and the tram system will continue to 
be extended over the next decade. The City Council has already approved 
plans to connect a higher percentage of the population to light rail beyond 
the current 70% within five hundred meters of a tram stop.

Energy and Climate

Since the 1970s, the city’s leadership led efforts to halt construction of a 
nuclear power plant at the nearby village of Wyhl. History and the city’s 
fate with renewable energy collided again in 1986 with the Chernobyl di-
saster, which moved Freiburg to consider legitimate alternatives to nuclear 

Figure 3.3 A key element of Freiburg’s mobility system is its network of trams, 
which make it easy to travel to any part of the city. Credit: Wulf Daseking, City of 
Freiburg.
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power and to implement practical renewable energy policies. In 1992 the 
city developed its first long-term energy plan. Energy conservation, re-
newable energy, and the development of environmentally friendly tech-
nologies and transportation formed the three pillars of Freiburg’s energy 
and climate strategy. Solar, wind, hydro, and biomass were the core compo-
nents of the city’s efforts to reduce energy consumption by 10%. In 1996 
Freiburg’s energy policy added a new goal of reducing CO

2
 emissions by 

25% below 1992 levels by 2010.
 Recognizing Freiburg’s research and intellectual assets, the city en-
deavored to link its energy strategy to the city’s economic development 
initiatives, particularly solar technology research and development. En-
ergy and economic development policies were coupled, building on the 
presence of the university, and leading to a proliferation of renewable 
energy and solar research institutions, including the Fraunhofer Institute 
for Solar Energy Systems. Freiburg also hired a full-time “solar manager” 
to coordinate its economic development activities, and it made available, 
rent-free, a city-owned building to house the International Solar Energy 
Society. Freiburg also constructed a solar information desk in the city cen-
ter to inform and broadcast solar and other environmental information. 
Freiburg’s solar synergies have become a model of industrial ecology. The 
450 renewable energy and solar companies housed in Freiburg employ 
more than ten thousand people (Beatley 2000, 271).
 Freiburg’s experiment with industrial ecology also is reflected in the 
“Solar Region Freiburg,” a long-term vision to promote the region’s re-
newable energy programs and innovation. The regional public utility, 
Badenova, of which the city of Freiburg and neighboring authorities are 
majority shareholders, offers “solar investment subsidies” to residents and 
businesses that install solar panels. Badenova has also introduced a num-
ber of innovative, cost-effective energy savings programs, including the 
introduction of linear time-variable electricity charges, which use meters 
that gauge usage according to three different time zones, and for which 
consumers are charged accordingly. Badenova also invests the income 
from the difference between the standard rate and the slightly higher re-
gional electricity rates into biomass, photovoltaic, hydropower, and other 
forms of renewable energy.
 Freiburg’s work with solar and renewable energy seems destined to 
become more robust. Under the German federal government’s 2001 Re-
newable Energy Law and recent amendments, energy companies and 
utilities must reimburse distributed generation of solar photovoltaic at a 
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guaranteed and subsidized price. The current rate of €0.45 per kilowatt 
hour (compared to a standard electricity rate of €0.15–€0.20) is guaran-
teed for twenty years. The goal of the policy is to increase renewable en-
ergy’s share in the electricity market, from 5% to 20% by 2020 (Daseking 
2011). Photovoltaic systems are generally affordable, and installation costs 
€5,000–€8,000/kW. The electricity output expected in Freiburg should 
cover the investment costs within approximately fifteen years. In 2010 
Freiburg produced more than 15 megawatts of solar photovoltaic. The lo-
cal soccer stadium alone produces more than 190 kilowatts and the central 
train station’s facade produces 55 kilowatts.
 Freiburg’s focus on energy policies is also oriented toward enhanc-
ing existing energy systems, such as combined heat and power. Projects 
such as Vauban and Rieselfeld (see below) rely on large-scale district en-
ergy systems in dense, transit-oriented developments, and have been or-
ganized around the efficient movement of heat and electricity produced 
via cogeneration (see figures 3.4 and 3.5). The city also has relied on the 
construction of advanced, energy-efficient buildings, such as “passive 

Figure 3.4 The new neighborhood Vauban, a former army barracks, is designed to 
be car-free and incorporates a number of sustainability features, including energy-
plus homes that produce more energy than they require. Credit: Wulf Daseking, 
City of Freiburg.
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homes” (Passivbau). To be certified as a passive home, primary energy 
consumption cannot exceed 15 kW/h/m2—a staggering level of efficiency. 
Freiburg’s experiences with pilot projects in energy-efficient housing have 
pointed to cost increases of no less than 5%–8% from conventional prac-
tices. The data have also pointed to energy costs and CO

2
 emissions that 

are 30% less than average (Wörner).
 In the realm of building retrofits, housing from the 1960s and 1970s 
presents some of the most pressing challenges. In addition to mandating 
that all housing since January 2011 must be built to passive standards, the 
city is piloting the application of passive building standards for several ret-
rofit projects, including the seventy-year-old skyscraper in the Weingarten 
district.

Case Studies

Vauban

Vauban is perhaps the most recognized planned urban environmental 
project in Freiburg. Vauban is an urban village built on a former French 

Figure 3.5 Another growth area in Freiburg, Rieselfeld also promotes walking, 
bicycling, and travel by tram. Credit: Wulf Daseking, City of Freiburg.
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Army compound, and is designed to host and service 5,500 inhabitants. 
In 1992 the city purchased forty-two hectares from the German federal 
government and administered the development and implementation of 
the master plan after an international town-planning competition. The 
city developed clear environmental, transportation, and energy guidelines 
for the master plan. The creation of the plan was completed and adminis-
tered within a structured and disciplined outreach and public participation 
process—the “Forum Vauban.” Under the motto “Planning That Learns,” 
Freiburg employed between five and seven full-time staff to oversee de-
velopment of the master plan—including the hosting of more than fifty 
distinct public meetings and outreach events to solicit public input during 
the master plan’s development.
 The Vauban master plan calls for a car-free development of dense, 
mixed-use, single-family, and row-house units serviced by a new tram-
line connecting to the city center and main rail station. Car ownership and 
parking are permitted, but only in specific and carefully managed sections 
at the margins of the district. Traffic calming is prioritized, implemented 
by the construction of “traffic pillows” and the restriction of access to most 
automobile through-traffic. The goal of Vauban was to maintain fewer than  
150 cars per 1,000 residents by eliminating individual garages or parking 
for each housing unit. A single, communal “solar” garage (producing 89 
kilowatts) built at the edge of the development services those residents 
dependent on access to automobiles. Since the completion of the project, 
approximately 35% of the residents have abstained from driving a car.
 Since the city owned the Vauban property (it purchased the site 
from the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg), it had the liberty of creating 
site-specific purchase agreements for the sales of the homes and build-
ings (proffers). That is, since financing for the planning and development, 
particularly the infrastructure, emanated from the Baden-Wuerttemberg 
Development Agency (LEG), the LEG’s investments could be repaid from 
the sale of the individual homes and buildings. Vauban is evolving into 
a community for young families, due the excellent light rail connections 
(the source of Freiburg’s fame as the “City of Short Distances”), the dif-
ferent types of housing available, the open space and forests, and the ac-
cess to multiple governmental agencies as well as shops and commerce. 
It is an understatement to say that Vauban is among the most popular 
neighborhoods.
 Energy efficiency and land conservation permeates all planning as-
pects of Vauban. The Vauban master plan promoted mixed uses for 
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housing, shopping, recreation, and education. A broad diversity of designs 
have been applied for residential and commercial properties. Housing com-
prises a range of market-priced and affordable “subsidized” housing units, 
including cohousing for more than 1,200 residents. Preservation of open 
space was strengthened, as reflected in the extensive network of Rigolden-
Mulden stormwater systems that channel rainwater into on-site retention 
systems. All residential housing at Vauban has been constructed to meet 
Germany’s new low-energy standards for buildings, 65 kW/h/m2. Vauban 
is also host to approximately 150 passive housing units. Sixty-five percent 
of the electricity is produced from either the combined heat and power 
fueled by biomass or photovoltaic units (Sperling 2002). Heating for resi-
dential and commercial units is supplied by a district heat and power plant.

Rieselfeld

In response to continuing population growth in Freiburg and the sur-
rounding region during the late 1980s and early 1990s, Freiburg experi-
mented with a second large-scale, ecologically planned village at Rieselfeld 
(see figure 3.6). Rieselfeld is built on seventy-eight hectares of a former 
city-owned sludge farm at the western edge of the municipality. Freiburg 
wanted to accommodate 12,500 new residents and 1,500 new jobs, and, like 
Vauban, restrict urban sprawl by promoting thoughtfully planned, dense 
environmental housing. A floor-to-space ratio of 1.2 for the more than 
4,800 residential and commercial units was to be realized through mul-
tistory residential buildings with a five-story limit. Density and livability 
were merged by developing small plots to accommodate a wide range of 
building functions to host shops, medical offices, schools, kindergartens, 
and religious buildings. Like in Vauban, tram access was paramount and 
car dependence was designed to be minimized by including additional bike 
lanes, confining parking to garages below each housing unit, and limiting 
the speed of cars to 30 kmh. When completed in 2011, more nine thousand 
inhabitants lived in Rieselfeld (Stadt Freiburg 2011).
 In 1991 the city of Freiburg formed a special, public–private develop-
ment agency to coordinate financing, planning, and development at Ries-
elfeld. Implementation of Rieselfeld was carried out in four stages spread 
out over two-year intervals to ensure environmental, social, and eco-
nomic balance. Like many urban environmental planning projects, social 
inclusion and input by the public was central. The development features 
a mix of privately financed and socially subsidized housing. Particular 
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consideration was given to the needs of women, families, the aged, and the 
handicapped. A comprehensive concept for public participation was devel-
oped and carried out parallel to the town-planning process. For more on 
social outreach, see box 3.1 on the Rieselfeld KIOSK. The dialogue with 
the public resulted in the development of new, thoughtfully designed el-
ementary and primary schools, playgrounds, recreation centers, youth 
and cultural centers, and an ecumenical church center that dually serviced 
Catholic and Protestant denominations. The demographic makeup of Ries-
elfeld is remarkable, and a testimony to anti-sprawl efforts.
 Like Vauban, Rieselfeld is driven by ecological considerations. More 
than 240 hectares of the site were landscaped and dedicated as nature pro-
tection or conservation areas. Stormwater at Rieselfeld is not channelized 
and driven out of the project into culverts, but retained on-site and man-
aged naturally through a series of interconnected bioswales and wetlands. 
On-site stormwater management practices are ubiquitous, planned into 
green rooftops and green parking lots between units. Like Vauban, the 
houses at Rieselfeld are low-energy and do not exceed 65 kWh/m2. Dis-
trict heating, combined heat and power, biofuels (woodchips), and solar 

Figure 3.6 Rieselfeld also demonstrates Freiburg’s emphasis on dense, compact 
neighborhoods well served by transit. Credit: Wulf Daseking, City of Freiburg.
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photovoltaics dominate residential and commercial energy sources. Stud-
ies have already suggested that housing at Rieselfeld emits 20% less CO

2
 

than conventional housing in Germany.
 The development of Rieselfeld was financed mainly by land sales (ap-
proximately €115 million) and development fees (€922.5 million), but 
also from public and county funds (€7.5 million) in the form of subsi-
dies and prefinancing. The revenues, approximately €145 million, were 
brought into a trust-company fund. With this capital, the project team 
had to finance public buildings (€52 million), streets and utilities (€35 

Box 3.1
Freiburg KIOSK

KIOSK is a civic organization in Freiburg that started in 1996, at a construction 
trailer near a city-owned sludge disposal site. (KIOSK is an acronym for Contact, 
Information, Organization, Self-Help, Culture.) The purpose was to bring out mul-
tiple creative ideas from the citizens and residents about Rieselfeld’s conversion 
from a waste site into a residential and livable area for a broad demographic of 
the city. The first meetings were held in the “glass house” club at the disposal site.
 KIOSK has operated an information center, where it hosts family lunches, 
prints a community newspaper, and organizes flea markets. It has even assisted in 
the organization of protests to protect trees near the site. Altogether, KIOSK has 
elicited help from more than one hundred volunteer residents inside the city. There 
are monthly meetings to discuss the activities of the organization, along with its 
strategy and outreach. There are membership fees associated with KIOSK, €15 
per person or €20 per family. KIOSK has a board of seven residents, each elected 
every two years. Their tasks are (1) political representation; (2) cooperation with 
the city; (3) public relations; and (4) contact with local councils and institutions in 
the sludge disposal site.
 KIOSK has an advisory board, which councils the board and promotes ex-
change between the various interest groups involved with the project. The reac-
tions of Rieselfeld citizens to KIOSK are overwhelmingly positive, as they see the 
organization as a neutral arbitrator on difficult or challenging planning issues.
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million), landscaping (€13 million), planning, managing, and marketing 
(€19 million), and public relations. These costs amounted to approxi-
mately €144 million. To prefinance the public and social infrastructure, 
the development agency had to take a loan of €40 million from the state 
bank of Baden-Wuerttemberg. Because Freiburg lacked funds, both Riesel-
feld and Vauban were developed without any money from the city’s bud-
get. All costs were calculated and then divided into square meters of selling 
ground. That is, every square meter was assessed for the infrastructure and 
utility costs, which were then factored into the sale price of the unit.

Conclusion

As cities and urban regions around the world struggle to respond to the 
forces of globalization, urban planners will be encouraged by the work, 
vision, and results of cities such as Freiburg. It is uncommon to witness a 
city so totally and comprehensively planned for sustainability (see figure 
3.7). Integrated transportation, land use, and open space planning have all 

Figure 3.7 Freiburg’s compact urban form provides for large blocks of forests 
and agricultural lands, in close proximity to the city, and a sharp, clear urban edge. 
Credit: Wulf Daseking, City of Freiburg.
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been thoughtfully merged to enhance energy conservation, air and water 
quality, economic development, and social prosperity. Urban and environ-
mental planners around the world will appreciate the work that Freiburg 
has undertaken, as it reflects that sustainable urban environments are not 
marginal, but mainstream.
 Quo vadis, Freiburg? The core of the city’s planning for the future will 
be to continue pursuing the course of sustainable development laid out 
over the past three decades. The focus of development will be infill within 
the city’s existing built areas, and energy efficiency and climate protection 
will be environmental priorities. The further expansion of public transit, 
and the suppression of private cars, will form the core of the city’s mobility 
efforts. In addition, the strengthening of the universities and their integra-
tion with all other educational and research institutions will remain part of 
Freiburg’s development strategy, as will social inclusion and integration.
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Introduction

Copenhagen has a long tradition of being a “green” city in the sense of 
practicing sustainable urban planning. This characterization ranges from 
the green regional planning of the 1930s and the region’s pattern structure, 
laid out in the “Finger Plan” from 1947, to the objectives of the municipal 
plans that have been updated every four years since 1989 and prioritize 
public transportation and introduce guidelines for sustainable urban re-
newal and construction and climate planning.

Regional Planning

Copenhagen is in the favorable position of being located at the southern 
gateway of the Sound of Øresund between Kattegat and the Baltic Sea. 
Copenhagen is in the peculiar situation that only half of the city’s periph-
ery is landlocked—including the island of Amager. The rest of the city is 
bordered by water. Counting the whole of Amager as part of Copenha-
gen, two-thirds of the periphery is waterfront. This gives Copenhagen 
relatively less through-going traffic, but relatively longer distances in the 
urban development directions, to the south, the west, and the north, com-
pared with other cities of the same size. The city of Copenhagen, with a 
population about 528,000 (part of a larger metro region of 1.7 million), oc-
cupies a land area of about ninety square kilometers.1 Until a reform of the 
municipal and regional structure in 2007, the greater Copenhagen region 
covered the central municipalities of Copenhagen and Frederiksberg and 
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the three surrounding counties of Copenhagen, Frederiksborg, and Ros- 
kilde. In 2004 the new, liberalist Danish government made an agreement  
with a right-wing political party to introduce a new administrative struc-
ture in order to modernize public administration and reduce what they 
considered unnecessary bureaucracy. One of the specific objectives was to 
improve service in the health sector and to sustain Danish hospitals with 
the necessary population to keep up specialist knowledge. Consequently, 
fourteen counties were abolished and replaced by five regions. There are 
now four metropolitan administrative units. The county of Roskilde to the 
south was to join the rest of Zealand in a region of its own. The metro-
politan region contains the national center of government, business, and 
education.2

 The landscape in the metropolitan area is rather flat and easy to de-
velop, which in the middle of the 20th century created a conflict between 
building interests and recreational interests. This was true especially in 
the northern parts, where the urban development up until then had been 
most intensive, and where the countryside is the most varied and charm-
ing with small woods, lakes, hills, and beaches well suited for bathing. Lots 
of summerhouses and cottages are located in North Zealand, predomi-
nantly along the seashore. During the first decades following the Second 
World War, Danish society was characterized by an unprecedented growth 
of wealth, which had a vital impact on urban development. The migration 
from countryside to towns was increasing, and the demand for dwellings 
was tremendous, especially the demand for individual garden houses. The 
total number of dwellings built annually in the 1940s amounted to ten 
thousand, the number rose to twenty thousand in the 1950s, thirty thou-
sand at the beginning of the 1960s, and reaching as many as fifty thousand 
dwellings in 1970. This increase was driven by strong growth in indus-
trial production, followed by growth of trade and public service, which 
caused the urban industrial zones to become too small with nowhere to 
expand. Consequently, the companies had to move to new and more spa-
cious business areas at the periphery of the towns. The tremendous con-
struction activity was difficult to handle with the available legislation and 
the municipal structure of that time, including more than 1,300 Danish 
municipalities and 27 counties varying in size. Further, many provincial 
towns were so small in area that urban development tended to take place 
in the neighboring municipalities. This scattered, “diverted” urbanization 
represented a growing problem. Rural municipalities next to larger towns 
pinched the good taxpayers by offering inexpensive construction sites in 
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natural surroundings, leaving the urban municipalities with worn-down 
industrial areas and dwelling neighborhoods hosting low-income groups. 
The need to regenerate new areas in urban growth was greater than ever, 
as was the need for more robust physical planning.3

 The limited urban planning taking place in the middle of the 20th cen-
tury was based on the Urban Planning Act of 1938, which required that 
municipalities with more than one thousand inhabitants produce an ur-
ban plan. This applied to approximately 230 out of Denmark’s 1,300 mu-
nicipalities. The Planning Act was supplemented in 1939 by a government 
paper inventing the term “master plan,” being an overall, noncommitting 
plan covering the entire municipality.
 The need for planning was most urgent around the major cities, so 
in 1949 the Danish parliament passed the Act of Urban Regulation. This 
act made it possible to work out “urban regulation plans” across munici-
pal limits, dividing the area into “inner zone,” “intermediate zone,” and 
“outer zone.” The planning proceeded as a joint municipal exercise in “ur-
ban development committees,” constituted on the occasion with participa-
tion by the municipalities involved, and chaired by a government official.
 Parallel to these activities, the Danish Town Planning Institute, a pri-
vate committee of planners, had appointed a Regional Council in 1929. 
This was done according to negotiations with the municipalities involved. 
The objective was to prepare a regional plan, including regulation of land 
use and traffic. The council started its work with a draft proposal of a 
“green plan” for the region, including areas for recreational purposes for 
the benefit of the region’s population. The plan for the “Green Areas of 
the Copenhagen Region” was completed in 1936. In 1938 the Danish par-
liament supported the initiative by passing an amendment to the Act of 
Natural Preservation, making it possible to create a complete preservation 
plan for the region.4

The Finger Plan

The green plan was followed in 1947 by the Finger Plan (see figure 4.1), 
which directs new urban development to be concentrated along suburban 
train lines radiating from the city of Copenhagen. Within a distance of 
forty to fifty kilometers there were five provincial towns whose growth 
had been slowed. Instead of letting the growth of the city take place in con-
centric layers, urban development would be like fingers to the palm of the 
existing built-up areas. In between the fingers, the open land is reserved 
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for recreational purposes. At this time, there were only two suburban rail-
ways. Consequently, the plan advocated the idea of building, in stages, a 
number of electric railways into the surrounding country. Around the sta-
tions on these lines, local centers with shops and institutions would natu-
rally develop. From each center there would be frequent and convenient 
connections directly to the center of the city. The transportation time to 
the city was to be thirty minutes at the most.5

 Although the original Finger Plan has been adapted to accommodate 
growth in population, housing, business, and—especially—traffic, the 
leading elements of the plan have been retained. Regional and local plan-
ning still operates according to “urban fingers”—green wedges and a ra-
dial, circular traffic structure. The fingers have been extended with electric 
train lines to the five provincial towns of Køge, Roskilde, Frederikssund, 
Hillerød, and Elsinore.
 The main goals of the Finger Plan are the following:

improvement of public transportation. Opportunities for 
traffic relief in urban centers are created, and consequently the 
environmental conditions are improved in terms of reduction of 
noise and pollution and an increase in traffic safety.

to a car, by sustaining the highest possible amount of jobs and 
other activities in the urban center or zones with good access to 
public transportation.

in an environmentally correct manner. This reduces the need for 
urban development of greenfields, and therefore avoids scattered 
development, as this is irresponsible in terms of traffic, public 
service, and preservation of the landscape.

With increased urbanization resulting in more car traffic and air pollution, 
it is more vital today that we maintain and strive for these aims.
 “Finger Plan, 2007,” presented by the Ministry of the Environment, 
constitutes the formal directions of physical development for the thirty-
three municipalities in the metropolitan region.6 The fingers were extended 
to accommodate an additional one hundred thousand dwellings. The 2007 
plan opens four-kilometer-wide growth areas for urban development. Of-
fice buildings with more than 1,500 square meters of floor space must be 
located within 600 meters of a train station. According to the ministry, 



Figure 4.1 The famous 1947 Finger Plan is Copenhagen’s regional plan for 
guiding growth along the major rail corridors in the metropolitan area. Credit: 
Danish Town Planning Institute (Dansk Byplanlaboratorium).
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research documents that good access to train service encourages people to 
use public transportation. After thirty years, the emission of CO

2
 might 

be reduced by one hundred thousand tons per year by directing growth in 
this manner.

Current Planning Legislation in Denmark

According to the objects clause in the Danish Planning Act,7 its goal is to 
assure that society’s interest is reflected in land use and to protect nature 
and the environment in respect of human conditions of life and the preser-
vation of fauna and flora. The act aims particularly at

1. securing appropriate development in terms of a methodical and 
socioeconomic general assessment in the country as a whole as 
well as in each county and municipality;

2. creating and preserving valuable buildings, townscapes, and 
landscapes;

3. preserving open coastlines as an important natural and landscape 
resource;

4. preventing noise inconveniences and pollution of air, water, and 
soil; and

5. involving the public in the planning process as much as possible.

 On the national level, the Ministry of the Environment publishes 
a national planning statement with guidelines on themes that are to be 
incorporated in physical planning over the following four years. On the 
regional level, the county councils have an obligation to prepare regional 
plans, which must be in agreement with the national planning statement. 
The regional plans map out guidelines for laying out of space of urban 
zones and summer cottages, the situation of greater public institutions and 
infrastructure, the position of polluting industries, the regional retail trade 
structure, agricultural and forest interests, natural protection interests in 
the open land, the position of potential wetlands, areas for leisure pur-
poses, exploitation of stone, gravel, and other natural resources, and the 
use of streams and lakes.
 Every municipality must prepare a so-called municipal plan, which is 
passed by the city council and must be revised every fourth year. The city 
council is to decide whether the plan should be revised as a whole, revised 
in part, or prolonged for another four years. The municipal plan is the 
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“superior” planning document of the municipality. It lays out an overall 
structure, maps out land use (housing, industry, public institutions, and 
leisure purposes), density, and traffic structure, and defines areas of preser-
vation, urban renewal, and urban redevelopment. It is possible to prepare 
an amendment to the municipal plan changing the land use or density, 
though the municipal plan must remain in agreement with the regional 
plan.
 The most detailed plans are the so-called local plans prepared by the 
municipal councils. Any building or construction of a certain size re-
quires the preparation of a local plan. In Copenhagen, a practice in decid-
ing whether a building requires a local plan has developed over the years: 
a new building with more than forty dwellings or two thousand square 
meters of office space requires one, since these dimensions are considered 
to have a substantial impact on the surrounding environment. This is a 
general rule, but each situation must be evaluated concretely. A local plan 
must be in agreement with the municipal plan, which defines the land use 
and density of any registered site. The local plan determines the detailed 
land use of the new building (e.g., shops on the ground floor and dwell-
ings on the upper stories), the exact density (floor space per ground space), 
the number of stories, the plan of the building, the building materials, the 
maintenance of cultural heritage (e.g., buildings, vegetation), the function 
and design of the open space, the parking, the environmental conditions, 
and so forth.
 Since 2007, when the counties were abolished, no regional plans have 
been presented. The regional development plans are a collection of policies 
and principles, but not coherent physical plans.

Copenhagen’s Municipal Planning

The first municipal plan of Copenhagen dates from 1989 and has been re-
vised every fourth year. The plan currently in force is “City of Copen-
hagen Municipal Plan, 2009.”8 The municipal plan includes a so-called 
main structure with thematic guidelines of urban development, housing, 
trade and industry, public institutions, green areas, and environmental 
sustainability.
 The following are abstracts of four selected themes (urban develop-
ment, transportation, Metro in Copenhagen, bicycle policy), with particu-
lar interest in Copenhagen as a green city.
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Urban Development Strategy

The urban development strategy of the city of Copenhagen supports a 
traffic structure based fundamentally on public transport services, primar-
ily the railway network, and an overall road network, gathering the traffic 
on a few regional roads to keep the dense, built-up local areas as uncon-
gested as possible.
 One of the overall objectives of the municipal plan is to develop a sus-
tainable transport pattern in which urban development and traffic infra-
structure are harmonized. The goal is for the traffic requirement to be met 
by the lowest possible level of individual car traffic. The city of Copen-
hagen constitutes the central part—the palm—of the Finger Plan of the 
greater Copenhagen area. This accessibility gives the municipality special 
opportunities to utilize and develop the public transport system. Both ur-
ban development and urban conversion make it possible to relocate travel 
destinations and consequently change the traffic pattern. A location close 
to a station strengthens, other things being equal, the competitiveness of 
public transport, increases the number of passengers, and makes possible a 
continued improvement of public transport on market terms.
 In accordance with the regional plan, it is an objective in the municipal 
plan that urban development be localized close to stations so that an envi-
ronmentally sustainable urban and transport pattern is promoted, and so 
that urban development is of a high quality in terms of architecture, urban 
planning, and the environment.
 The urban development strategy of Copenhagen prioritizes major 
construction and development projects in the municipality that are close 
to a station and have amenity value. The areas around the best-served 
stations are given the highest priority regarding the location of traffic- 
generating functions and densely built-up areas.
 A distinction is made in urban development between (in order of 
priority)

 2007,” where all 
regional lines can stop and therefore have the potentially highest 
accessibility;
Metro stations that have a high-frequency rail connection to 
the city and Nørreport Station;
other stations.
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A high level of importance is attached to regional public transport ac-
cessibility for the greater Copenhagen area when locating business 
and industry. Clerical and service enterprises and other employee- and  
visitor-intensive urban functions, which generate particularly large traffic 
volumes, are preferably to be located within six hundred meters of well-
served traffic junctions.

Traffic and Transport Facilities

Development and economic growth often go hand in hand with growth 
in car traffic, resulting in a negative impact on human health and the en-
vironment. For a number of years, commuting from homes outside the 
municipality to jobs within the municipality has been a dominant feature. 
Increasing car ownership and increased commuting by Copenhageners to 
locations outside the city requires new regulations on car traffic. The objec-
tive is not to adjust the existing city to the increasing car traffic, but rather 
to create, through regulations, sustainable traffic development adjusted to 
the existing city so that energy consumption, the nuisances of the traf-
fic, and environmental impacts are minimized. Aside from the municipal 
plans, obligated by the Planning Act, many municipalities have chosen to 
work out traffic and environmental plans, specifying these two themes—
but of course remaining in accordance with the overall municipal plan.
 An overall objective is to create a sustainable and coordinated urban 
development and transport pattern in which the largest possible share of 
the traffic takes place either by means of public transport, or by bicycle or 
on foot, and with individual passenger car traffic constituting as small a 
share as possible.
 In accordance with these objectives, a number of initiatives have been 
taken.

Bridge between Copenhagen and Malmö in 2000

Recognizing that urban development of the island of Amager was no lon-
ger prevented by busy boat traffic through the port of Copenhagen, the 
Danish national parliament passed two important acts in 1991: the Act of 
a Fixed Link across Øresund and the Act of Ørestad, a new urban develop-
ment on the island of Amager.
 These acts resulted in important investments in infrastructure. First 
was the opening of the Øresund Bridge in 2000, which carries a highway as 
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well as a train line between Copenhagen and Malmö, Sweden. Since 2000, 
regional train lines have been running frequently between Copenhagen 
and not only the five provincial towns of Køge, Roskilde, Frederikssund, 
Hillerød, and Elsinore, but also Malmö, at intervals of ten to twenty 
minutes.
 The Ring Line, completed in 2006, was made possible by the bridge, 
as the Danlink ferry connection of goods transportation between Copen-
hagen and Malmö was closed. The Danlink was connected with tracks 
running through densely built-up districts of Copenhagen, the closing 
of which made it possible to integrate the tracks into the metropolitan  
S-train system, creating a circular connection of the radial train lines.
 The most spectacular station on the Ring Line is Flintholm, connect-
ing the Metro with the Ring Line and the S-train. Flintholm is the third 
most important station in Copenhagen, surpassed only by the Central Sta-
tion and the city station of Nørreport. Flintholm is especially impressive 
because the three train lines in two levels, and bus lines in street level 
linked with stairs, escalators, and elevators, are covered by a huge glass 
roof (designed by a respected Danish architect firm).

Metro in Copenhagen

A Metro in Copenhagen had been discussed for decades with no results, 
since no organization or public body was able or willing to cover the huge 
expenditure. The solution to the problem came with the Act of Ørestad. 
The construction of the Metro was to be financed by the selling of sites in 
Ørestad, and the new urbanization of Ørestad was to be sustained by first-
class public transportation.
 The three first stages of the Metro, the lines between city and the is-
land of Amager to the east and Frederiksberg to the west, opened in 2002, 
2003, and 2007. The total cost of these three stages is estimated to be 11 
billion Danish kroners or 1.5 billion U.S. dollars.
 The total length of the first three stages of the Metro is twenty-one 
kilometers. Eleven kilometers are aboveground as an elevated railway. Ten 
kilometers are in a drilled tunnel, running twenty to thirty meters un-
derground from Frederiksberg to Amager.9 The effect of the fixed link be-
tween Sweden and Denmark is a sustained focus on the train service.
 The nine tunnel stations have been excavated from above. Each station 
is created as a twenty-meter-deep, sixty-meter-long, twenty-meter-wide 
excavation. Before the excavation of the stations, watertight outer walls of 
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concrete piles were constructed in order to prevent a lowering of ground-
water level, which would harm the old city buildings. The tunnel stations 
are designed with open space from the platform to the glass roofs, creating 
bright and open station areas. Daylight is let in through glass prisms from 
the pedestrian precinct to the platform, twenty meters below.
 The longest stretch of the Metro does not run in tunnels, but above 
ground, either at ground level or on elevated tracks. In Ørestad the Metro 
runs as an elevated construction, in some places with traffic passing under 
it, in other places with tracks laid on a low embankment. Thirteen stations 
are built at street level or aboveground.
 The Metro will be extended with a City Ring to open in 2018. The 
City Ring will have seventeen stations, all located underground, and a con-
trol and maintenance center of its own. The line will connect the radial 
S-train lines even more efficiently than the Ring Line.

Bicycle Policy

Copenhagen is known far and wide as the “City of Cyclists.” This is due to 
its long-standing and lively cycling tradition—and in recent years, its bike 
share program.
 Cycling is a socially acceptable means of transport; in fact, it is not 
uncommon to see Danish ministers or mayors cycle to work. Bicycle traffic 
in Copenhagen has grown in recent years, and as of 2011 one out of three 
Copenhageners cycle to work.
 In Copenhagen, cycle planning is an integral part of mainstream traf-
fic planning. The Copenhagen cycle track network of some three hundred 
kilometers was built over the course of almost a century. Copenhagen bi-
cycle traffic is thus considered a distinct traffic category with its own sepa-
rate road area—on a par with motor traffic and pedestrian traffic.
 In 2002 the city of Copenhagen for the first time published a bicycle 
policy.10 The purpose of the policy is to draw attention to the fact that bicy-
cling is an environmentally desirable and effective means of transport. The 
bicycle policy objectives are to increase the proportion of the workforce 
that travels to work by bicycle, to improve safety and a sense of security 
when cycling, and to increase traveling speed and bicycling comfort.

GREEN CYCLE ROUTES

Green cycle routes are intended as a new option for cyclists, partic-
ularly those who have a long way to go. Cycle routes are laid out at a 
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high standard, and usually include a wide cycle path and separate pedes-
trian walkway. When possible, cycle routes run in their own discrete area 
through green surroundings, and are designed to minimize the stops cy-
clists have to make because of automobile traffic. In addition to serving as 
routes between home and work, they are also intended to serve a recre-
ational purpose.
 The report “Proposal for Green Cycle Routes”11 describes the twenty-
one planned routes, which will cover a total of one hundred kilometers. 
The length of the routes varies from less than two kilometers to more than 
eight kilometers. Part of the network already exists, but at a lower standard 
than intended in the future.
 The plan for laying out the first cycle route, the Nørrebro Route, was 
approved by the City Council in 1997. The Nørrebro Route was built in 
several stages beginning in 2006 and is not yet completed in the west-
ern portion. The Nørrebro Route is divided into several sections, many of 
which run through the Nørrebro Park, laid out on a former railway site 
(see figure 4.2).12 The route crosses Åboulevarden, the busiest street in Co-
penhagen, by a light bridge opened in 2008.
 The city also features squares, open spaces, and streets designed to 
form beautiful and harmonious settings for human recreation and activi-
ties. This objective is detailed in the “Metropolis for People”13 vision and 
objectives for urban life in 2015: more urban life for everybody, more peo-
ple walking, and more people staying longer in the public open spaces.

Recreation and Leisure: A Green Policy

In a densely built-up city, the green and blue (water) recreational areas 
are valuable—for the urban environment, for the opportunities for ac-
tive open-air recreation, for the health and well-being of Copenhageners, 
and for the environmental balance. They are also an important part of the 
cultural heritage of the city. The importance of these elements has been 
confirmed by surveys of people’s reasons for moving to Copenhagen. The 
appearance of the neighborhood as well as access to green areas and open 
spaces are more important to the residents than other features.
 Trees, green spaces, the natural environment, and monuments of the 
past are protected and developed in Copenhagen so that the city’s green 
capital is increased for the benefit of future generations (see figure 4.3). Co-
penhageners have daily easy access to beautiful parks, green “backyards,” 
and fine playgrounds near their homes. Beautifully landscaped parks, 



Figure 4.2 The Green Cycle Routes program is intended to provide opportunities 
for bicycles to commute into the city alongside or through parks and green areas. 
Eventually there will be twenty-one routes, covering a distance of one hundred 
kilometers. Credit: Timothy Beatley.



Figure 4.3 Copenhagen is a city of parks and green areas, and residents are never 
very far from nature. Pictured here is the Amager Strandpark. Credit: City of 
Copenhagen.
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squares, and other green areas are a natural part of a modern metropolis. 
Green spaces should be seen as a sort of capital, increasing the city’s value 
and helping to develop it into a modern, competitive metropolis.
 The city’s 2004 “Parks Policy” emphasizes the improvement of recre-
ational possibilities along harbor and coast and the improvement of water 
cleanliness. The objective is to make it possible to swim along the whole 
coastline of the municipality and in the harbor. Copenhagen is now host 
to three swimming sites in the heart of the city, giving residents ample 
opportunity to have a splash in the clean harbor water (see figure 4.4). 
Previously, most people would probably have rejected the idea of taking a 
dip in the harbor, but thanks to the large underground rainwater reception 
basins established by Copenhagen Energy, the water is now clean enough 
to allow a cool swim on a hot summer’s day.
 Multiyear investment and planning efforts are needed to achieve ma-
jor environmental improvements. But it is through such efforts that the 
impossible may turn out to be feasible, as exemplified by the good quality 
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bathing water in the harbor. And the efforts will not stop until the water in 
the entire harbor is clean.
 The city also aims to manage the green areas in such a way that Co-
penhagen becomes more sustainable and the UN Agenda 21 obligation is 
also met. Cooperation with user groups of the individual squares, open 
spaces, facilities, and parks is to continue. Environmental considerations 
are a prerequisite in both the establishment and the running of all public 
recreational areas.
 The characteristic features of Copenhagen’s green landscape are to be 
found in low-lying natural areas, fortifications, royal parks and commons, 
and, when it comes to water, the coast, harbor, lakes, streams, marshes, and 
meadows. The historical and scenic features that have left their mark on 
the city’s development are to be preserved and made more prominent.
 The city’s green structures, areas, parks, natural assets, and trees are 
to be protected through preservation and the drafting of maintenance and 
development plans. Most Copenhagen parks are protected by law.
 The city’s valuable plant and animal life is to be registered, protected, 
and developed better than it was before, and open green spaces are to 

Figure 4.4 There are now three swimming areas in the city’s old harbor, made 
possible by municipal efforts to clean up these formerly polluted waters. Credit: 
City of Copenhagen.
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provide a wealth of outdoor experience. Close to home, trees help clean 
the air, and the green wedge along the harbor and the western section of 
Amager is a vital green lung for all of Copenhagen.
 The greatest challenge is to find spaces for the greening of the under-
privileged districts of Copenhagen. But there are ample opportunities to 
be found in disused railway and abandoned industrial areas. The municipal 
average of open space is approximately 25 m2 per inhabitant. The districts 
with the fewest open spaces are densely built housing areas (Nørrebro, 
Vesterbro, and Sundbyvester), with an area of approximately 2–3 m2 per 
inhabitant.
 The closest green space should be no farther away than the bus stop, 
two hundred meters. Where green spaces are few and far between, the ar-
eas should be utilized more flexibly. For example, sports facilities could 
be designed so that they can also be used for more general recreational 
purposes. In other cases, to compensate for a lack of space, focus can be put 
on enhanced quality, while link-ups for cyclists and pedestrians and green 
street spaces could encourage citizens to avail themselves of green areas 
that are somewhat farther away.
 Some of the city’s disused military, port, industrial, and railway areas, 
as well as sections of the island of Amager and some of the older, outer 
urban areas, are rapidly being transformed into attractive, new districts. 
There is at present a unique opportunity for Copenhagen to meet the rec-
reational needs of all those who already live in the city, and to create at-
tractive green spaces for guests, tourists, and future citizens.14

Copenhagen Urban Spaces

The process of creating a policy of city spaces was started in 2004 with a 
number of workshops including architects, designers, civil servants, and 
the citizens. The “Policy of City Spaces” was followed in 2006 by the “Ac-
tion Plan for Urban Spaces.”15 The shopping corridor Strøget was the first 
pedestrian street in Copenhagen (and all of Denmark, in fact). In Novem-
ber 1962 the narrow, medieval streets of Østergade, Vimmelskaftet, Ama- 
gertorv, Nygade, Nytorv, and Fredriksberggade, busy with car and bus traf-
fic, were converted into a calm pedestrian area. The shopkeepers’ concern 
that they would lose customers soon proved unfounded: the customers 
more easily managed their way to the city shops by foot, bicycle, or public 
transportation. Within a very short time, Strøget became a success—the 
“rambla” for Copenhageners to stroll, watch others, and get fresh air.
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 In 1962 the pedestrian area in Copenhagen amounted to 13,700 square 
kilometers, comprising Strøget and the King’s New Market, the two most 
important squares in Copenhagen. By 1973 the pedestrian area in the 
city had been increased to 50,150 square meters, including the transverse 
streets of Fiolstræde and Købmagergade, other important shopping ar-
eas. By 1996 the net of traffic-free or almost-traffic-free zones—includ-
ing the “Alley” or the “Parallel Strøget,” a 15-kmh zone giving priority 
to pedestrians and bicyclists, had been extended to almost 94,000 square  
meters.16

 During recent decades, the pedestrian net has been extended to neigh-
borhoods outside the medieval city, such as Sankt Hans Torv in the district 
of Inner Nørrebro and Enghave Plads and Halmtorvet in the district of 
Vesterbro. Squares formerly dominated by asphalt, car traffic, and parking, 
today are filled with various kinds, sizes, and patterns of granite, trees, and 
cafés. New open spaces of high-quality architectural design have enriched 
the lives of Copenhageners with new leisure opportunities.
 Copenhagen’s long-term process of shifting spaces from cars to pe-
destrians has been aided immensely through the research and passionate 
advocacy of the resident pedestrian guru architect Jan Gehl, until recently 
a professor at the Royal Danish Academy. Gehl has studied the Strøget and 
the other pedestrian spaces of Copenhagen over decades, extracting lessons 
and inspiration he applies now to cities all over the world, from London to 
New York to Melbourne.17

Environmental Sustainability

In accordance with the city of Copenhagen’s standard of values, the devel-
opment of Copenhagen as the capital of Denmark, and as the center in the 
Øresund Region, is to take place on a sustainable basis. As the “Environ-
mental Capital of Europe,” the municipal government will work toward 
the sustainable development of the city.
 The fundamental task of the continued greening of Copenhagen is to 
plan and organize the city’s part of the ecological cycle in such a way that 
the city does not destroy its own environment or the environment in the 
hinterlands, which supplies its resources or receives its waste substances.
 It is an important objective that the planning of the city’s supply of 
electricity, gas, heating, and water, as well as the disposal of waste and sew-
age, is based on an urban ecology principle. The planning can contribute 
to a reduction in the consumption of materials, energy, and water, and a 
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reduction in the impact on the environment from, for example, waste and 
environmentally foreign substances in water, air, and soil.
 Another objective is to promote a practice based on urban ecology 
principles to secure a better urban environment, to achieve significant re-
source savings in connection with urban renewal and new construction, 
and to improve the quality and life span of buildings.
 An important municipal task is to support the urban ecological devel-
opment in dialogue with citizens, property owners, and users to encourage 
a further development of concrete urban ecological initiatives and objec-
tives, and to establish the framework for new initiatives and objectives.
 The local government of Copenhagen has passed a set of guidelines 
of sustainable urban renewal and new construction, laying out require-
ments and recommendations that should be included in connection with 
the planning of building and construction works (see below).

Agenda 21

Agenda 21 is the UN action plan for sustainable development in the 21st 
century. It was adopted in 1992 at the UN summit in Rio. A wide range 
of environmental problems are rooted in local conditions, and solutions 
presuppose local action. Local authorities play a pivotal role in this work. 
Copenhagen is facing the challenge of creating a sustainable city. In 2000, 
Local Agenda 21 was included in the Danish Planning Act.
 Even before it was a formal demand, the city of Copenhagen launched 
a range of environment activities aimed at making Copenhagen more sus-
tainable and a better place to live.
 In 1997, Agenda 21 in Copenhagen was translated into five key points:

1. Active Copenhageners: A central aspect of Agenda 21 is that 
citizens, companies, and associations act in an environmentally 
conscious way.

2. Nature’s cycle: Since nature absorbs only a fraction of our 
pollution, environmental impacts should be assessed in relation to 
the ecological cycle.

3. Long-term perspective: Our actions reach into the future, into the 
life times of our children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. 
This is why we need to think in long-term perspectives.

4. Globally and locally—Environment problems know no city 
and country boundaries. But local decisions may have global 
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implications, as in the case of control of the greenhouse effect and 
holes in the ozone layer

Context: We need to perceive the environment in the context of our 
lifestyles. The environment should be considered in an overall 
framework of social conditions, education, unemployment, and so 
forth. Cooperation across sectors is imperative.18

 In 2004, a more formal Agenda 21 plan was passed by the local gov-
ernment. The formal basis of the plan is the Danish Planning Act. Before 
the expiration of the first half of the election period, all municipal councils 
must publish a statement of their strategy for the municipality’s contribu-
tion to a sustainable development in the 21st century. The statement must 
involve the politically agreed-on objects of the following efforts:

industrial, social, sanitary, educational, cultural, and economic 
matters.19

 The city of Copenhagen, however, intends to make a stronger effort. 
In 2001 Copenhagen joined the Dogme 2000 alliance with four other 
Danish municipalities, committing themselves to draw up a forward-looking  
Agenda 21 plan with specific options and actions of the joint environmen-
tal effort. The Dogme 2000 members commit themselves to fulfill the 
agreed-on options, and an external auditor is to control the performance.
 The three overarching tenets of Dogme 2000 are the following:

1. Human impacts on the environment must be monitored and 
measured.

2. An Agenda 21 plan must be drawn up.
3. Environmental work must be anchored locally.20

 The Agenda 21 plan includes the following themes:

visions of the urban development into action concerning 
sustainability in local planning, construction and urban renewal, 
transportation, biological diversity, and recreation
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Copenhagen and the Copenhageners, the consumption of resources 
and production of garbage, the consumption of energy and 
emission of CO2

, and the consumption of water and water quality

an impact—positive or negative—on public health. Negative 
factors are air pollution, noise, and pollution of soil and subsoil 
water, aside from chemical substances and products. Positive factors 
are better and healthier conditions in buildings and open spaces, in 
addition to improved eating habits and physical exercise, especially 
in children and young people.

being anchored in local communities. This is being seen through to 
campaigns like the Environmental Festival and the Environmental 
Traffic Week, Agenda 21 centers, and the Copenhagen industrial 
network. Other important elements are environmental education 
of children and young people, green guidance, and information.

of Copenhagen’s own initiatives regarding environmental 
certification, environmental assessment, green budget and 
accounts, environmental purchasing, transportation, ecological 
food, sustainable building and construction, consumption of 
energy and water, and waste disposal.

“Environmental Accounts”

Since 1996 the city of Copenhagen has published Copenhageners’ “Green 
Accounts” every year, and since 1999 annual “Green Accounts” of the city 
of Copenhagen itself. The green accounts are important in terms of moni-
toring the human impacts on the environment. The most recent of the 
three Copenhagen “Environmental Accounts” was completed in 2009.
 Copenhagen’s “Environmental Accounts” give documentation of 
Copenhageners’ consumption of resources (water, electricity, gas, and 
heating), their manner of waste handling, and their traffic patterns. The 
accounts also describe the general “green” state of the art in Copenhagen 
and supply Copenhageners with green tips and advice. The most impor-
tant challenge facing Copenhageners is bringing down the increasing traf-
fic and increasing CO

2
 emissions. Whereas the total rate of CO

2
 emission 

decreased 15 percent from 1990 to 2002, it increased slightly in 2003. On 
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average, two people in a flat without electric heating consume 2,000–2,500 
kWh per year. The objective was to reduce the total CO

2
 emissions from 

energy, transportation, and waste by 35 percent over the period from 1990 
to 2010. Concerning water, the consumption rate is 127 liters per Copen-
hagener per day, and the objective is 110 liters. Copenhageners are getting 
better at separating waste, and the amount of waste delivered at the four 
recycling centers is steadily increasing. Around every sixth household in 
the city of Copenhagen suffers from an unacceptably high noise level.21

Environmental Manual

In 1998, the city of Copenhagen passed a set of guidelines for sustain-
able urban renewal and construction. The guidelines, which were revised 
in 2001, 2005, and 2009, cover the following themes:

2

The guidelines consist of minimum demands that must be followed, and 
recommendations to be used for inspiration. All subsidized municipal 
building and construction, urban renewal, and social housing must follow 
the guidelines. Private contractors are urged to follow the guidelines as 
well—and many do so, especially when they benefit from demonstrating a 
“green profile” (see figure 4.5).22

Public Participation

Public participation has been a vital part of the Danish planning legislation 
since the Planning Act of 1975. It requires physical plans—at any geo-
graphical level—to be sent into public hearing for a minimum of eight 
weeks. The city of Copenhagen has decided that the period of hearing 
should be at least two months—not counting the month of July (summer 
holiday), Christmas, and Easter.
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 The requirement of public participation in the Danish Planning Act 
is limited to a demand of the public hearing the proposal of the plan. The 
city of Copenhagen, however, puts great emphasis on public participation. 
Since 2001 the annual budget has included an entry of almost 1 million 
Danish kroners to finance the “Citizen Dialogue Project.” Proposals of 
local plans are presented to the citizens at meetings or at neighborhood 
walks, on the home page of the planning administration, and at exhibitions 
at the local libraries. At some public meetings, the plan is presented by the 
civil servants, followed by a discussion with the audience. Other meetings 
include a panel of politicians. Some meetings are very popular—the most 
“spectacular” plans have attracted as many as four hundred participants, 
more than two thousand visits on the home page, and more than three 
thousand questions.23

“Eco-Metropole: Our Vision for Copenhagen, 2015”

Leading up to the COP-15 Climate Summit in December 2009 in Co-
penhagen, a number of the policies described above were compiled into 

Figure 4.5 A city-run ecological kindergarten, designed and constructed under 
Copenhagen’s new green building standards. Credit: Bergit Jorgensen.
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“Eco-Metropole: Our Vision for Copenhagen, 2015,” a policy passed by 
the city government in October 2007.
 The policy envisions Copenhagen as becoming

1. the world’s best city for cycles;
2. a center for world climate policy;
3. a green and blue capital city;
4. a clean and healthy major city.

 The goals for 2015 regarding biking include the following:

institution in Copenhagen will travel by bike (in 2010, the rate was 
36%).

half compared to today (in 2010, 118 cyclists).

traffic (in 2010, 58%).

 The green and blue capital city goals for 2015 include the following:

a beach, or a swimming pool in less than fifteen minutes (in 2010 
this percentage was about 60%).

swimming pools, and beaches twice as often as they do today (in 
2010 Copenhageners visited recreational sites every other day, for 
about one hour on average).

 The goals for making Copenhagen a clean and healthy major city in-
clude the following:

damaging noise from street traffic. All schools and institutions will 
be subject to low noise levels from street traffic during the daytime 
(there are no current measurements on these phenomena).

suffer (like most other major cities, Copenhagen finds it difficult to 
live up to the air quality specifications for nitrous dioxide and large 
particles).

consumption, with the municipality taking the lead with at least 
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90% ecological produce in municipal institutions (about 7% 
nationwide).

cleanest capitals in the world. For example, rubbish on public 
streets will be removed within eight hours (today, thirty-six hours 
elapse in some streets before trash is cleaned up).24

The City of Copenhagen’s Climate Plan

Copenhagen’s overall ambition is to be the world’s environment metro-
pole by 2015. The goals of the city’s climate plan, outlined below, will be 
revisited in 2012:

2
 levels 20% by 2015, and becoming CO

2
-neutral 

by 2025, by extending the system of district heating, establishing 
windmills, and encouraging more cyclists;

unceasing sources;

rain during the 21st century;

means of power (e.g., electricity and hydrogen).25

Conclusion

Copenhagen has been a global leader in sustainability and a pioneering 
green city in many ways. The city has adopted and is implementing a va-
riety of innovative green practices and initiatives, including the following:

The bicycle policy is developing and refining the cycling tradition of 
Copenhagen with tracks along all major roads (not highways) and 
a network of green bicycle routes.

Area planning in municipal and local plans has given priority to 
public transportation by allowing construction with high density 
close to train stations.
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Urban space planning since the 1960s has developed pedestrian areas 
of a high standard, promoting urban life and security.

In addition to these important green initiatives, the city has 
developed exemplary guidelines for sustainable urban renewal 
and new construction since 1998, promoting environmentally 
sane construction. The guidelines are mandatory to municipally 
financed construction, but have been adopted by private 
contractors as well, since the “green options” are considered to be 
of high status.

 Copenhagen’s ambitious green agenda has largely been successful and 
there are many important lessons from the city’s experience. The bicycle 
policy is a success. One-third of all Copenhageners use the bike when go-
ing to work or school. Still more Copenhageners have adopted the ugly bi-
cycle helmet as a clever investment in safety. The bicycle-parking problem 
has not yet been solved: outside and above train and Metro stations, bi-
cycles are scattered on the pavement instead of being placed in the bicycle 
parking stands (often farther away).
 Despite these bicycle successes, Copenhagen is still dominated by cars. 
Restrictions to car traffic are not efficient. Copenhagen’s efforts to intro-
duce taxes on car driving in the city center have been rejected by the liber-
alist government since 2001. More will need to be done in the future, but it 
is likely that Copenhagen will maintain its reputation and status as a green 
urban pioneer.
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Helsinki is an essentially green maritime city with a particularly rich 
shoreline. The location of the city core far north on a peninsula penetrat-
ing the Finnish Gulf defines its character and provides a starting point for 
its radial city structure. The greater landscape formed by geomorphol-
ogy—granite cliffs and river valleys between them—forms the framework 
for the urban structure.
 The ice-worn bedrock creating steep hills and an array of isles and 
peninsulas; the coniferous woods; the modernist architecture—all contrib-
ute to the Helsinki cityscape. The landscape structure is still visible in the 
city structure, the highest peaks accented by public buildings or parks pro-
viding views. The dense urban structure meets the water’s edge, and natu-
ral shores of granite and sand can still be found in the city center. The city 
has over a hundred miles of shoreline on the mainland, and a vast majority 
of it, including most of the 315 islands, is in public use.
 Two-thirds of Helsinki is in fact sea. The total area of Helsinki has 
expanded in the recent years from 686 to 716 square kilometers, due to a 
substantial land acquisition of the Östersundom area from Helsinki’s east-
ern neighbor Sipoo in 2009.
 The city of Helsinki was first established in 1550 by Gustav Vasa, the 
Swedish king, on the mouth of Vantaa River. From that location, some 
two miles northeast, the city center was relocated to its present site in 
1640.1 Few structures remain from the 1700s apart from the UNESCO-
listed Suomenlinna island fortress. The existing check (grid) pattern in the 
central urban structure, including the city’s oldest park, is heir to the first 
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city plan, commissioned in the 1810s by the Russian tsar Alexander I and 
authored by Johan Albrect Ehrenström.
 Helsinki is a young city among the European capitals. It was declared 
the capital of Finland only in 1812, after which it started to take on its con-
temporary appearance. After the construction of its first railway in 1862, 
the city started to grow more rapidly. A major part of the existing city 
structure was constructed in the 20th century.
 The city is compact but green. Green areas cover around 46% of the land 
area of Helsinki (if green is defined broadly, to include, for example, non-
usable green areas such as agricultural fields or roadsides; see figure 5.1).
 The population of Helsinki was 583,350 at the beginning of 2010, 
which makes it the largest city in Finland, accommodating 11% of the 
country’s population. Population density in Helsinki is thus about three 
thousand inhabitants per square kilometer. It is also characteristic of 

Figure 5.1 Land use in Helsinki in 2010. Note the new redevelopment areas 
indicated with a dotted line. Helsinki’s geographical location stimulates the interests 
in redeveloping the waterfront. The ongoing developments will create new homes 
for an estimated 120,000 people over the next thirty years. © City of Helsinki, 
Törrönen 2010.
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Helsinki to live in crowded spaces; the average floor area per person is 
thirty-three square meters.2 A vast majority of the inhabitants of Helsinki 
live in apartment blocks.
 The Helsinki region3 attracts immigration nationwide, especially that 
of young people preferring the urban way of life. Helsinki has also had 
very high ranking in some international comparisons of urban livability.4 
The region offers metropolitan amenities, and yet the countryside is not 
far away. Obviously there are economic reasons, too, with there being 
more jobs than workers in Helsinki.
 Residents and tourists value the greenness of Helsinki and its prox-
imity to the sea. The statistics tell us that two of the top three tourist at-
tractions in Helsinki are situated in green areas: the Suomenlinna historic 
island fortress and the Korkeasaari Zoo.5

 Helsinki is facing its biggest land use change in a hundred years with 
the 2008 relocation of the commercial harbor and the development of the 
former harbor sites into an integral part of the inner city. The old indus-
trial areas, warehouse areas, harbor areas, and railway yards are being re-
placed by shops, offices, hotels, dwellings, parks, seaside promenades, and 
other modern city functions. This transition is facilitated by the fact that 
the majority of land use changes involve city-owned land, which makes up 
68% of the city.

Planning for Sustainability and Equity

Helsinki’s greenness is a result of the strategies on a municipal level that 
guide all planning activity, as well as the characteristics of the urban plan-
ning and design. These strategies are based on European- or global-level 
decisions that are interpreted regionally and locally.
 Agenda 21, a UN plan6 of action for addressing human impacts on 
the environment, along with the European-level Aalborg Charter,7 are the 
basis for sustainable development planning in Helsinki. In 2002, the Hel-
sinki City Council approved Helsinki’s Action Plan for Sustainability, a 
long-term strategic program prepared in accordance with the principles of 
the Aalborg Charter. The action plan included the strategic outlines for 
advancing ecological, economic, social, and cultural sustainability in city 
development during the 2002–2010 period. Helsinki has a separate Strat-
egy Program for 2009–2012, which is described later in the chapter.
 In 2003 Helsinki was presented with a Certificate of Distinction of the 
European Sustainable City Award competition. The City’s Sustainability 
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Action Plan was one of the specific achievements of Helsinki emphasized 
by the competition jury. The other achievements cited were the develop-
ment of a participatory planning process, the district heating system and 
cogeneration of heat and electricity, the development of the public transport 
system (local train, metro, tramways, and bus services), the enhancement 
of biodiversity, the creation of the urban green area network, the actions 
taken for the prevention of social seclusion and segregation in housing 
policies, urban planning, and social work, and the support for citizen- 
initiated, small-scale sustainability projects.
 After the Sustainability Action Plan, Helsinki has laid out sectored 
strategies to guide sustainable development, but all-encompassing en-
vironmental programs have not been established. The work has become 
more fragmented, but it includes a wide range of authorities and exper-
tise.8 On the one hand, there is the global- and national-level discussion 
about challenges of long-term climate change mitigation and adaptation; 
on the other hand, concrete measures must be taken to respond to acute 
local problems, like sea-level fluctuation or air- and water-quality issues.
 The Helsinki Metropolitan Area Climate Strategy 2030 seeks to re-
duce greenhouse gas emissions to one-third of the 2004 level by 2030, 
achieving a level of 4.3 tCO2e per resident. The greenhouse gas emissions 
of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2004 were about six tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) per resident, and the total emissions of the re-
gion’s population accounted for about 8% of emissions for the whole of 
Finland. Reckoned by consumption, the largest causes of greenhouse gas 
emissions and energy consumption in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area are 
the heating of buildings (43%), electric power consumption (28%), and 
transportation (23%). Electricity consumption and transport are the fast-
est growing of these causes.
 Energy production generates a substantial amount of carbon dioxide 
emissions. This can be explained partly by the heating required during the 
long winter.9 Although the district heating is a sustainable method of dis-
tribution, most of the energy is produced from fossil fuels. There is, how-
ever, a significant change in the horizon, since the main producer of this 
energy has recently drawn up a long-term development program based on 
80% decrease of emissions by 2050. This will require a significant amount 
of investment in new technology.10

 The consumption of fuel by private cars is also considerable. The Finn-
ish way of life, with faraway second homes,11 is partly responsible for this. 
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Of all domestic trips, 6% are for driving to the summer cottage and back, 
and about a half are connected with leisure activities in general.12

 However, Finland’s role in global emissions is extremely small and 
Helsinki’s is virtually nonexistent,13 and since Helsinki is a seaside town in 
a vulnerable location, focus is needed on climate-change adaptation strate- 
gies.14 Providing basic ecosystem services such as clean water and unpol-
luted air and soil remain of utter importance and should not be over-
whelmed by the energy discussion.
 Adjusting stormwater management and flood-prevention practices to 
increase absorption and infiltration is one of the key strategies in terms of 
the climate-change adaptation processes. The Helsinki stormwater strat-
egy was ratified by the City Council in 2007. Extreme weather condi-
tions occur especially in the winter in the form of sea-level fluctuation 
and increased precipitation.15 Apart from a few examples,16 approaches 
involving stormwater management are yet to become more than a mar-
ginal phenomenon in city planning. In climate-change mitigation strate-
gies, emphasis is placed on energy-efficient and compact urban structure,  
energy-efficient housing, and public transport. A key challenge is to in-
crease eco-efficiency.17

 The Nordic welfare state has kept Helsinki’s income differences to a 
minimum, and city planning has managed to prevent housing shortages 
as well as social segregation. According to a Dutch study,18 the past devel-
opment of the Helsinki region is somewhat exceptional in international 
terms in its leveling out of spatial socioeconomic differences. A major 
trend in city planning in Helsinki has been a close connection between 
housing policy and social policy. There are indicators now that socioeco-
nomic differences are on the rise in the city, but they are still on a very 
modest scale compared with the global situation.19

The Finnish Planning System

The basis for all planning in Finland, including Helsinki, is the Three-
Stage Planning System. The Finnish land use planning system operates on 
regional and municipal levels. The regional land use plan is applied to large 
areas covering multiple governmental units (towns or municipalities). 
Particular attention is given to ensuring an appropriate regional and com-
munity structure, preserving landscape values and ecological sustainabil-
ity, and providing proper conditions for business and industry. The master 
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plan covers a town or municipality or a certain part thereof, and can be 
either a more strategic or visionary strategy to coordinate the spatial needs 
of different sectors, or a more specific plan to guide building activity di-
rectly. The detailed plan regulates the location of functions, the size and 
type of buildings, as well as the formation of the townscape and all its ele-
ments, including infrastructure and green areas. The plans are submitted 
to the municipal or city council for approval, and can vary from a broad 
zoning document to outlined planning permission. Only the detailed plan 
has the legal sanction to establish development on a site.20

 The Finnish Constitution states that responsibility for nature and its 
biodiversity, for the environment, and for the nation’s cultural heritage 
is shared by all. Public authorities must strive to ensure for everyone the 
right to a healthy and safe living environment, as well as the opportunity 
to influence decision making concerning it.21 The Land Use and Building 
Act, the most recent version of which took effect in 2000, aims to promote 
sustainable development and participation. The main objectives are to as-
sure that land use and construction result in high-quality residential en-
vironments, to promote ecologically, economically, socially, and culturally 
sustainable development, to ensure that everyone has the chance to par-
ticipate in open planning processes, and to guarantee the quality of plan-
ning decisions and solutions.22 According to this law, town plans may not 
decrease the quality of the environment. Every plan needs to have a partic-
ipation and evaluation element, which defines and involves all individuals 
and institutions whose living and working conditions will be affected by 
the plan. All stages of the planning process must include citizen engage-
ment. Further, an environmental impact assessment must be conducted at 
the start of every local and regional plan.
 The most important planning tool to bring forth sustainability aims is 
the master plan. From the 1960s onward, Helsinki has produced a strategic, 
structural land use plan approximately every ten years. In Helsinki, im-
portant lines of action were defined in the master plan of 1992 in terms of 
sustainable development and environmental values. The main issue in this 
plan was to gain the inner-city shoreline for housing and recreation and to 
move the big harbors farther east. The latest master plan of 2002 strength-
ens the structural thinking of green areas and emphasizes their qualita-
tive viewpoints, cultural meaning, and identity. At present, Helsinki and 
its neighboring municipalities Vantaa and Espoo are negotiating stronger 
cooperation on the master planning level for the next plan, which will have 
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to take into account the regional aspects in increasing depth and define the 
boundaries of city growth.

The Green Areas Network as Part of a  
Sustainable City

Green cities facilitate and encourage more sustainable, healthy lifestyles.23 
Green areas have an important role in providing services such as sustain-
able potential for recreation, commuting routes in an attractive environ-
ment, and recovery from mental fatigue. In a green city, green areas are 
diverse and functional, from an ecological as well as an experiential point 
of view. The (bio)diversity concept should be expanded in an urban setting 
to signify and include an array of recreational possibilities for its residents 
and the potential to experience different landscapes. This requires that the 
green areas be located in the right places according to local cultural and 
ecological values, sufficient in size, access, and frequency. They also need to 
possess characteristics of a healthy ecosystem such as a well-functioning 
hydrologic circle.
 Green areas promote sustainability and respond to climate-change 
issues in various other ways, too. They provide cooling of the local cli-
mate, cleaning and filtering of water and air, habitats for biodiversity, and 
biomass for carbon sinks. They also make buffer zones for detention and 
flood control by providing large areas of unpaved, absorbing, and filtering 
surface in the urban setting. And these are only a few examples. Indicators 
like biodiversity can also be strongly affected by the location and character 
of green areas in the city. The accessibility of those areas by sustainable 
traffic forms is part of a sustainable transportation policy. The high quality 
of the green areas system is a key factor in keeping Helsinki attractive, and 
city culture, including a functional public transit system, is possible only 
when enough people choose to live in the compact city.
 Cultural sustainability includes aspects of sustaining and managing 
the values of shared cultural heritage. Often these aspects manifest them-
selves within the green areas system. The Helsinki city core peninsula ac-
commodates most of the historic parks and squares. Islands and seashore 
are dotted with historic manor houses and villas with gardens, especially 
in the eastern part of the city. The historic parks, gardens, and cultural 
landscape were classified and preserved by a special concept of “landscape 
culture” defined in the latest master plan. The criteria used to define the 
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landscape culture areas include the historicity as well as the aesthetic, gar-
den architectural, and cultural values of the place. Nonetheless, many his-
toric parks in the city center lack the legislative status of preservation or a 
detailed plan with conservation aims. Thus they may be subject to traffic 
or other solutions (tunnel entrances, service buildings, etc.) that diminish 
their cultural, historical, and landscape values.
 The total area of green space per capita24 in Helsinki is as much as 
110 square meters, but 95 square meters of this are forest, pastures, road-
sides, and agricultural fields. In contrast, there are only about 15 square 
meters of designed and constructed parkland per capita.25 The green areas 
are somewhat thoroughly interconnected but quite modest in scale.

Figure 5.2 The green fingers as defined in the master plan of 2002. © City of 
Helsinki.
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 The radial green wedges, or “green fingers,” form the backbone of the 
green areas system in Helsinki (see figure 5.2). They extend from the sea-
shore to the city limits and beyond in a radial manner, and have been a 
structuring element in the city planning since the master plan of 1970. 
They follow either a natural feature, such as a river corridor, or a symbolic 
entity, such as the Keskuspuisto Central Park. The sea area and archipelago 
make up another wide entity connecting the green fingers to one another.
 Green fingers promote diversity by each having a distinct character 
according to their situation in the landscape and the urban structure. They 
are interconnected by a network of square parks, boulevards, pedestrian 
walkways, seaside promenades, narrow strips of nature, greenbelts, and 
green corridors, and serve recreation and outdoor activities as well as ev-
eryday life connections to schools, shopping areas, and workplaces. The 
larger ones also act as ecological corridors.
 When green areas are continuous and interconnected, like the green 
fingers of Helsinki, they form greenways, which are defined as linear open 
spaces “established along either a natural corridor, such as a riverfront, 
stream valley or a ridgeline.”26 Greenways are also characteristically in-
tegrated functional networks linking urban and rural.27 In Helsinki they 
also link seaside with forest. Ecological, cultural, and recreational values 
coalesce in greenways.
 Unfortunately the continuity of the green fingers has not been re-
solved in every aspect, and the ring roads traversing them diminish their 
integrity and attractiveness. These roads, however, are the most essential 
connections between different parts of the city, and their effectiveness as 
traffic corridors for public transit enforces the sustainability strategies in 
other ways. Reconciliation and compromise are needed to give way to both 
functions in the city, green and recreational versus mobility. Continuous 
pedestrian/bike traffic is possible, however, thanks to the extensive ski 
trails and connecting bridges.
 Harbors and swimming beaches are an important part of outdoor life 
in a seaside town. There are a dozen supervised beaches in Helsinki and an 
uncountable number of unsupervised ones. The increasing popularity of 
winter swimming (“hole in the ice”) has transformed the use of many of 
them to be intensive year-round.
 Numerous cemeteries, allotment gardens, and housing areas with a 
gardenlike character complement the green areas. The city encourages 
household gardening by providing either allotment gardens (with a cot-
tage) or cultivation lots, which are rented out to the citizens. Currently 
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there are about fifty of those areas, providing numerous plots inside the 
city limits.28

 There are also a total of forty nature preserves (covering 460 hect-
ares) in the city area, three of them with EU-level protection (see figure 
5.3).29 Most of the biotopes within nature-protection programs in the Hel-
sinki area are seashore pastures or luxuriant (deciduous) biotopes, rare on 
the national level. Birdlife also plays a key role in the protection scheme. 
Many of the islands have restricted access in order to protect the wildlife, 
and a number of islands are in military possession.
 Waterscape is given specific attention in Helsinki’s green areas plan-
ning (see figure 5.4). Not only does it provide multisensory experiences, 
but it also serves as a diverse habitat for wildlife and has potential for 
stormwater runoff treatment and detention. Natural shore is also impor-
tant for sustainable landscape—when shoreline is left to natural processes, 
it stabilizes in time (as opposed to high-cost, high-maintenance concrete 
walls that crumble from the increasing wave or ice burden). Helsinki must 

Figure 5.3 Green areas in Helsinki are moderately small in scale but evenly spread 
and diverse. Every city district has its own district park, toward which limited 
upkeep resources are targeted. The amount of historic parks intensifies on the core 
peninsula.
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increasingly promote watersheds, especially river valleys, by reserving 
green areas around them to form greenways, instead of hiding them under 
the technical infrastructure of a city.

Infill and Green City Strategies

As part of Helsinki’s Strategy Program for 2009–2012, there are objectives 
concerning urban structure and housing. The strategy aims at safeguard-
ing the quantity and quality of housing and the diversity of the urban en-
vironment and harmonizing (densifying) the urban structure in response 
to climate change. It strives at promoting infill development (especially 
along railroads) and sustainable traffic forms. This includes developing 
railway systems and other public transit services, as well as enhancing bi-
cycle and pedestrian infrastructure. The Helsinki City Strategy Program 
also contains a principle that unified green areas and green connections be 
preserved.
 These goals can conflict. If the existing structure of green fingers is 
compromised with infill development aims, the flexibility for promoting 
sustainability with the help of green areas, for instance by providing com-
prehensive ecosystem services or by implementing climate change buffers, 

Figure 5.4 Urban core meeting seafront. (Central railway station to the right.)  
© City Survey Division, City of Helsinki.
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can be dramatically decreased. At the same time, residents also value their 
small neighborhood parks, so should infill developments be done at their 
expense? According to city strategies, the goal of planning for five thou-
sand new dwellings every year requires considerable densification in the 
suburbs, potentially threatening the congruity and integrity of the green 
areas network.
 Fortunately, though, 75% of these new dwellings are to be produced 
on former brownfield areas in the following ten years, so the problem is 
not at the doorstep yet. Helsinki needs to define in the following decades, 
however, the essence of its attraction, and join the international discourse 
on landscape-sensitive urbanism.30

 Regional democracy means accessibility to green areas for all citizens. 
Urban planning has so far brought diverse open space, from forests to 
playgrounds, into the very heart of the city. The aesthetic and functional 
quality draws people into using a park and thus makes it a desirable option 
for leisure activities. Increased and diversified use of parks by bigger and 
more diverse crowds, even new ways of using them like skate-boarding or 
BMX biking, sets new kinds of preconditions for their planning and de-
sign. A denser city structure requires higher maintenance levels, not least 
to evoke and restore the feeling of safety and social control.
 To define the future of the green fingers and other green areas in city 
planning, a project to make an Open Space Strategy for Helsinki has been 
initiated in the Environmental Office of the Helsinki City Planning De-
partment.31 The work, which will also look at climate change strategies for 
the first time from the green areas point of view, has started with a land-
scape analysis for Helsinki.32

Transportation and Mobility

Sustainable transportation has been emphasized in the city planning strat-
egy as well. The network of pedestrian and bicycle path connections is 
quite extensive, as is the coverage of public transit. Public transport repre-
sents a substantial share of the daily traffic of Helsinki, and works better 
the closer one is to the city center. There are more than a hundred active 
bus lines in the city. The share of public transport in passenger traffic was 
64% in the Helsinki central area (the peninsula) in 2009. Public transpor-
tation systems include tram, bus, metro, and train. During the morning 
peak time (6–9), the share of public transport of all vehicle traffic toward 
the city center was as high as 72%. Of all trips made in Helsinki, 34% 
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were made by walking, 7% by bicycle, 16% by bus, 7% by train, and 3% 
by metro. That means 67% of all transport was by some method sustain-
able traffic (cycling, walking, public transit).33 The goal is to still increase 
this share by three percentage points by 2012. Even in the larger and more 
scattered metropolitan area, the share of public transport is as high as 
27%. In the Helsinki region of fourteen neighboring municipalities, how-
ever, this share is only 10%.
 The BEST survey for 2010 placed Helsinki, together with Geneva, at 
the top of the charts for the smooth running of its public transport and the 
standard of its service.34 (The other cities in the survey were Stockholm, 
Oslo, Copenhagen, and Vienna.) Overall satisfaction with the Helsinki ser-
vice is extremely high, and the city came top of the league for the reliabil-
ity of its public transport.
 The bicycle and pedestrian network serves recreational as well as com-
muting purposes. The network consists of national-, metropolitan-, and 
district-level routes. Six radial routes on the national level start from the 
center of Helsinki. The whole bicycle route network is represented in the 
regional outdoor recreation map, which is handed out in city offices free of 
charge.
 There are about 2,100 kilometers of paths reserved for cyclists and 
pedestrians in the city of Helsinki. About 75% of the paths are set within 
a recreational environment, which comprises not only green areas but also 
places like the seaside streets. Four kilometers of new paths are completed 
annually. The network includes more than two hundred underpasses and 
bridges. The standard width of the usually gravel paved pathways is three 
meters. The majority of these routes are also lit, which is essential in the 
dark seasons.
 The path network is intended for the pedestrians and cyclists as well as 
cross-country skiers in the wintertime. The ski track network as planned is 
about 240 kilometers, whereof forty kilometers are located on ice outside 
Helsinki coastline. The city is responsible for their management. All the 
routes connecting to a street, and a remarkable share of the ones on the 
green areas, are ploughed free of snow in the wintertime.
 The new cycling strategy of Helsinki in 2010 aims at making cycling 
a real alternative for commuting, thus shifting the emphasis from the for-
mer recreational network to more effective systems. There is a strong need 
for this in order to meet the ambitious goals set by the Strategy Program, 
since for the past fifteen years, the share of cycle traffic has not increased 
significantly, despite the efforts made in this area.
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Conclusion: Helsinki as a Green City

It seems obvious that a prerequisite for sustainable urban development is 
a strong planning tool that enables actors with environmental expertise 
to participate in the planning process. In Helsinki, the regulatory plan-
ning system and economic factors such as land ownership make it possible 
to act on the city areas. The master plan is an effective tool to manage 
the increasing growth of population, boasting a 95% rate of implementa-
tion.35 The successful implementation of sustainability aims also requires 
governmental policy in terms of carbon and fuel taxes, subsidies, and so 
forth. Helsinki has good potential in terms of knowledge, innovations, and 
research.
 To tackle housing and traffic issues in a wider sense, even better re-
gional integration of planning within the whole Helsinki region will be 
necessary. Instead of competing with one another for the best taxpayers, 
neighboring cities will have to cooperate. There is political will on the na-
tional level to run this kind of metropolitan policy.
 Helsinki is an example of the coexistence of greenness—in all its 
forms and interpretations—and urban form. The dense city structure has 
made it possible to preserve green areas in the outskirts and in entities 
between the town districts. Current redevelopments in the Helsinki area 
are closely linked to sustainability aims; by reusing brownfield areas effi-
ciently, the city becomes even more compact and precious greenfield areas 
can be saved. Moreover, these brownfield areas are often accessible by pub-
lic transport, and new dwellings can be easily linked to existing infrastruc-
ture and services.
 Helsinki is also a global green city measured by the amount of green 
areas per capita. These areas are also quite interconnected and forested 
by nature. Numerous natural areas are preserved, even near the city cen-
ter. Probably the most distinguishing feature among other capitals is the 
amount of natural shoreline that has been preserved for public use with a 
conscious policy. Green areas and the ecosystem services they provide rank 
high in terms of quality of life. Helsinki has great potential in being able to 
provide pleasurable and healthy green living environments.
 While the next Master Plan for the Metropolitan Area is still miss-
ing, however, it might happen that Helsinki alone faces the pressures of 
infill development in the suburbs. This development needs to be controlled 
and guided so that the cultural and ecological values of the green areas 
system can be sustained for future generations. The finger structure is the 
essence of Helsinki green areas system, and the changes it tolerates need 
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to be defined soon. Future research is also needed to provide facts about the 
sustainability of urban solutions at the master planning level. The popu-
lar densification trend in Finnish urban planning is based on the philoso-
phy that the denser an urban form is, the more sustainable it will be. The 
denser the urban structure, the more public transit and other services one 
can provide. This trend emerged in the last decade or two as an antidote 
for the sprawling of “forest neighborhoods” of the 1960s and 1970s. To 
a certain extent this is certainly true. It is, however, essential to acknowl-
edge the limits of this development, and the appropriate scale of the urban 
clusters, so that reasonable accessibility to services provided by green areas 
for every resident can be kept. Will there still be possibilities in Helsinki 
to experience the forest feel that is so essential for the Finnish way of life? 
The farther away one needs to travel in search of “nature,” the more un-
sustainable the lifestyle.
 Pasi Mäenpää, with his concept of wide or open (minded) urbanism,36 
suggests that the particular Finnish way of building cities, manifested in 
Helsinki suburbia’s open landscape spaces and quarter structures, which is 
often considered “urban sprawl,” is in fact responsive to the site and sensi-
tive to the particular local urbanism.
 Threats placed on the green areas system include monoculture of the 
cultural heritage—if only the most valuable bits can be preserved, the con-
tinuity is compromised and diversity lost. Although the inhabitants appre-
ciate the landscape, cultural heritage often loses the battle of values.
 In order to meet the requirements of new city dwellers, special em-
phasis should also be placed on the high-quality design of green areas. To 
fund their implementation, innovations need to be sought. Besides forest 
green, the growing city also needs more intensively built and managed 
neighborhood parks. Green areas increase the economic value of nearby 
housing, and a question should be raised of whether and how this extra 
value could be guided toward their better design and management.
 As for sustainable traffic, public transit and cycling must be made 
more desirable options everywhere in the city, and at the same time car 
traffic should be made more undesirable. These two have to happen at the 
same time in order to have a real effect on people’s choices. It can be said 
that the recreational bicycle and pedestrian network, resting on the green 
areas network of Helsinki, hardly has an equal, but there are still chal-
lenges to promoting utility cycling (errand-running and commuting), in 
terms of mobility management and enhancing accessibility. The dominant 
role of cars, especially on the regional scale, appears to be a difficult issue 
for decision makers. The metro line will at long last be extended westward 
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to the neighboring town of Espoo, but measures to decrease individual car 
traffic37 have not yet been implemented.
 The local residents possess a significant amount of “quiet knowl-
edge”38 about what it’s like to live in an area, and this experience is increas-
ingly included in the planning processes. Square footage, however, is a lot 
easier to assess statistically than the quality of a living environment.
 The experience of a place is the key to assessing its quality. For in-
stance, a well-planned, well-designed, and well-kept recreational system 
(see figure 5.5), possessing the particular feel of being inside and outside 
the city at the same time, is understood at an intuitional level, and experi-
enced as meaningful or beautiful (or both).
 Reliable tools to evaluate how planning efforts have actually suc-
ceeded need to be developed in order to access this realm of information. 
The urban green is used and “signified” by the inhabitants,39 attaching 
meanings and values that cannot be reduced to and revealed by natural 
scientific evaluations or planning related surveys.
 The significance of contact with “living things” in a particularly “Hel-
sinki” way must be cherished in the future. Whether it be an old tree to 
observe the passing of seasons, or a forest view seen from the bedroom 

Figure 5.5 Helsinki seen from the southeast. Note the recreational isles with 
restaurants in the foreground. © City Survey Division, City of Helsinki.
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window, or a gentle granite cliff to stretch one’s legs on a sunny day, there 
need to be such places and things left untouched. They will still possess 
their healing capacity after any technical innovation has been outdated.
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Notes
 1. Finland belonged to Sweden until 1809, when it became the Grand Duchy of 
Finland under Russian rule. Finland declared its independence in 1917.
 2. Statistical Yearbook 2009, City of Helsinki, 84.
 3. The Helsinki region includes neighboring cities Espoo, Kauniainen, and Vantaa 
(the Helsinki metropolitan area, with a population of close to a million people), which 
cooperate on many regional issues, and fourteen other municipalities.
 4. Helsinki scored fourth in Mercer’s Quality of Life Survey, fourth in the Per-
sonal Safety Rankings, 2010, and fifth in the Economist’s recent Most Livable Cities 
index.
 5. Measured by the number of visitors, the Linnanmäki amusement park in 
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Helsinki is the number one draw in the country as well as in the city, with about one 
million visitors every year. See Statistical Yearbook of Helsinki 2009.
 6. Conference on Environment and Development in Brazil 1992.
 7. European Conference on Sustainable Cities and Towns in Denmark 1994.
 8. Discussion with Kari Silfverberg of the Helsinki Environment Centre.
 9. The average annual temperature for Helsinki is 5°C, and there are seven 
months where the temperature is usually below that.
 10. Helsinki Metropolitan Area Climate Strategy 2030.
 11. One million Finnish households own a summer cottage in the countryside.
 12. National Travel Survey 2004–2005.
 13.  Finland’s contribution to global emissions was 74.6 million tons (CO2-ekv) 
in 2010, and Helsinki’s about 6 tons. The total of global greenhouse gas emissions was 
44,000 tons (CO2-ekv) in 2005 (www.ilmasto-opas.fi, www.stat.fi, EU Life Program, 
Finnish Environmental Institute, Aalto University, Finnish Meteorological Institute). 
Furthermore, approximately 75% of land area in Finland is covered by forest, which 
acts as a carbon sink for 35 million tons of CO2-ekv annually.
 14. Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority is currently drawing the 
Adaptation Strategy for the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, due in March 2012. http://
www.hsy.fi/climatechange.
 15. In Helsinki, at 60 degrees latitude, rainfall is often snow.
 16. See the Kuninkaantammi and Honkasuo city planning projects.
 17. Environmental Sustainability Issues and Challenges in Helsinki 2010, City of 
Helsinki.
 18. Poll and Speller 2004 (unpublished).
 19. Discussion with Rikhard Manninen of the Helsinki City Planning Depart-
ment, referring to Urban Audit, Eurostat European Statistics.
 20. Helsinki City Planning Department. Detailed plans are updated according to 
land use needs; and about fifty to eighty are drawn up in the Helsinki City Planning 
Department every year. Their validity is checked every thirteen years.
 21. Ministry of Environment.
 22. It is important to note that planning is in Finland an activity dominated by 
architects, in best cases leading a multidisciplinary planning group involving traffic en-
gineers, geographers, landscape architects, and researchers. In smaller cities, however, 
many of these other experts may be lacking.
 23. Beatley 2000, 7.
 24. In “the old Helsinki,” excluding Östersundom, which is dominantly agri- 
cultural.
 25. Green areas statistics, Helsinki City Public Works Department. 
 26. Little, quoted in Ahern 2003.
 27. Ahern 2003.
 28. There are 9 community gardens (with individual huts) and 39 areas with 
rentable cultivation lots in Helsinki. (Helsinki City Public Works Department data on 
green areas).
 29. Under the Natura 2000 program; information from Helsinki City Environ-
ment Centre.
 30. TOPOS 71/2010.
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 31. Jaakkola 2010 (unpublished).
 32. Törrönen 2010.
 33. Hellman and Lilleberg 2010.
 34. For more on Helsinki public transit, see http://www.hsl.fi/; for info on the 
BEST survey, see http://best2005.net/.
 35. As of 2004; interview with Douglas Gordon.
 36. Mäenpää 2008, 183, comprehends the city as consisting of diversified milieus 
and ways of life without domination of a certain type of urbanity.
 37. For instance, the issue of a toll at the inner-city borders has been raised in 
discussion.
 38. Staffans 2005.
 39. Lapintie et al. 2002.



Despite being a city held in the collective imaginary—indeed one based 
on a wealth of images, words, sounds, and colors gathered over centuries 
of culture—Venice needs to be understood as a modern city in which a 
person still wants to live and work.
 Situated in the heart of its lagoon along the Adriatic Sea in the north-
eastern part of Italy, the city of Venice is generally known worldwide as the 
“city on water,” given the extreme nature of its relationship and involve-
ment with the natural element. It comprises 117 small islands. Dwelling, 
trading, moving: all activities have to do with water, taking advantage of it 
or protecting against it. In short, Venice is a de facto, ongoing laboratory 
constantly attempting to adapt to human and natural transformations (fig-
ure 6.1).
 In terms of territory, the city of Venice covers a surface of 413 square 
kilometers, of which 253 square kilometers are covered by water, with a 
total population of 270,772 residents.1 Venice relies heavily on the tourist 
economy, but for more than a century political leaders have been express-
ing the need to transform it into a modern industrial city. The borders of 
Venice have spread to the nearest mainland, developing at the same time 
as a huge industrial area along the water, and turning Venice into one of 
the main chemical and oil centers of Europe.
 Further, Venice has an important port, which is one of the largest in 
Italy and employs, with all the activities linked to it, eighteen thousand 
workers.2 Located at the top end of the Adriatic Sea, as well as at the inter-
section of the main European transport corridors and of the Motorways of 
the Seas, the Port of Venice is in a position to act as the European gateway 
for trade flows to and from Asia.
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Figure 6.1 Venice, the “city on the water,” comprises 117 small islands inside 
the lagoon. The locations of the inlets are shown here. Credit: Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Transport—Magistrato alle Acque (Venice Water Authority), 
concessionary Consorzio Venezia Nuova image archive.
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 So, to talk about modern-day Venice one must consider four different 
facets: the historical city, which has a fishlike shape (forma urbis) when 
viewed from above; the modern city (Mestre); the industrial city (Porto 
Marghera); and the archipelago of islands of the estuary. Taken together, 
they represent a more complex kind of urban settlement. Water acts as the 
connecting element, the common denominator that links all these sepa-
rate parts together. This concept was particularly strong in the past, when 
Venetian waters—lagoon, canals, basins, but also rivers and the Adriatic 
Sea—were greatly taken into consideration and defended, through specific 
laws and physical interventions. There was the awareness and conscious-
ness of the fundamental role played by these waters in the construction of 
the power, greatness, and wealth of the Serenissima.
 Water was also instrumental in terms of fishing and trading: it is 
through water that ships built in the Arsenale were “catching the wind.” 
Only three inlets today separate the Venetian Lagoon from the Adriatic 
Sea—Bocca di Lido (800 meters wide), Malamocco (400 meters wide), and 
Chioggia (380 meters wide)—and guarantee the natural tide flow. Twice 
a day, the tide flows in, bringing the clean water into the lagoon from the 
Adriatic Sea. Even the natural environment of the lagoon is the result of a 
set of constant interventions by the Venetians over centuries to harmonize 
these two main bodies of waters: the waters of the Adriatic Sea, and those, 
semi-salted and semi-fresh, of the Venetian Lagoon (figure 6.2). The natu-
ral environment is, in reality, an artificial structure that requires a great 
deal of work, technology, and knowledge to maintain.
 What we see today is the end product of a number of important op-
erations devoted to its preservation. First, in order to avoid flooding, the 
main rivers flowing into the lagoon—Brenta, Bacchiglione, Piave, and 
Sile—were diverted directly to the open sea, between the second half of 
the 18th century and the first half of the 19th century. Also, using differ-
ent technologies and materials, barriers have been set on the seashore as 
defense from the waves—at the beginning made with wood piles and then, 
since the 18th century, with big stones called murazzi.
 Water-related issues were such a concern for the Serenissima that spe-
cific institutions were created to control and manage them. Water defense 
is still a critical issue today. If high tides and flooding always belonged to 
the story of Venice—the first traces appear in documents dating to the 
6th century3—in recent decades Venice and other built-up areas in the la-
goon have been flooded more frequently and with greater intensity. Due to 
global change, Venice as well as other coastal cities and regions will likely 
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be exposed with particular strength to the risk of flooding. This increase in 
the frequency and amplitude of flooding is due to the relative drop in the 
height of the land with respect to the sea—more than twenty-three centi-
meters from the beginning of the 20th century4—as a result of the rise in 
sea level (eustasy) and the drop in land level (subsidence).
 Yet, since the 19th century, the city has shown signs of being less in-
terested in the sea, and, conversely, has begun to look toward the neigh-
boring territories of land. Arguably this began centuries before, when the 
Stato da Mar (the Empire on the Sea) of the Serenissima was facing its 
decline and the Republic of Venice began to look to the mainland. The di-
mension of insularity, at times total and exclusive, started to be counter-
balanced by a stronger connection with the mainland—first through the 
construction of a railway bridge in the mid-19th century, followed by a 
road bridge, Ponte Littorio, then Ponte della Libertà, in 1934.
 Even if water is still the most important means of transportation 
within the historical city—accommodating port activities, leisure time, and 

Figure 6.2 The Chioggia, one of the three inlets that connect the Venetian Lagoon 
and the Adriatic Sea. In the foreground, the temporary gate housing caisson 
prefabrication site and the double lock for fishing boats and emergency vessels. 
In the background, Chioggia. Credit: Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport—
Magistrato alle Acque (Venice Water Authority), concessionary Consorzio Venezia 
Nuova image archive.
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tourism—the increased access to Venice by road and rail brought with it a 
cluster of problems. With fewer than sixty thousand permanent residents 
on the historical island,5 according to the available data, Venice is visited 
every year by more than twenty million tourists. There is an increase each 
year in tourism (with the exception of 2008 due to the global economic 
crisis) and a decrease of population, due to high costs of living and to a 
general low birth rate in Italy. The tourist “season” is getting longer and 
longer, even though there are peaks throughout the year and on weekends. 
There is a heavy impact on the city in terms of services (transport but also 
public toilets and garbage, just to mention a few), and the physical struc-
ture of the city itself is not prepared to meet the needs so many visitors. 
Despite the attempts by local authorities to combat this trend, tourism 
is almost the monocultural economic activity of the city, accounting for 
20% of its income. The risk is that Venice loses its own characteristics as 
a real “city,” and turns into a site used only by visitors. The constantly 
increasing number of shops selling goods of “first need” that switch into 
stores for tourists is impressive and makes us wonder what type of city 
Venice is going to be in the future. More than the danger of environmental 
impacts for the city—which mostly involves wave movement for traffic, 
great amounts of garbage, and a general overuse and waste of the city’s 
resources and infrastructures—the quality of life and services for both 
residents and visitors is suffering.
 If the physical maintenance of Venice, Chioggia, and other urban areas 
is taken care of by the state, through specific bodies, the Veneto region (the 
local administrative body of the region around Venice) is responsible for 
pollution abatement while local authorities are responsible for the mainte-
nance and restoration of the architectural and built fabric.
 Yet the structural side is not enough to keep a city alive and affordable 
for residents and visitors, since to safeguard a city in all its meanings is to 
guarantee as many functions and services as possible. The socioeconomic 
development of the city, which is the charge of the Municipality of Venice, 
is equally important in order to consider Venice a “normal city,” complex 
and diverse, rich with different activities and social classes, with local needs 
and metropolitan responses.
 For that reason, sustainability has become a great concern for the city 
of Venice—as evidenced by the city’s enrollment in the Aalborg Charter,6 
and its commitment to address the main issues of the Venice Local Agenda 
21,7 mainly regarding the following critical points: sustainable tourism, 
urban quality and environment, and production.
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A Strategic Plan for the City, 2004–2014

According to EU indications, to be a livable city, quality of life has to be 
achieved through a good balance between environmental, social, economic, 
and special aspects.
 In this regard, the city has defined its development strategies to pro-
mote structural and functional transformations of the urban system. 
Through its Strategic Plan—the document that defines the objectives, ac-
tions, and projects of the city, approved in January 2006—the city of Ven-
ice identifies a number of policy lines, then resulting in feasible actions, 
and main areas of development recognized as being important for the fu-
ture of the city.
 The identified structural conditions of the plan have been summarized 
in three main lines of action:

1. The city of inhabitants: plural, inclusive, sustainable, a city where 
the residential aspect will be preserved while remaining welcoming 
for immigrants and sustainable for all.

2. Physical and functional structure of the contemporary city: a city 
restored and preserved in its physical historical layout but also 
including functions and services according to contemporary needs.

3. Metropolitan city: a city capable of “thinking” globally at the 
metropolitan scale, looking at a wider territory in terms of services 
and infrastructures.

The strategic lines of the plan are organized around seven main state-
ments related to the different characters of the city’s future development: 
International City, City of Culture, City of Waters, City of Tourism, City 
of Higher Education, Research, and Innovation, City Top-Level Logistic 
Node,8 and City of Material Production and Services.
 So, even if composed by two different urban “souls,” a number of 
measures of a different nature have been adopted with the purpose of both 
limiting the consumption of natural resources and at the same time pro-
tecting the historical and natural environments.

Urban Regeneration, Industrial Reconversion, and 
Environmental Requalification

Today, the historical “city on water” (including the island of the Giudecca) 
counts approximately 59,080 inhabitants. The modern “city on land”—
Mestre, Marghera, and its surroundings—boasts a total of 181,950 resi-
dents, while the estuary (including Lido, Murano, Burano, and the rest 
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of the islands) has 29,742 inhabitants: a total of 270,772 (as of October 
2011).9

 This breakdown gives us an idea of the weight of each single compo-
nent of this complex system. Despite its unity in terms of territory and 
management, for many years this system was partly managed and devel-
oped in a disharmonic and inorganic way, as if any single part was au-
tonomous and not connected to the others. This fact caused a strong push 
toward the political and administrative separation between the “city on 
water” and the new “city on land,” to which citizens have been called to 
express themselves four times through referendums over the past thirty 
years (1979–2003), without success. In the mid-1990s, the city administra-
tion drew up a new plan that considered the city as a whole and attempted 
to reconnect the constituencies.
 The 1996 Master Plan of Venice—still a reference with all its varia-
tions—gave a global vision of the city as a whole, looking at the “city on 
water” and the “city on land” as two elements of the same urban body, 
each one with its functions and objectives. It put forward the idea of a 
“possible Venice,” a concept combining history and innovation, the con-
servation of its cultural and artistic values alongside the development of 
the available resources. This was instrumental in finally highlighting the 
historical identity and individuality of Venice, using the safeguarding of 
the environment as an impetus and giving consideration and attention to 
long-neglected areas—the entire island of Giudecca, part of the glassmak-
ing island of Murano, and the abandoned islands in the lagoon, some of 
them former asylums, others former military parade grounds. These vari-
ous elements were imagined as part of the urban fabric, selected according 
to several criteria: accessibility, internal mobility within the daily urban 
system, functionality, suitability for reconversion, capability to attract in-
vestors, and so forth. For example, in the old town, former port or indus-
trial buildings on the waterfront were selected to host university services 
or housing in order to both revitalize marginalized areas and reuse valu-
able structures. On the mainland, too, underused areas with a great deal of 
possibility in terms of conjunction and connections were devoted to public 
services or organized as public areas.

TRANSFORMATIONS OF GIUDECCA AND OTHER SITES IN THE CITY CENTER

Due to its physical restrictions and limitations in terms of both space and 
conservation of its heritage, the historical center has recovered and trans-
formed as no other city in Europe, bringing all available buildings and ar-
eas back to urban uses.
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 Several areas on the island of the Giudecca, the seat of the first indus-
trialized era of Venice in the 19th century until the development of Porto 
Marghera, have been restored to create new residential areas. This redevel-
opment helps to meet the demand for new and more functional houses for 
both residents and the second-home market. Also in Giudecca, the former 
shipyard CNOMV10 and the huge former flour mill, a neo-Gothic complex 
once occupied by Molino Stucky, both of which closed in the 1950s, have 
been transformed. They have been redeveloped into a complex area of dif-
ferent services: small craft and productive activities, mostly connected with 
boat building and restoration, housing, public offices, a retail center, and a 
brand-new Hilton hotel and conference center. Further, the former slaugh-
terhouse in the sestiere of Cannaregio has been transformed into univer-
sity facilities. On the island of Murano, in the seat of the famous glass bead 
factory Conterie, an articulated set of urban uses will be implemented.
 Even most of the abandoned or derelict islands in the lagoon have been 
regenerated over the last decades. San Servolo, owned by the Province of 
Venice, is now the seat of Venice International University,11 a higher edu-
cation and research center, founded in 1995 as a joint venture between 
eleven renowned international universities and important Italian institu-
tions. On the other side, the island of San Clemente has been sold to pri-
vate investors and is now a five-star resort and hotel. On the island of La 
Certosa,12 a former military shooting range, the Vento di Venezia Yacht-
ing Center in 2004 succeeded in creating a multifunctional complex: more 
than five thousand square meters with a range of services from mooring, 
maintenance, and refitting to the construction of new boats in wood and 
courses in navigation and marine culture.
 The city of Venice combines conservation and respect of its original 
structures and features, and requires that developers look to reuse exist-
ing spaces and buildings for new purposes. Therefore Venice really is an 
extraordinary laboratory of urban regeneration.

Porto Marghera and the VEGA Park

The functional and physical transformation of the city not only involves 
the old city but engages the industrial area as well. Porto Marghera, one of 
the largest industrial areas in Europe (2,200 hectares), has lost a number of 
companies due to the decline of chemical activities that began in the early 
1970s. This resulted in a large number of empty spaces for new construc-
tion, but also opportunities to transform, reuse, and “green” the existing 
industrial infrastructure.
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 The main project for this area, highly developed over the past ten 
years, is called VEGA, or the Venice Gateway for Science and Technol-
ogy.13 VEGA is a science and technology park—a network of universities, 
research centers, and the manufacturing businesses—aimed at promoting 
and developing scientific research initiatives to help the transfer of knowl-
edge, and to stimulate technological development and the competitive 
spirit of companies. It focuses on the cutting-edge sectors of technologi-
cal innovation: nanotechnologies, information and communications tech-
nologies, and the green economy. VEGA ranks among the most important 
science and technology parks in Italy, a model of environmental redevel-
opment acknowledged through the international certifications granted for 
the quality of its environment management system (ISO 14001). Further 
development plans involve in particular those areas facing the Venetian 
Lagoon or served by a navigable canal, where the presence of water rep-
resents added value in terms of real estate and quality: the “Venice water-
front.” The park project was planned at the beginning of the 1990s, with the 
primary mission of redeveloping one portion of the first industrial area of 
Porto Marghera by applying an environmentally sustainable development 
model. The European Union classified this area as a “depressed industrial 
area,” allocating public funds (the FESR European structural funds, man-
aged by the Veneto region) to support a total investment of roughly €70 
million. The growth and development of VEGA was articulated in four 
basic stages between 1993 and 2004, organized into four adjacent areas 
covering a total area of thirty-five hectares.
 Yet the problem of Porto Marghera is not just a matter of spaces. As 
stated above, the idea of building an industrial area on the lagoon’s edge 
started at the beginning of the 20th century when there was less awareness 
of environmental issues. For many decades, these industries were dumping 
toxic substances in the lagoon’s waters (figure 6.3). The presence of heavy 
metal in the lagoon on one side, and the drain of nutrients used by agricul-
ture on the other side, severely affected the lagoon’s fauna and caused for 
some years an extraordinary production of seaweed and phytoplankton in 
the shallow waters, with consequent decomposition.
 The program for the recovery and the regeneration of the entire area 
of Porto Marghera—recognized as a site of national interest—aims first to 
decontaminate the soil (a total of around 5,200 hectares, made of water, ca-
nals, and emerged land, of which 1,900 hectares are industrial spaces, which 
makes it the largest polluted area in Italy), then to convert dangerous ac-
tivities to sustainable, clean, hi-tech ones, trying to find new investors at 
the international level. Several entities at different institutional levels 
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are involved in this operation, but the Veneto region has been delegated 
the lead role in the remediation operation. Since the area of Porto Mar-
ghera is partially public and partially private, the intervention procedures 
seem to be quite complex and slow (and extremely expensive). A specific 
master plan for the reclamation works of the area was drawn up and ap-
proved in April 200414 by the Veneto region and the city of Venice, under 
the umbrella of the Ministry for the Environment, outlining guidelines, 
strategies, costs, and timing: ten years for the environmental reclamation 
and for securing only the priority areas (the 60% occupied by industrial 
infrastructure), and a provision of €1.5 million for the cost of the depollu-
tion process. There are many public bodies and entities involved with the 
drainages, embankment of industrial channels and basins, and public land 
reclamation (e.g., the Magistrato alle Acque and Port Authority), as well as 
the private companies entitled for plant management and soil contamina-
tion treatment.

SAN GIULIANO PARK

The most advanced transformation process involves a waterfront-fac-
ing polluted rubbish dump between Venice and Mestre in a huge pub-
lic green area, the San Giuliano Park.15 For Venice it is surely one of the 

Figure 6.3 In Porto Marghera, a large former industrial site, there are many 
opportunities to transform, reuse, and green these areas. Credit: Marta Moretti, 
Cities on Water archive.
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most significant urban revitalization projects, given its complexity and 
heterogeneity, as well as the serious environmental decay of the site. The 
proposal for the environmental reclamation and the marine ecology reme-
diation—which today is a complex, critical, and rapidly progressing sec-
tor—represents the starting point of a conservation and protection policy 
of the lagoon habitat. The Plan Guide of San Giuliano Park, prepared by 
the architect Antonio Di Mambro, winner of the appropriate international 
competition and approved by the Local Council in January 1996, affects an 
area of 700 hectares, of which 475 are land and 225 are canals, salt marshes, 
and lagoon. The plan comprises the following elements:

structures for cultural and economic activities
Interconnection of those activities and structures with an 
appropriate network of pedestrian paths within the green areas, 
limiting car traffic to parking lots
Removal of physical, visual, and psychological obstacles placed 
between the centers of Venice and Mestre

Thanks to the park foundation, the area of Punta San Giuliano, used for 
many years as an industrial and urban waste dump, now acts as connecting 
hinge between the “city on land” and the “city on water.”
 When finished, it will cover around seven hundred hectares, becoming 
the largest urban park in Europe. The first portion of it, opened to the pub-
lic in May 2004, has an area of 74 hectares and is divided into “Lotto A2” 
(12.4 hectares) and “Lotto B1” (61.6 hectares) (excluding the future nauti-
cal pole). These areas comprise environmental protected spaces (30 hect-
ares), parking lots (10,800 square meters), foot and cycle paths (approx. 14 
kilometers), water stretches (17,400 square meters), buildings (a total of 
1,550 square meters, including the north gate, a skating rink building and a 
skating center dressing room, football ground dressing room, entrance bar, 
fifty bathrooms, and two shaded areas), squares and resting places (9,691 
square meters), of which 515 square meters are allocated for the entrance 
bar square and 475 square meters for the gazebo area. The green area 
covering more than sixty-eight hectares consists of recreational grazing 
lands (187,671 square meters), environmental grasslands (490,273 square 
meters), meadows of humid sites (1,800 square meters), flower meadows 
(1,197 square meters), alveolar turf surfaces (16,123 square meters), sports 
grounds (5,500 square meters), and sown grounds for phytoreclamation 
purposes (5,602 square meters).
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 To meet the needs of the public while the project is being completed, 
three temporary structures have been placed within the San Giuliano Park: a 
400-square-meter tent in the Punta San Giuliano area, a 1,300-square-meter  
tent, and a 1,500-square-meter structure that will serve as a restaurant.

Mobility to and within Venice

The needs and problems of the traffic flows of tourists and businesses 
and locals, with different frequencies, intensities, and timing, must be 
addressed. The combination of water traffic in the historical city—pub-
lic means, vaporetti, water taxis, work boats for the delivery of goods of 
any kind, private boats for tourism and for leisure, cruise ships—with the 
traffic to reach it from the mainland (road, train, buses) makes mobility a 
crucial issue for Venice.
 The solution proposed in the 1996 Master Plan to diversify the flows 
by using different arrivals was never really accomplished. The main ter-
minal of Piazzale Roma at the end of the bridge crossing the lagoon is 
supposed to be used exclusively by residents and commuters, while the 
heavy traffic of tourism buses is supposed to be diverted toward several 
areas along the lagoon coast. There are three terminals involved in the 
plan to improve the flow of incoming traffic: Fusina, Tessera, and Punta 
Sabbioni. Fusina, located on the southern coast, allows access to Venice by 
water transport along the Zattere. But the land acquisition and approval 
procedures are slower and more complex than expected, and this terminal 
functions today only in a reduced form.
 Punta Sabbioni is a terminal serving bathing tourism coming from 
camping and beaches located on the eastern coast. Such category of tourist 
usually comes to Venice just for a one-day trip. This terminal is function-
ing and was reorganized and rationalized in 2003.
 Finally, for Tessera, an increase in the water connections—a semipub-
lic service—between Marco Polo Airport, the third busiest in Italy, and the 
northern side of the city has been realized, with a wider range of routes. 
The Venice Gateway project, designed by the architect Frank Gehry, en-
visions a “water terminal” to the city, car parks, and a hotel and confer-
ence center for three thousand people; it has been planned since 2001 but 
only recently gained final approval (January 2012). Another planned proj-
ect for the airport is a stop of the Metropolitan Rail System (SMFR). The 
SFMR is an undergoing project, financed by the Veneto region, providing 
a regional and suburban rail service at high and regular frequency (every 
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fifteen to thirty minutes) along some existing railways in Veneto, develop-
ing new stations and a wider network integrated with the road system. A 
project for a fast sub-lagoon connection between the airport and the north 
side of the city has also been under discussion, but in addition to questions 
about how it will be financed, this proposal poses many question marks for 
its impact on the lagoon. On the other hand, there is no doubt that faster 
connections to and within the city is an indispensable precondition for the 
future of Venice itself.
 Even the pedestrian paths in the old city—still the main network of 
getting around—have been reorganized with new connections close to the 
“exit” of the city. The exit is a new bridge—the fourth over the Grand Ca-
nal—designed by Santiago Calatrava and called Ponte della Costituzione 
(figure 6.4). Completed in the spring of 2008, the bridge directly connects 
the railway station to the car terminal of Piazzale Roma. From here, a sus-
pended light transport system, the People Mover, opened to the public in 
April 2010 to connect the terminal of Piazzale Roma with the car park on 
the island of Tronchetto and the Maritime Passenger Terminal in the port, 
for cruise and ferry users (figure 6.5).

Figure 6.4 The new Calatrava-designed bridge over the Grand Canal, called the 
Ponte della Costituzione. Credit: Marta Moretti, Cities on Water archive.
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 The construction of the first two sections of a “green” electric tramcar 
connection within the first urban belt on the mainland has been completed, 
and the hope is that it will help manage traffic and reduce air pollution. 
The main aims of this connection are accessibility, punctuality, comfort, 
and environmental friendliness. The first proposal for the electric tramcar 
was presented in 1992, but lately the road system was chosen instead of 
the rail for a cost, time, and impact evaluation. The final plan, supported in 
part by the state, included variations on the tracks (two main lines being 
Favaro Veneto-Mestre-Venezia and Mestre-Marghera) and work started 
in 2004, with several stops and starts—partially due to the lack of financ-
ing, partially due to the need to remove services from the ground (gas, 
electricity, sewage, etc.). Part of the track was completed at the beginning 
of 2010, with great appreciation from its users, while the connection with 
the Venice historical center will be included in a second phase of the proj-
ect (to be finished between 2015 and 2018), when all the indispensable 
infrastructures will be built along the Liberty Bridge.

Figure 6.5 Completed in 2008, this People Mover connects the city’s railway 
station to the car terminal of Piazzale Roma. Credit: Marta Moretti, Cities on Water 
archive.
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 The goal is to achieve a balanced budget within fifteen years. When 
completed, this new connection will represent a consistent contribution to 
traffic decongestion around Mestre and to the reduction of air emissions.
 It is worth mentioning an interesting system adopted by the city in 
2009 to better organize tourist arrivals and service provision. A website, 
VeniceConnected.com, manages the online sale of public transport and rec-
reational services (e.g., museums, foundations, general attractions, public 
parking, toilets, Wi-Fi Internet accesses) to any user who desires to make 
use of them within the territory of the Municipality of Venice, subject to 
registration and payment of the fees indicated.

Maintenance of the City and Water Protection

In addition to the issue of congestion compromising mobility, overuse of 
the waterways is contributing to problems with water quality and quan-
tity as well as damage from the waves caused by motor craft. Too many 
motor vessels cruise the urban waters for the distribution of goods and 
urban transport, making reduction of traffic very complicated. Many re-
strictions have been put in place in terms of speed control and of the boat 
typologies allowed to enter St. Mark’s Basin; in addition, new technologies 
for low-wash crafts are currently under study. But the problem of wave-
induced impact in the city is still very severe in terms of damage to old 
buildings, the fondamenta, and the city’s edges, and the destruction of the 
lagoon bed and its environment.
 Since wave motion is also causing the deposit of debris, particularly 
in the inner canals, the municipality should be doing constant dredging, 
which is essential for ensuring the navigability of inner waterways even in 
low-tide conditions. This duty was once the Republic of Venice’s priority 
but was then forgotten by local administrations. In the mid-1990s this was 
started again on a continuous basis through a semipublic company called 
Insula Spa, responsible for urban maintenance such as dredging canals, 
renovating bridges, and systematizing underground infrastructures.
 Venice, due to its peculiar structure, does not have a real sewage sys-
tem, so urban waste has always used the canals, taking advantage of the 
natural exchange of waters. It is hard to believe, but this mechanism func-
tioned pretty well until the mid-20th century. Even as late as the 1950s, 
people would swim in certain inner canals.
 As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, Venice has always faced 
the challenge of serious floods, which have become stronger and more 
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frequent in recent years (figure 6.6). The terrible flood of November 4, 
1966, submerged a large part of the city for several hours. It appeared that 
the city was under a serious risk of destruction because of the power of the 
waters. From that moment forward, safeguarding Venice and its lagoon 
has been considered a problem of “primary national interest,” to be faced 
also by the international community. The first practical action to address 
this issue was the promotion of a Special Law for Venice. This act was pro-
mulgated in 1973 (law no. 171/73) by the Italian government and then 
regularly revised, bringing to the city special funding for its protection, 
and also defining (in particular with law no. 798/84) the entities entrusted 
with the safeguarding. At the same time, a number of international private 
committees started to organize themselves and to raise money on focused 
projects, mainly for the restoration of the city’s historical heritage.

THE MOSE PROJECT

A special concessionary body, Consorzio Venezia Nuova (CVN), was set up 
in 1984 with the aim of safeguarding the physical infrastructure of the city, 
on behalf of the Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport–Venice 
Water Authority (Magistrato alle Acque).16 The aim of CVN was to realize 

Figure 6.6 Venice has a major flooding problem during its frequent periods of 
acqua alta, or high water, but has developed a number of strategies for adapting to 
these conditions. Credit: Marta Moretti, Cities on Water archive.
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a very important project, MOSE (Modulo Sperimentale Elettromeccanico, 
or Experimental Electromechanical Module). The project defends Venice 
from high tide (defined as higher than 110 centimeters above sea level). 
This includes, together with reinforcement and the raising of quaysides 
and paving in the lowest lying urban areas, the construction of mobile bar-
riers to be raised as needed at the three inlets of the lagoon, which are the 
openings along the coastline where lagoon water is in continual contact 
with seawater (see figure 6.7).
 When not in operation, such buoyancy flap gates are full of water and 
rest in caissons on the waterbed, allowing the regular traffic of commercial 
and cruise ships that reach the Port of Venice through the lagoon inlets. If 
a high tide is forecast, compressed air is introduced into the gates, expel-
ling the water. As the water is expelled from the gates, they rotate around 
a hinge axis until they emerge and block the tidal flow from entering the 
lagoon. In this way, the amount of water accessing the lagoon would be 
less consistent and forceful. The mobile barriers remain in position for the 
duration of the high-water period.

Figure 6.7 Venice is building a series of floodgates, a system called MOSE, 
which can be deployed in periods of expected high water. Credit: Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Transport—Magistrato alle Acque (Venice Water Authority), 
concessionary Consorzio Venezia Nuova image archive.
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 The total cost of the MOSE System is extremely high—the sum of 
€5.493 billion has been recently revised (July 2011)17 and does not in-
clude the necessary maintenance. The debate around this project lasted 
more than twenty years, with many different decision levels involved. But 
finally, in May 2003, after many international evaluations, the formal go-
ahead was given by the president of the Council of Ministers, along with 
a number of top-level representatives of the institutions taking part in the 
Committee for Policy, Coordination, and Control: the Ministry for Infra-
structure and Transport, the Ministry for Environment, the president of 
the Veneto region, and the mayor of Venice.
 Work has been proceeding in parallel at the three inlets, from north 
to south, of Lido, Malamocco, and Chioggia, and now is 65% complete (as 
of December 2011).18 Four mobile barriers are under construction at the 
lagoon inlets (two at the Lido inlet, one at Malamocco, and one at Chiog-
gia), for a total of seventy-eight gates (from the 18.5 x 20 x 3.6 meters of 
the smallest gate in Lido and Treporti, to the 29.6 x 20 x 4.5 meters of the 
largest gate, in Malamocco).
 In the future, the phenomenon of high waters could be further aggra-
vated by the predicted rise in sea level produced by global climate change. 
Regarding this problem, MOSE (together with the reinforcement of forty-
six kilometers of coastal strip) has been designed based on a precaution-
ary criterion to cope with an increase of up to sixty centimeters in one 
hundred years.19 Management of MOSE is flexible enough to cope with 
an increase in high waters in various ways. Depending on the situation, 
the defense strategies can involve simultaneous closure of all three inlets, 
closure of one inlet at a time, or partial closure of each inlet, as the gates 
are all independent.
 To allow port activities to continue when the gates are in operation, 
one lock for large shipping is necessary at the Malamocco inlet, while 
three small locks (two at Chioggia and one at Lido-Treporti) will allow for 
the transit of fishing boats and other smaller vessels.
 Approximately three thousand people are currently employed (di-
rectly or indirectly) in the construction works. To avoid interfering with 
the fragile coastal areas, the work sites are organized to receive almost all 
material by sea. In addition, the work is always concentrated in half of each 
inlet to avoid interrupting transit of the channels and to reduce any pos-
sible negative effect on economic, maritime, and port activities.
 The realization of the MOSE system foresees three phases, for a term 
of eight years. The first phase is completed, and involves construction of 
the complementary structures (the external breakwaters at the Malamocco 
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and Chioggia inlets) and a series of other activities prior to installation of 
the mobile barriers (e.g., trial areas for experiments on bed consolidation, 
underwater surveys to identify possible archaeological remains, securing 
of military devices left from the war, design of mechanical components).
 The second phase is also largely completed, and involves realization 
of the carrying structure of the system: consolidation of the seabed, abut-
ments, barrier support structures, and associated civil engineering works 
(at the Lido and Chioggia inlets, refuge havens and navigation locks for 
fishing and pleasure boats and emergency vessels; at the Malamocco inlet, 
the navigation lock for large ships).
 The third phase is also under way, which involves the construction of 
the concrete caissons and the hinges. Still to come is the fabrication of the 
gates, and their assembly.
 Four rows of gates will be realized: one at Malamocco inlet (with nine-
teen gates), one at Chioggia inlet (with eighteen gates), and two at Lido 
inlet (on the Treporti Canal with twenty-one gates and on the San Nicolò 
Canal with twenty gates). An artificial island, housing the control build-
ings and the gate operation system, connects the two rows at the Lido in-
let. Completion of the construction work is scheduled for 2014.
 Contemporaneously, morphological restoration work is under way in 
the most deteriorated areas, using the material obtained from dredging at 
the three inlets, when compatible with the lagoon environment. More and 
more, the lagoon is giving way to the sea. Since the beginning of this cen-
tury, salt marsh expansions have been reduced by one-half, and if erosion 
rate continues, by the year 2050 mudflats and salt marshes could totally 
disappear. This transformation has serious consequences for the survival of 
the lagoon ecosystem and for the structures created by humans. The prin-
cipal elements at risk, besides the lagoon morphology itself, is the lagoon’s 
biodiversity, due to the disappearance of animal and plant species and the 
destruction of urban centers and the structures protecting them, due to the 
increase in wave motion. In order to combat erosion, widespread and sys-
tematic maintenance measures are currently carried out; in recent years, 
about four hundred thousand cubic meters of sediment a year, deriving 
from the dredging of lagoon channels, were kept within the lagoon when 
found compatible for the reconstruction of mudflats and salt marshes.

OTHER WORKS

During the twenty years of debate over the MOSE project, Consorzio 
Venezia Nuova was able to undertake many other works, based on a Gen-
eral Plan of Interventions. The safeguarding activities delegated to the 
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state and carried out by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport– 
Magistrata alle Acque (Venice Water Authority) via the CVN, are divided 
into distinct but interrelated lines of action: defense from high waters (local 
defenses of urban centers, MOSE system), defense from sea storms (beach 
and dunes reconstruction), environmental defense (securing the banks of 
polluted canals, improvement of water and sediment quality, protection 
and reconstruction of mudflats and salt marshes habitat and structure), 
and control and management (studies, surveys, monitoring, data banks).
 During recent decades, as a result of the effects of eustasy and subsid-
ence, high water in Piazza San Marco has become an almost daily occur-
rence. Located in the lowest part of the city, the piazza is subject to the 
most frequent floods (lately, more than 250 times per year, enough for 
tide to reach a height of sixty centimeters), with obvious consequences 
to Venice’s most precious and representative buildings. The high waters 
result in the damage and degradation of architectural structures and pav-
ing, deterioration of the stone blocks, surface damage, and the collapse of 
underground rainwater drainage conduits.
 The aim of the measures is to protect the area from the most frequent 
flooding, restore paving, and improve the subsoil, while maintaining the 
architectural relationships between the various elements in the piazza and 
the static equilibrium of the buildings. The Superintendence of Cultural 
Heritage–Archaeology project involves the consolidation, restoration, and 
elevation of at least 100 centimeters of 150 meters of lagoon bank along 
the basin. In addition, to avoid flooding caused both by flow-back though 
the drains and by seepage through the subsoil, the old system of under-
ground conduits will be isolated from water coming from the small canals 
surrounding the area. The deteriorated conduits will be restored and, at 
the same time, a new rainwater collection and conveyance system will be 
constructed, to enable the water to flush out to the lagoon during high 
tides. Further, to counteract flooding caused by seepage though the subsoil, 
a bentonite (special clay) membrane will be laid forty centimeters below 
the level of the paving, not altering the hydrogeological equilibrium of the 
subsoil.
 Besides this, work to reinforce the bell tower has recently begun. It is 
one of the city’s most recognizable and best-known monuments, affection-
ately called by the Venetians “el paròn de casa” (the master of the house). 
Collapsed at the beginning of the 20th century, reconstructed during the 
1910s, and afflicted by insidious damage for some time, the monument is 
undergoing meticulous and sophisticated reinforcement work as part of 
the activities to protect Piazza San Marco from high waters.
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 Since early 2000, the Magistrata alle Acque (Venice Water Author-
ity) either directly or through the CVN has been implementing a pro-
gram of work to secure and restore the historic buildings in the northern 
part of the Venice Arsenale, where the maintenance and management of 
MOSE will be located, committing considerable financial and operational 
resources. The work was made necessary by the widespread and serious 
degradation affecting the architectural structures, leading to deterioration 
of masonry, widespread instability, and in some cases collapse of structural 
parts, with the loss of elements of great historical value.
 This marked the start of a more general program to reclaim the area, 
made possible thanks to synergy between the institutions and authorities 
concerned, already anticipated by the company Thetis, which transferred 
its head office to the Arsenale more than ten years ago. So, locating the 
“brain of MOSE” in the Arsenale was also a tool to transform the safe-
guarding of Venice and its lagoon into a major opportunity for compatible 
development and high-quality employment.
 Consorzio Venezia Nuova is also active on the mainland side, along the 
polluted borders of Porto Marghera. The reduction of pollution in the lagoon 
is approached in various ways—through the interception and purification 
of pollution inflows from the drainage basin and residential and industrial 
settlements along the edges or within the lagoon area itself; through the 
blocking of pollutant seepage from abandoned dumps; and through recla-
mation of the lagoon bed in polluted areas. In particular, this means isolat-
ing the pollutants present in dumps formerly used to dispose of waste of 
various origins (including industrial), and eliminating the industrial resi- 
dues accumulated over time in canals in Porto Marghera (beds and banks).
 Widespread action must also be taken in other areas of the lagoon to 
block the release of pollutants accumulated over the years in the sediments, 
to construct phytopurification systems to reduce the pollutant load deriv-
ing from the drainage basin, and to perform periodic harvesting campaigns 
to prevent the risk of environmental crisis due to seaweed proliferation.

Port Activities, Cruise Traffic, and Green Policy

The Venice Port Authority was opposed to the gate project, in defense of 
the commercial and tourism traffic, which are so essential for a city that 
has very few economic drivers. The risk of having a negative effect on port 
activities seems to be reduced, since the gates would be closed only a few 
times per year (three to five times per year with the current sea level) and 
since a lock to allow the transit of large ships is included in the system, in 
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order to guarantee port operations even when the gates are opened. Venice 
became in recent years the leading homeport for cruise ships in the Medi-
terranean Sea (two million passengers in 2010, the majority of which were 
cruisers),20 and the combination of “fly and cruise” seems to be a very pop-
ular tourist option. The entrance and exit of these “floating cities,” right in 
front of St. Mark’s Basilica, is a great boost for tourists. In order to facili-
tate services for passengers, a new and more functional Maritime Terminal 
was realized in 2002 on the eastern border of the city. But the passage of 
these “giants of the sea” is out of scale for the dense and urbanized city, 
and is posing many questions in terms of safety, induced wave motion, 
and general sustainability. To reduce the impact of the port on city life, the 
Venice Port Authority has recently developed a plan of action articulated 
in three parts: open port, safe port, and green port. Established more than 
ten years ago, all the activities aim at strengthening the relations between 
the port and the city of Venice. Regarding safety, the port is launching a 
training, information, prevention, and control initiative while providing 
constant monitoring of the port’s sensitive areas, the main internal navi-
gation channels, and the road and railway access points that lead to Ven-
ice tourist and commercial infrastructure. Finally, the Port Authority has 
signed an agreement to reduce smog and powder emissions, and control 
noise pollution and wave movement. In addition to air quality monitoring 
and assessment, the port has started a number of projects aimed at cutting 
dangerous emissions and promoting the use of alternative energy. Quay-
sides have been designed to avoid any contamination, and the Marittima 
rainwater is collected and filtered before flowing into the main pipes.
 The port has recently been reorganized on the mainland, at the border 
of Porto Marghera, to allow for more functional connections and trans-
port, which will facilitate commercial activity. This development was made 
possible thanks to an understanding between the Port Authority and the 
city of Venice. According to a national legal provision (law no. 84/94), the 
development plans of cities and ports have to find shared and integrated 
solutions regarding spaces, areas, services, and uses. Accordingly, due to 
soil remediation ongoing in this area, the industrial land of Porto Mar-
ghera under the Venice Port Authority will be reclassified as port land.
 Fishing is also an important resource for the lagoon, in particular for 
the island of Pellestrina and the city of Chioggia. For centuries, traditional 
fishing in the lagoon was considered a difficult profession requiring a great 
deal of knowledge and skill. It was an activity compatible with and respect-
ful of the cycles of nature. But in more recent years, the cultivation of a 
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kind of Philippines clam changed this approach severely because it does 
not require any specific training for workers but pays very well. Some-
times the clams were cultivated with no control, beyond the legal regula-
tions. Recent rules to this area were able to integrate the two different 
activities and maintain respect for the environment.

Conclusion

As described above, Venice appears as a city of great contradictions. In its 
permanent search for a balance between innovation and conservation, the 
Venice historic core is probably the city in Europe that has undergone the 
fewest changes over the centuries in terms of space, layout, and general 
way of life. In my opinion, Venice can still be considered among those cit-
ies with higher quality of life. So the city of the past—with little capacity 
of accepting and containing modernity in itself, with reduced adaptation 
to modern life needs—ends up becoming “modern.” I am referring to its 
pedestrian dimension, which is now seen as a model for sustainability. In 
most cities, we assist in a transformation of the historical centers to accom-
modate pedestrians, in order to be more sustainable and improve the qual-
ity of urban lives. It is amazing that the “pedestrian city” is still a model 
to be looked at and studied; in fact, every year a very consistent stream of 
foreign universities organizes field trips or courses in Venice just to study 
its model.
 Looking at the numbers of the entire population of the municipality, 
Venice can be included with medium to small cities, but in terms of ser-
vices, infrastructures, and connections—as well as its place in the collective 
imagination—Venice can be ranked with larger cities. In fact, Venice must 
also be seen as the main pole of attraction of the Veneto region, as well as 
one of the most important catalysts of northeastern Italy. Just to give an 
example, for the forthcoming candidacy of Venice as European Capital of 
Culture 2019, Venice is the focus of a wider territorial system involving 
the Veneto region, the Friuli Venezia Giulia region, and the Provinces of 
Venice, Trento, and Bolzano.
 With a population in constant decline since 1968, reinforced in 1999 
by the detachment, through referendum, of the area of Cavallino-Treporti, 
Venice is a city with a growing phenomena of second homes (an increase 
of 100% from 1994 to 2004), becoming many people’s dream for its very 
special position in the global tourist market as a cultural destination of 
excellence.
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 Another contradiction is that Venice is an excellent city for kids—safe, 
with social control, a sense of community, no car dangers, plenty of open 
spaces despite a lack of green areas—but it is inhabited mostly by aged 
people, toward whom it can be unfriendly (no elevators, bridges, and man-
datory walks, etc.).
 In fact, due to longer life expectancies and declining birthrates, the 
population of Venice is continually aging, with severe consequences in 
terms of generation turnover, a balanced demographic evolution, and 
a change in family composition. Due to the cost of living, young people 
move out from the historical center to find work and affordable housing 
on the mainland. Besides the permanent residents, there is an important 
segment of the population—very difficult to calculate—gravitating around 
Venice and its perimeter for functional reasons: commuters, students, ser-
vices users, and others.
 But if we want to look at Venice from the sustainability point of view, 
we can say that the municipality has invested over the decades a great 
amount of money in social issues, becoming one of the most involved 
administrations in Italy for issues concerning foreigners, disadvantaged 
population, and so forth. On the other hand, looking at the state of the 
art of the green economy in Italy, according to a list of indicators defined 
by the Index of Green Economy (energy coming from renewable sources, 
biologic agriculture, separate waste collection, energy efficiency, etc.), con-
ducted in 2010 by Fondazione Impresa,21 the Veneto region is sixth at the 
national level, thanks to separate waste collection and waste disposal. In 
fact, the waste collection has been applied on the mainland, through road 
collectors, for dry waste, while in the historical center a differentiated col-
lection of humid recyclable waste, paper, and glass/metal/plastic—door-
to-door—has been in place for several years, with good results. For the 
remaining indicators, energy efficiency and the production of energy from 
water sources are fairly good, while agriculture and energy production 
from other renewable sources are less advanced.
 Venice has undergone an extensive process of transformation over a 
long period. In this context, Venice can be considered an international city, 
with relevant resources in terms of safety and quality of life, and it is play-
ing once more the “water card” that makes Venice unique.
 During its long history, Venice experimented with a very tight co-
habitation with water and, at the same time, has accumulated a huge 
concentration of knowledge in dealing with and managing the problems 
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connected to it. This capacity of adapting to the natural conditions and 
finding solutions compatible with the environment is an important factor 
of sustainability. Water nowadays is a big issue all over the world, and this 
knowledge is valuable to share and exchange.
 The story of Venice shows all the potential of water: too often consid-
ered an enemy to fight with, dangerous and violent; if studied, observed, 
respected, and known, water could fully regain its positive aspects and act 
more as a sort of fil rouge that keeps different urban realities together, in 
a complex variety of aspects, instead of being an element of separation. To 
this extent, Venice can be considered a sort of ongoing workroom for stud-
ies regarding water and, in particular, its relationship with the city.
 Water can still be Venice’s “blue-green” element of sustainability for 
several aspects—work, transportation, mobility, and leisure—in view of a 
better quality of life.

Notes

The collection of data has been realized with the collaboration of Antongiulio Zanrosso.

 1. http://www.comune.venezia.it/.
 2. http://www.port.venice.it/.
 3. Paul the Deacon (ca. 720–799), also known as Paulus Diaconus, in his Historia 
Langobardorum, III, 23.
 4. http://www.salve.it/.
 5. http://www.comune.venezia.it/.
 6. Charter of European Cities and Towns Toward Sustainability, approved by the 
participants at the European Conference on Sustainable Cities and Towns in Aalborg, 
Denmark, on May 27, 1994. See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/urban/pdf/aalborg 
_charter.pdf.
 7. The Venice Local Agenda 21 is the UN action plan for sustainable development, 
applied at the local level as a partnership process among local bodies.
 8. “City Top-Level Logistic Node” is one of the development lines identified by 
the Strategic Plan. Venice, for its strategic geographical position and for the availability 
of spaces along the waterfront, can play the role of a logistical pole for services, distri-
bution, and stock of high-level goods.
 9. http://www.comune.venezia.it/.
 10. http://www.venicecube.it/.
 11. http://www.univiu.org/.
 12. http://www.ventodivenezia.it/.
 13. http://www.vegapark.ve.it/.
 14. http://www.regione.veneto.it/.
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 15. http://www.parchidimestre.it/.
 16. http://www.consorziovenezianuova.com/; http://www.salve.it/.
 17. http://www.cipecomitato.it/.
 18. http://www.salve.it/.
 19. Ibid.
 20. http://www.port.venice.it/.
 21. http://www.fondazioneimpresa.it/.



Located in the north of Spain, Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital of the Autono-
mous Community of the Basque Country (figure 7.1). It represents one 
of the three main Basque cities, together with San Sebastian and Bilbao. 
Although it is a very small Autonomous Community of over two million 
people and a land area of almost eight thousand square kilometers, it has a 
great cultural and identity strength, as well as an important economic and 
political weight.
 The great investment of the Basque government in technological in-
novation and its strong support to face environmental challenges has been 
widely recognized. The most recent award has come from the European 
Commission, appointing Vitoria-Gasteiz as the European Green Capital 
for 2012.
 Vitoria-Gasteiz is well-known for its environmental strategies, its 
highly controlled and well-planned growth, and its high quality of life and 
urban fabric. The city has one of the highest incomes per capita in Spain, 
and its rate of unemployment is much lower than the national average. It 
has the largest industrial area in the north of Spain, where factories like 
Michelin and Mercedes-Benz, now developing the first electric car in Eu-
rope, are the most recognized at the international level.
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 During the last thirty years, social, ecological, and environmental is-
sues have been key factors in guiding the city to what it is today. In the late 
1980s Mayor José Ángel Cuerda, with the support of all the political par-
ties, created the CEA (Environmental Studies Center), a public municipal 
organization in charge of research and education on environmental issues. 
This showed extraordinary enthusiasm for the emergent ideas and strate-
gies that were then being carried out in the sustainability field. With an 
interdisciplinary technical team of more than twenty specialists, the CEA 
became a pioneer municipal structure, designing the basis for a more sus-
tainable future in Vitoria-Gasteiz, just as was happening with Curitiba, 
Brazil, at that time.
 The UN Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de 
Janeiro in 1992 and the Aalborg Charter of 1995 meant strategic and inte-
gral support, in a global context, to the environmental initiatives in Vito-
ria. Vitoria-Gasteiz was the first Spanish city to sign the Aalborg Charter 
and also the first to design a local Agenda 21. Issues including hydrology, 
pollution, noise, and energy were being taken into account in an integral 
manner. This process has enjoyed a great deal of support ever since. It has 
become a leading development in the city and has been reinforced by the 
pride of its citizens, helping to ensure its success.
 Of these strategies, the greenbelt has been the most successful in 
terms of social acceptance and international recognition (see figure 7.2, 
page 161). The restored areas in the peri-urban fringe of the city that make 
up the greenbelt are highly regarded by citizens as they enjoy these spaces 
in their daily walks (the most popular pastime in Vitoria). It is due to the 

Figure 7.1 Vitoria-Gasteiz was among the first European cities to sign the Aalborg 
Charter. Credit: CEA (Environmental Studies Center).
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traditional management of the relationship between the city and the coun-
tryside that Vitoria-Gasteiz has been able to maintain a sustainable bal-
ance over the years. Most of the agricultural and forestry landscapes of the 
region are owned by rural communities distributed all over the territory, 
and historically have been managed by the Provincial Council. The woods, 
prairies, and wetlands that sustain and make up the greenbelt are publicly 
owned.
 The management of public land has had an enormous influence on 
ecological policies today. Our ancestors showed us what sustainability was 
about by preserving the natural resources that we enjoy today, despite the 
poverty and devastating famines suffered by Spain historically.

First Steps toward Ecological Planning:  
The Urban Fringe

With a population of almost 240,000 people, the Municipality of Vitoria-
Gasteiz covers an area of almost twenty-eight thousand hectares and is the 
largest in the Basque Country. It is located in a wide valley of fertile land 
watered by the River Zadorra and edged by extensive forested mountains. 
This environment provides the backdrop for the medieval quarter of the 
city, originally situated on a hill of marl soil, called La Llanada (or plains 
of Alava), on which the capital is situated. The valley boasts an enormous 
hydrological network of rivers and streams that fill two reservoirs (a water 
supply for 1.8 million people) and a large, deep aquifer. It has the highest 
biodiversity index of the region. The reasons for this are twofold, namely, 
its transitional geographical position between the Mediterranean and Eu-
rosiberian biogeographies, and the large proportion of publicly managed 
land.
 In the late 1980s, the CEA highlighted the characteristics of this land-
scape that should be focused on for environmental planning purposes: a 
compact city, peri-urban areas, the agricultural matrix, and the natural 
mountain systems.

A COMPACT CITY

The slow, controlled growth of the population and the special care taken 
in planning issues had given shape to a well-defined, compact city until 
the 1950s. During the 1960s and 1970s agricultural and farming traditions 
changed as a result of heavy industrialization and an extraordinary in-
crease in population levels. In less than twenty years, the city doubled in 
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size (in both population and land mass) and new industrial areas were cre-
ated on its outskirts, attracted by lower land prices and the proximity to 
communications infrastructures and the river.
 During the economic crisis of the 1980s, special efforts were made to 
restore urban cohesion, and restrictions were placed on any further expan-
sion. Bold efforts were also made to improve social services: the first and 
exemplary network of civic centers was established in order to provide a 
full range of services in every neighborhood (sports, schools, health care 
centers, etc.), and green areas and plazas were planned and designed to 
play a fundamental role in social integration. As a result, Vitoria-Gasteiz is 
known for its high environmental quality and its clear separation between 
the urban fabric and the countryside, including a large expanse of parks 
and tree-lined avenues that make it one of the greenest cities in Spain, and 
also structure it with great connections to the surrounding areas.

PERI-URBAN AREAS

Despite the success in creating a compact city, the process of heavy indus-
trialization had a great impact on the peri-urban areas of the city, reducing 
their ecological value and increasing the size of marginal spaces due to the 
expected changes in land uses from agricultural to urban or industrial uses. 
This led to critical social and economic changes, as the countryside was 
highly devalued.
 In the late 1980s there was still a series of seminatural, mostly aban-
doned and highly degraded areas on the urban fringe. Despite being sub-
jected to great urban and human pressures, they still maintained valuable 
spaces with great potential for “framing” the urban core, acting as an eco-
tone between the city and the surrounding countryside. This is what has 
come to be known as the greenbelt.

THE AGRICULTURAL MATRIX

Almost 40% of the municipality is made up of farmland (almost 108 km2), 
complemented by a series of sixty-three small villages that represent 2% 
of the population (almost five thousand inhabitants). Most of these vil-
lages are very well integrated into the rural landscape with carefully de-
signed caserios (Basque rural houses) and traditional churches.
 The position of the municipality on an extensive aquifer provides this 
area with a large network of rivers and streams. All of them drain into 
the main river, the Zadorra, connecting the Alava plains with the Mediter-
ranean valley of the River Ebro. This ecological corridor defines and feeds 
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the entire agricultural plain. Unfortunately, both urban development and 
agriculture have reduced the riversides, and some tributaries have become 
much degraded or even absorbed by the sewage systems.
 In addition to the agricultural land, there are a number of important 
island woods, small, natural relicts spread throughout the municipality 
that preserve the historical and natural memory of the region. Although 
they have been reduced, many of them remain as a reminder of the plains 
of Alava that were once covered with oak forests. These are areas of great 
biodiversity within the agricultural matrix.

THE NATURAL MOUNTAIN SYSTEMS

On the outer limits of the municipality, another 40% of the land is made 
up of a series of mountain ranges with forests and grazing meadows of 
great ecological and landscape value. Both the mountain ranges of Badaya 
and Arrato (west) and Vitoria (south) are publicly owned and full of native, 
leafy species of trees. The latter constitutes the main natural system of the 
municipality with high importance for conservation, given its great bo-
tanical and faunal value and its source of the main rivers that run through 
the city toward the River Zadorra.

Solutions within the Framework of Landscape 
Ecological Planning on the Urban Fringe

Following this preliminary analysis made by the CEA, it was understood 
that the areas on the edge of the city were subject to heavy pressure from 
urban developers and also contained the highest proportion of degraded 
areas. As in so many other Spanish cities at that time, the city/country-
side interface was not well resolved and the symptoms of environmen-
tal degradation were clear: shantytowns, illegal vegetable gardens on the 
riverbanks, garbage dumps, abandoned gravel pits, quarries, burnt shrubs 
and forest areas, and all kinds of illegal hunting, fishing, tree felling, cat-
tle breeding, and so forth. All these uncontrolled landfills were coexisting 
with new infrastructures and industry areas, surrounded by brownfield 
sites, vacant and residual spaces, near high-quality landscapes, villages, his-
torical icons, and churches, connected by badly damaged tracks.
 The CEA study came to three main conclusions:

1. Vitoria-Gasteiz had an extensive territory of good ecological 
quality, with large amounts of publicly owned land and a great 
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deal of potential to conserve and enhance the landscape and 
biodiversity. First proposals included one thousand hectares of land 
to be protected as a greenbelt.

2. Vitoria-Gasteiz concentrated its efforts on developing the city 
center, at the expense of the outlying areas of the city. This 
was especially clear on the edges of the city where the levels of 
degradation and environmental hazards were very high, especially 
in areas near the lakes and rivers.

3. Once they had been restored, all these landscapes on the urban 
fringe would be capable of playing an extraordinary role in 
improving the functional ecological networks at a regional scale. 
They could also be used to define the urban model and therefore 
have a positive impact on the quality of life of all city dwellers.

 Initial restoration works focused on those areas that suffered high lev-
els of degradation, or that boasted exemplary natural values. Other factors 
included availability, budgets, social and institutional support, and the edu-
cational and illustrative value of the land and its aptness for public use.
 The first restoration projects began with a very modest budget of ap-
proximately €100,000, and with the help of students and workers partici-
pating in a public employment plan developed during the economic crisis 
of the late 1980s. New peri-urban parks were implemented in the 1990s, 
combining ecological, landscape, environmental, economic, and social fac-
tors. The gravel pits were restored, the public tracks were improved, the 
plowed areas were sowed and planted, and a number of adaptations were 
made for public use in more highly frequented areas—almost always at 
points of contact with the city.

The Greenbelt Strategy: Toward a Greener City

It was in the early 1990s when the CEA launched the plan to create an en-
tire green peri-urban system. Although it was seen as an overall solution 
to the problem of the degraded areas between the city and the countryside, 
it was soon realized that the benefits of this restoration went far beyond 
ecological and social improvement. It was a multifunctional strategy with 
the aim of introducing landscape ecology concepts into planning decisions.
 The networks of ecological connectivity that were created with the 
greenbelt formed the core of this ecological planning strategy. It was nec-
essary at that time to “attack” the causes of territorial fragmentation by 
enhancing biological connectivity.
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 The first proposal for the greenbelt in 1995 was defined by the main 
natural systems: a river that marks the boundary of the city to the north 
(Zadorra), a mountain system to the south, and a drainage system with 
small rivers and streams to the east and west of the city. Moreover, there 
were a number of small “island woods” (Armentia and Zabalgana) and 
a consolidated peri-urban park with its traditional procession and popu-
lar festivities (Olarizu). A few decades ago, a number of drained wetlands 
(Salburua), before being occupied by farming land, had provided habitats 
for communities of plants and animals, and played a regulatory role by 
helping to control flooding, so there was considerable support for their 
recovery. Despite the fact that many of these spaces were degraded, there 
was huge potential for their recovery.

Implementing the Greenbelt Strategy: Main Projects  
and Functions

In addition to restoration actions, key planning tasks were introduced in 
order to assess alternatives and projects in the spaces that were experienc-
ing the greatest development pressure. A broad range of functions were 
gradually added to the strategy as the greenbelt started to become reality.

Figure 7.2 Greenbelt of Vitoria-Gasteiz. Credit: CEA.
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REGULATING THE HYDROLOGICAL SYSTEM

As in so many other cities, successive expansions had been made at the 
expense of the water meadows, in this case of the River Zadorra and its 
small tributaries that run down the forested mountains of Vitoria. Five of 
these streams had been embedded into the sewage system as they entered 
the city. Two critical aspects came together:

urban drainage system meant an excessive volume of water for 
treatment.

flooding hazards in the urban area, and even led to the dumping of 
dirty water in the main river at critical points.

 In addition, two of the main industrial areas were laid out on the Za-
dorra floodplains during the 1970s, and they suffered greatly from regular 
flooding episodes. There was a great deal of controversy at the beginning 
of the 1990s when, in order to avoid the frequent economic consequences 
of the river overflowing, the Basque government and the Provincial Coun-
cil of Alava proposed to transform the river into a large concrete channel.
 This project was rejected outright by the citizens because of the criti-
cal environmental and social impact, which forced the authorities to try 
other, more imaginative ways of resolving the conflicting degradation and 
hazards. Detailed hydraulic and ecological restoration studies led to much 
“greener” functional solutions. But the most important achievement was 
the decision not to develop the floodable areas on the right bank of the 
river (figure 7.3). This would allow the establishment of a boundary for 
urban growth and the preservation of agricultural areas, which would also 
serve as natural separation pools when needed.
 An integrated plan was launched in 2001 with the aim of prevent-
ing the river from bursting its banks, recovering the fluvial ecosystem, 
and ensuring the continuity of the northern sections of the greenbelt. The 
project affects a surface area of 251 hectares over a distance of thirteen ki-
lometers and comprises five phases and a large number of actions. Some of 
these have been already undertaken, mainly relating to the environmental 
restoration of the riverbank and to the implementation of pathways. In 
2005 the first stage of the hydraulic equipment installation was launched, 
affecting 1,300 meters of the canal. As of 2011, eighty-two hectares have 
been successfully recovered, conciliating the different aims of hydraulic 
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corrections, ecological restoration, and social involvement. The natural 
conditions of the River Zadorra have been restored and preserved, in part 
due to its inclusion as a vital corridor in the European Ecological Network 
Natura 2000 as a Site of Community Importance.
 Back in 1989 there were very ambitious proposals for other floodable 
area in the eastern part of the city, known as Salburua. These proposals in-
cluded theme parks or golf courses. Fortunately, these were never realized. 
Instead, research on the history, evolution, and identity of Salburua helped 
to support the more ecological and economic alternative of restoration to 
its original conditions.
 Before these wetlands had been drained to support farming in the 
1850s, they provided habitats for communities of plants and animals and 
helped to control flooding. Once the agricultural drainage system was cut 
off, the wetlands were naturally reborn. The high quality of the park and 

Figure 7.3 Multiple projects for ecological regeneration and hydraulic adaptation 
have been implemented over the last few years. The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz is 
situated over a huge underground aquifer, and the adequate management of the 
water has been of great importance for recognizing the “tangible” values of the 
greenbelt. Credit: CEA.
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its high level of biodiversity led to its inclusion in the Ramsar Convention 
on wetlands in 2002, and it is one of the most important wetlands in the 
Basque Country, only three kilometers from the city center and with the 
highest rates of visitors, especially bird-watchers (figure 7.4).
 Most of the investments made to create this park came from Euro-
pean Union funds, since the complex served a great natural hydraulic role. 
The wetlands take the overflow from two of the streams coming from the 
south and both purify the aquifer and reduce the high economic impact, 
especially on the nearby industrial areas. The two streams were redirected 
to the River Zadorra so they no longer ran through the sewage system.

CREATING CONNECTIONS, IMPROVING ACCESSIBILITY, AND INTEGRATING PUBLIC  
USE IN NATURAL SURROUNDINGS

One of the initial goals of the greenbelt was to seek a harmonious compro-
mise between ecological tasks and social use. A network of pathways and 
walks was implemented within each new park of the greenbelt, allowing 
people to enjoy, recognize the value of, and protect these newly restored 
areas.
 The long-held tradition among the inhabitants of Vitoria-Gasteiz of 
going for walks plays a very important role in the success of the greenbelt. 
Walkers made use of the newly created or restored routes immediately, 
and multiple educational and sporting activities helped to reinforce the 
citizens’ identification with the greenbelt.
 It has been demonstrated that people can collaborate actively in the 
work of conservation, acting as de facto watchdogs of the spaces crossed by 
tracks, substituting for or complementing formal monitoring services. This 
also obliges us to be more careful with the maintenance of these spaces and 
to be especially vigilant.

PROMOTING PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE MOBILITY

The implementation of the different parks and walks along the greenbelt 
increased demand for better accessibility from the city. In 2003 work be-
gan on the Urban Pathways Plan to guarantee an adequate connection of 
the city center and suburbs to the greenbelt parks. An entire network was 
designed by means of quality radial urban axes for pedestrian or cyclist 
mobility. All the planned paths are now available for use, but many await 
specific improvements. Each urban pathway also connects main urban ar-
eas such as plazas, parks, civic centers, sports facilities, and schools. These 
pathways lead to information points about the other sporting, leisure, 
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environmental, and educational activities that can be pursued along the 
greenbelt.
 These pathways complement a free bicycle-lending service, managed 
by the city council. The inauguration ceremony for this service in 2004 
was attended by a large number of institutional representatives (e.g., the 
Minister for the Environment, the President of the Senate, the Mayor, the 
Delegate of the Basque government, the President of the Environmental 
Studies Center, the President of the Caja Vital Savings Bank), since it was 
the first system of its kind in Spain. This scheme has been very successful, 
with more than 50,000 users and around 155,000 uses in 2009 (425 uses 
per day). Users only have to show their ID card the first time at one of the 
seventeen lending points (civic centers, tourist offices, etc.) and enjoy for a 
few hours one of the three hundred bicycles available.
 The great increase in bicycle users over recent years, together with 
the city–countryside connections demanded by the greenbelt users, have 
given impetus to the promotion of alternative forms of mobility (figure 
7.5). As a result, a new Plan for Sustainable Mobility and Public Space was 
launched in 2006 in order to promote public transportation, to improve 

Figure 7.4 Only a twenty-minute walk from the city center, the Salburua 
wetlands have become a hotspot on bird migration routes, as several species choose 
this area to stop for shelter or even for breeding. Credit: Quintas.



Figure 7.5 The success of the Paseo de la Senda in connecting the city center with 
the countryside—today’s greenbelt—has been a great reference for the new Plan 
for Sustainable Mobility. Credit: Quintas.
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pedestrian accessibility and quality of urban spaces by reducing car use 
and presence on the streets, and to implement an ambitious network of 
bikeways and walkways of around 150 kilometers (91 kilometers are al-
ready in use today).

REASSESSING AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND PRESERVING  
RURAL LANDSCAPES

It was in 1997 when the Olarizu meadows and prairies were added to the 
greenbelt. The headquarters of CEA were placed in the rehabilitated “house 
of the meadows,” which has become a focal point for educational activi-
ties on environmental and ecological issues, as well as an urban planning 
watchdog for the introduction of sustainable issues on decision making.
 Another great project implemented in this area is the Environmental 
Park, known today as the Market Gardens (figure 7.6). The central activity 
of this park is ecological horticulture, with the intention of creating a place 
for people over fifty-five years old who are interested in growing healthy 
foods in a pleasant, social atmosphere.
 More than one hundred vegetable gardens are in use in the Market 
Gardens, including a community garden in which users can develop their 
practical skills. The initiative became so popular that fifteen hectares of 
ecological horticulture facilities were added at the north of the city in the 
Zadorra River Park. Work began in 2006 designing a system with a capac-
ity for 250 gardens to promote ecological agriculture to farmers of all ages. 
This project was 100% financed by the Izartu Program of the Basque gov-
ernment, with urban rehabilitation objectives and funds. The project has 
played an important role in connecting socially neighboring districts.
 Another space of about fifteen hectares is being designed to promote 
ecological agriculture among young farmers on the adjoining land, prop-
erty of the town hall. A more ambitious strategy will be designed to in-
clude quality agricultural spaces (agronomic or landscape) closer to the 
city, in order to make it possible to bring fresh food to urban consumers 
and familiarize city dwellers with the principles of ecological production.

INCREASING BIODIVERSITY AND BIOCAPACITY

The restoration of degraded areas has brought about a significant increase 
in biodiversity. In fact, this is one of the main reasons why most of these 
initially threatened areas are now protected. The aim of the INBIOS proj-
ect (a Spanish program to improve local biodiversity) currently under 
way in the greenbelt is to increase the numbers of species in danger of 
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extinction and improve their habitats, such as through the reintroduction 
of the European mink.
 A new project is also being implemented, designed as a showcase 
of European ecosystems. This includes a seedbed for the preservation of 
continental native species under the threat of extinction. The Olarizu Bo-
tanical Garden of European Threatened Woods is the only one of its kind 
in Spain and covers fifty hectares of land. Besides the conservation aims, 
these ecosystems will be used for education and for scientific research.
 One of the goals of the restoration projects in the greenbelt is to en-
courage the participation of city dwellers in reforestation activities. The 
campaign “Adopt a Tree and Grow with It” began in 1996, and more than 
twelve thousand schoolchildren and hundreds of adults have planted more 
than forty thousand trees and bushes. The increase in the plant canopy 
favors biodiversity and mixed landscapes, but also works on climate and 
environmental regulation by increasing biocapacity rates.

CONDITIONING URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN

Back in 1998, when the municipal government began to outline the crite-
ria for revising the General Urban Development Plan, the greenbelt had 

Figure 7.6 The Market Gardens of Vitoria-Gasteiz provide horticultural education 
and facilities, integrating agricultural activities right next to the city. Credit: CEA.
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just come into existence. The undoubted soundness of this project had pro-
voked a great deal of debate about matters of significance for cities, such as 
compact development versus urban sprawl, building density and sustain-
ability, alternatives for mobility, water management, and the city/country 
binomial.
 The physical consolidation of the strategy was helped greatly by a 
photomontage of the proposed greenbelt that was posted everywhere, to-
gether with the external recognition and the social acceptance of the spaces 
that were under restoration. The greenbelt project began before the areas 
planned for new urban expansion were finally approved in 2003. Conse-
quently, the spaces reserved as parks and corridors for ecological connec-
tivity were incorporated as structural elements and key aspects of the new 
urban development. This has been possible thanks to the fact that a high 
percentage of the population has become familiar with the importance of 
urban ecology and ecological connectivity.

PROVIDING ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Initially, this green icon generated some fear in the real estate sector, 
where it was seen as a corset around the city, a restriction on future urban 
growth. The economic benefits relating to ecological planning are widely 
recognized. The greenbelt has helped the image of the areas nearby, and 
it is clear that real estate promoters have improved their sales by taking 
advantage of the proximity of their new buildings to these natural spaces. 
In fact, the main urban developments to the west and east of the city bear 
the names of the parks of the greenbelt that preceded them: Zabalgana and 
Salburua, respectively. Other sectors, like the tourist industry, look on the 
greenbelt as a feature that attracts new visitors to the city.
 But support from private investments has not yet become part of the 
strategy. Designing new methods of including them in stewardship ini-
tiatives or promoting private funds would be another way to achieve the 
goals of the greenbelt.

The Main Threats and the Issues on Hold

Most of the intense work was carried out during the first fifteen years 
of the greenbelt (1990–2005). During that time, several well-funded pres-
sures threatened the greenbelt. These included shopping centers, theme 
parks, golf courses, luxury low-density residential areas, and gray infra-
structure, all of them planned for development without considering eco-
logical principles or sustainability.
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 But the most aggressive problems have cropped up during the last ten 
years. The rapid urbanization process has caused the city to double in size 
in just a few years. The last urban industrial expansion approved in 2003 
involved a considerable increase in the amount of developed land (almost 
ten million square meters—increasing from 1,800 hectares in 1998 to 
3,300 in 2009) and in the number of new houses (more than forty thou-
sand), all in a compact city model that still resists the temptation to sprawl 
over its extensive neighboring agricultural lands. The need for these ex-
pansions has been questioned as the population grew only 8% during this 
period. It is a very critical situation now that we are in a housing recession.
 Even with an Urban Plan that broadly accepts ecological viewpoints, 
it must be understood that the urban development processes are in them-
selves very traumatic in terms of ecological impact. Those parts of the 
greenbelt in direct contact with the new expansions that were not yet im-
plemented, suffered from the conflict between different departments, espe-
cially Housing and Environment, and from a lack of understanding of the 
meaning of integrating ecological criteria in urbanization projects (figure 
7.7).

RECENT URBAN EXPANSION AND ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY IN PRACTICE

Studies of the most sensitive contact areas, mainly the fluvial connectors 
on the east and west sides of the city, identified the representative species 
and their primary characteristics. It is clear that however conscientious we 
may be in the development of the Urban Partial Plans, any longitudinal 
connecting spaces that we design may be very complicated for species as 
sensitive as the European mink.
 The landscape studies performed on sensitive areas of contact at-
tempted to emphasize the need for urban development projects to respect 
the philosophy of ecological connectivity and of public use. Unfortu-
nately, experience tells us that the implementation of road infrastructure 
has much more political weight in urban design than do green ecological 
corridors.
 Another example of phenomenon is the proposal for “extra-urban” 
growth in the south. The southern areas of the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz have 
always been coveted by urban development promoters because of their ex-
cellent strategic conditions: the quality of the existing urban development 
south of the railway line, in an environment with large sports facilities 
and the university buildings of the Alava campus of the University of the 
Basque Country on the one hand, and the nearness of the mountains of 
Vitoria on the other.
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 A few months following the approval of the Urban Plan, new private 
residential sectors were proposed, including a new bypass. Almost imme-
diately, a new proposal came out to build 6,200 more homes in the same 
area, between the new road that had been designed outside the plan and 
the consolidated city. This area was classified as agricultural land and had a 
high risk of flooding.
 It was then that it became necessary to work on new defensive strate-
gies against threats to the ecological and functional connectivity between 
the greenbelt and the mountains of Vitoria. Emphasis was placed on the 
need to avoid flooding as well as on the ecological qualities of the space. 
After a great deal of debate during 2007, Mayor Alfonso Alonso made 
public the decision of the town hall: “The southern part of the city should 
be a large natural park.” This political commitment has halted the urban 
stakeholders’ expectations in sensitive areas. Today, this area of more than 
fifteen thousand hectares is in the process of being declared an official nat-
ural park by the Basque government.

Figure 7.7 Fierce battles have been fought against urbanization processes  
during the most speculative decade in Spain’s history. The greenbelt has been 
subjected to multiple pressures along its thirty-five-kilometer perimeter. Credit: 
CEA.
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THE “PULSE” BETWEEN THE CITY AND THE COUNTRYSIDE

After twenty years of working on the greenbelt strategy, we have come to 
call it a “history of pulses.” Under this denomination, we underline two 
different viewpoints: a constantly growing pulse of life, as the different 
areas were being restored, connected with one another, and growing as 
a living system, on the one hand; and a constant battle between two op-
posing forces, the natural forces (always present, especially through the 
water system) and the forces of urbanization and transformation (always 
in search of new areas for expansion in natural and rural surroundings).
 The greenbelt of Vitoria-Gasteiz, with its approximately thirty-five-
kilometer perimeter, was and still is a source of permanent conflict be-
tween opposing interests. Although it may seem obvious, it is important 
to highlight this question. Conventional urban development and ecological 
connectivity are matters that, a priori, do not go well together in Spain. It 
is true that several exemplary actions have been developed in these areas 
at the edge of the city, but there is still a long way to go.
 Among the one thousand hectares planned in the greenbelt project, 
almost 80% are already in use in 2011. The 20% that remain will need to 
allow real connections at those points where the parks are crossed by infra-
structures. There are also still a number of streams and lakes to be included 
in the hydrological regulation plan for the city. The greenbelt is a living 
part of the city, evolving and changing, and the very next step will be for 
the implementation of a specific legal planning policy as a tool to preserve 
and guarantee its maintenance in the future as a green infrastructure.

The Greenbelt: From an Urban to a Regional Scale

The Potential for an Urban Green Infrastructure System

The greenbelt finds its full meaning when providing multifunctional solu-
tions for the city, and it is time to expand its philosophy inward, toward 
the urban core. In agreement with the European Commission, urban green 
infrastructures will play a significant role in the coming decades to make 
cities more livable, more sustainable, and more resilient despite the global 
challenges we are facing.
 The first steps have been taken in Vitoria-Gasteiz by extending the 
marketplaces of the greenbelt to community gardens in different neigh-
borhoods, and by promoting nonmotorized mobility with the urban 
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pathways and the bike-lending system. Public participation in the refor-
estation of outlying parks could be extended to urban streets, avenues, and 
plazas. Furthermore, research and proposals for an inner greenbelt are cur-
rently under way, directly promoted by the present mayor, Javier Maroto. 
We believe citizens are ready for a new initiative, and the planning and 
design of an urban green infrastructural system could kick off a new way 
of looking for potential within the city.
 Vacant spaces, brownfield sites, gray infrastructures, rooftops, “patios” 
within blocks, new expansions on hold, and several more areas are waiting 
for creative solutions that could introduce biodiversity and enrich urban 
life with more complex and attractive urban spaces (figure 7.8). The com-
bination of ecologically based planning, design, and management could 
definitely bring about a change of scenario in the urban core and adapt the 
real demand to a time of crisis.

Toward a Bioregional Green Infrastructure: The Ecological 
Network in Alava Province

The municipality of Vitoria-Gasteiz represents almost 10% of the land of 
the province of Alava, and as the largest urban center (with 75% of the 
population living here) it exerts a vital influence throughout the region. 
The great success of the greenbelt strategy has been possible due to the 
collaboration and coordination of major regional strategies that go hand in 
hand with the conservation of the whole territory.
 The greenbelt is part of a wider region, a living system that finds its 
sources of sustenance in the greater natural and ecological systems. In or-
der to keep a healthy greenbelt, connections with the main supplying areas 
and natural corridors must be preserved. This is proving to be possible 
thanks to several initiatives and strategies being implemented at a regional 
level by the Provincial Council of Alava. The sharing of common conser-
vation criteria and aims has helped to highlight and protect the value of 
these landscapes.

REGIONAL THREATS: FRAGMENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS

Intense debates have arisen over the last twenty years throughout the re-
gion about a large number of regional plans for the Basque Country and 
the Alava province itself. Most of them include the capital and its mu-
nicipality for their central and strategic position on the Paris-Madrid- 
Lisbon communications corridor. Away from its natural inherited resources, 



Figure 7.8 The greenbelt starts to enter the consolidated city in order to 
impregnate it with its values. There is great potential to increase urban biodiversity 
and biocapacity rates. Credit: Quintas.
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many entrepreneurs see this territory as the “flat and vacant lands” of the 
Basque Country. They do not see the value of the land. Farmlands, which 
are currently without economic prospects for the future, are considered 
“utterly useless” in these policies. The review and critical analysis of many 
of these plans has helped us to propose more ecological planning schemes 
that go beyond the boundaries of the municipality.

THE CONSERVATION STRATEGY IN ALAVA: TOWARD A REAL  
ECOLOGICAL NETWORK

It is within this context that the Ecological Network thrives. It was con-
sidered at that time to be of vital interest to make a decided push toward 
more sustainable territorial planning, coherent with the propositions of 
the European Regional Strategy or with the initiatives promoted by the 
Council of Europe relating to the Pan-European Ecological Network and 
the European Landscape Convention. Thus a number of strategies were 
promoted by the Environment Department of the Provincial Council of 
Alava and by the Environmental Studies Center of Vitoria-Gasteiz for 
each of the targets. The goal was to include a detailed characterization of 
essential ecological elements, functions, and processes in the current plans 
and especially in any new developments, as well as to guarantee the con-
servation and restoration of key ecological systems, and curb in this way 
the loss of biodiversity and the progressive degradation of the landscape. 
Several protection levels have been implemented for this purpose (see table  
7.1).
 All of them target clear, long-lasting changes that allow a positive 
evaluation of their contribution to the general sustainability conditions, 
these being understood to represent an appreciable improvement in the 
living conditions of the population in their day-to-day life. Within this 
contribution, special attention should be given to the new legal frame-
works developed that guarantee the network’s applicability, validity, and 
stability in time.
 Parallel to this and in the light of the excellent results obtained, new, 
complementary programs, plans, and projects have been added. All of these 
come within the same line of “regional valuation” in an area with extraor-
dinary resources and potential, in order to aspire seriously to planning its 
future in terms of greater sustainability.
 The Greenways Plan should be highlighted for its importance within 
this conservation strategy. This plan involves an extensive network of 
walkways and paths that crisscross the territory. Its aim is to cater to the 
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walking or cycling activities so popular in our territory. The network has 
also been designed to connect and extend the urban pathways in Vitoria-
Gasteiz and the walks along the greenbelt with the main rural settlements 
and the largest natural areas.
 The paths that follow old railway tracks, traditional cattle migration 
trails, historical pilgrim routes like Saint James’s Way, and several other 
ancient routes associated with cultural activities are being restored to com-
plete and connect the historical heritage and inherited cultural values. New 
routes have also been added to the network, such as the one that runs 
around the reservoir, as they are given preferential treatment not only for 
the benefits to our health, but also for the contribution that these activities 
make to the conservation of our landscapes.
 Today, there are numerous projects to enhance public accessibility to 
natural and cultural locations of interest, involving private entrepreneurs 
and community organizations. This network and a plan for its “defense” 
are in the pipeline. Specific protection and planning policies are being car-
ried out for over 1,100 kilometers of nonmotorized routes.
 Among all the aims included in this plan, we can find the contribution 
to satisfying the growing demand for places for expansion and leisure in 
contact with nature, on the one hand, and the reinforcement of the func-
tional and identity links of the population with their region, especially of 
city dwellers. There is an underlying will to encourage our citizens to get 
involved in decision-making processes that affect the landscape through 

Table 7.1 Conservation strategy in Alava province

 1998 2011

Network of protected natural spaces 18,824 hectares   31,201 hectares
Natural parks 2   5
Protected biotopes 0   2
Singular trees 0 11
Ramsar wetlands 0   4
European Ecological Network Natura 2000          0 hectares   79,936 hectares
Special protected areas for birds 0   4
Sites of community importance 0 25
Catalogue of singular and outstanding landscapes          0 hectares 173,584 hectares
Singular landscapes 0   6
Outstanding landscapes 0 56
Ecological Corridors Network          0 hectares   88,000 hectares
Territorial protection areas in the regional plan          0 hectares 136,280 hectares
Green routes  36 km 1,100 km
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the promotion of information, education, and participative processes (fig-
ure 7.9).
 Special importance is being placed on the largest green route included 
in the plan, as this connects the most beautiful landscapes that can be seen 
from the top of the mountains that surround the plains of Alava. The 
Shepherds’ Route is an easy mountain itinerary of more than four hun-
dred kilometers (66% of it goes through protected natural areas). As an in-
terregional project, it is now being coordinated by the different Provincial 
Councils and with the economic support of the Spanish Ministry for the 
Environment for its implementation.
 The International Union for Conservation of Nature has placed great 
importance on this conservation strategy, as it is understood that this is a 
“hinge area” for the ecological connectivity of two large mountain sys-
tems: the Cantabrian Mountains and the Pyrenees, which are included in 
their Mountain Corridor Initiative to connect these areas with the Massif 
Central and Western Alps. The province of Alava joined this initiative in 
2005, understanding the importance of social and ecological connectivity.

Figure 7.9 The Greenways Network constitutes an essential tool in the 
conservation strategy toward territorial defense and social valorization. Credit: 
CEA.
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THE UPLAND RING: A GREAT NEW ICON FOR THE BIOREGIONAL  
CONSERVATION STRATEGY

Under the title “Upland Ring and Functional Ecological Network,” the 
work done in the bioregion of Central Alava was selected as a Good Sus-
tainability Practice and awarded with the highest score to represent Spain 
at the international competition held by UN-HABITAT in 2010. This as-
sessment as best Spanish practice in “sustainable management of natural 
resources, the relationship between the city and the natural environment, 
and sustainable regional development” is a fitting tribute to the impor-
tant and commendable work of the Provincial Council over the last fifteen 
years.
 Natural and cultural heritage, intangible and identity values, come to-
gether and intermingle in the Upland Ring. Each one of the parts of this 
harmonious ensemble is of great intrinsic value, but it is the overall, global 
vision that allows us to see its true worth: cultural and historical land-
scapes, splendid nature, ethnography, ancient traditions, and customs come 
together in a combination that might well become a UNESCO Biosphere 
Reserve one day.
 As a territorial matrix that guarantees the survival and health of bio-
logical processes and cycles, the Upland Ring may be used as an example to 
help us imagine a functional region in which sustainability proposals are 
ambitious and carried out in a serious and credible manner. The ecologi-
cal planning strategies developed in Central Alava may therefore repre-
sent the first step toward a bioregion model for innovation and good urban 
and territorial sustainability practices. The territorial planning of the area 
around Vitoria-Gasteiz cannot but recognize such a palpable reality.

Conclusion: Toward a Desirable Future

The history of the greenbelt is a story not only of diligent, painstaking 
care but also of struggle. In almost a military sense, it could be said that 
it has been developed with a strategic need to keep on moving forward, in 
both time and space, to stay ahead of urban transformations.
 Taking landscape ecology principles into account in the planning and 
design of the greenbelt has given a permanent counterthrust to regular 
urban planning. The greenbelt is indeed a physical reality today, but it is 
also “a way of doing things.” This fragile peri-urban system and the city 
are still two different realities that do indeed coexist and should be directly 
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integrated. We believe that this should be a desirable and feasible step to-
ward making real progress. It would be perfectly possible for the greenbelt 
to be consolidated as an integrated system in the ecological network of its 
bioregion, from where it is “sustained.”
 On the other hand, a healthy greenbelt, as a regulator of the essen-
tial processes for the life of sensible species in harmony with responsible 
public use, is already an enormous heritage, enriching urban resilience 
and improving the quality of life of city dwellers. This vital system should 
move into the urban core, enriching it with the most valuable function: 
life in its diversity. This means going back to its own essence, to the prin-
ciples that inspired the strategy of the greenbelt: landscape ecology, social 
integration, balanced land use distribution, and, above all, full awareness 
and respect for our region, the rural landscape where we all come from and 
which we all need, today perhaps more than ever.
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City Background and Context

A History of Immigration and Change

London is an ancient and complex city with layers of history. The Romans 
founded the city shortly after the invasion of England in a.d. 43. They 
built a bridge over the River Thames and created Londinium on the north-
ern banks of the river. This was a small fortified city of some 350 acres, and 
remains of the Roman walls are still standing.
 The city has seen immigration from Europe probably continuously 
since the Romans, including the Saxons, the French (the Norman Con-
quest in 1066), waves of Huguenots, then Jews, and in the 20th century 
Afro-Caribbean and Asian populations, followed more recently by eastern 
Europeans after the expansion of the European Union. This has led to Lon-
don becoming one of the most diverse and multicultural capital cities in 
the world with over 250 languages spoken.
 The physical fabric of the city evolved often in response to dramatic 
events. The Great Fire of London in 1666 destroyed some thirteen thou-
sand houses and eighty-seven churches, leaving ninety thousand people 
homeless. The houses were built of timber and were tightly configured 
within the medieval street pattern, hence the fire spread with devastating 
effect. The subsequent fear of fire led to expansion outside the walled city, 
and timber buildings gave way to brick and stone. Widespread destruction 
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occurred again as a result of the bombing during World War II; this mem-
ory is now subtly evoked where the rhythm of London’s long streets of 
identical houses is interrupted by postwar infill. It is a dynamic and ever 
changing city.
 The steady expansion beyond the boundaries of the original walled 
city continued until the 1930s, extending London over an area of 610 
square miles. The 1938 Green Belt Act was established to protect the 
countryside at the edges of the city and put a stop to further suburban 
sprawl by creating a green cordon around London. Development within 
the greenbelt is very restrictive, and any proposals must demonstrate a 
real benefit that outweighs the loss of greenbelt land. As a result, much of 
Outer London remains a patchwork of countryside and small villages.
 Already in Victorian times it was recognized that London needed coor-
dination of strategic functions, and an ambitious municipal authority was 
established in 1889, the London County Council (LCC). It was an elected 
body with wide-ranging powers for education, housing, transport, fire, and 
flood, to name but a few. The LCC built social housing that survives to-
day. It was replaced in 1965 by the Greater London Council (GLC), which 
was given a larger geographical authority. This body was also elected, and 
its most famous leader was Ken Livingstone. In the 1980s, however, the 
Labour-controlled GLC, headed by Livingstone, was so at odds with the 
Conservative government of Margaret Thatcher that she resolved to deal 
with the opposition by simply abolishing London’s right to local decision 
making. From 1986 to 2000, London was without any strategic govern-
ment. This meant that there was no effective coordination of development, 
with each of the thirty-three London boroughs making planning deci-
sions without a view to London’s growth as a whole. There was ineffec-
tive transport planning, and public transport investment was severely cut. 
There was no consistency in transport and local highway projects across 
borough boundaries, and pedestrian improvements and cycle lane projects 
regularly ended in the middle of a street, if this happened to be a borough 
boundary. Any strategic decisions were taken by the central government.
 In 1999 the Greater London Authority Act devolved powers to run 
London from the central government to an elected mayor and the Greater 
London Assembly. This led to the establishment of the Greater London 
Authority (GLA). In 2000 Ken Livingstone was elected back to run Lon-
don, this time as its first mayor (he served two terms), and was succeeded 
by Boris Johnson in 2008.
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Physical Characteristics

London is bisected by the River Thames and is distributed more or less 
equally north and south of it. The Thames is a powerful body of water and 
is tidal within most of the London area, with the spring tides rising on av-
erage twenty-two feet at London Bridge. Tidal surges, which used to cause 
periodic and severe flooding, are now controlled by the Thames Barrier 
(opened in 1984), which can be raised to cut off the advance of the North 
Sea tide. The river creates a dynamic and ever changing landscape that 
is the focus for much of the city. Some thirty road, rail, and footbridges 
cross the Thames within London, reflecting evolving architectural styles 
and contributing to local character.
 One of London’s distinctive qualities is that it has evolved from hun-
dreds of small villages and town centers, which still form the focus for 
community and local economies. It has an exceptionally high proportion 
of open space (46%),1 ranging from vast former Royal Parks and hunt-
ing grounds, “commons” that are historically owned by “the people,” and 
town squares that were part of the rich legacy of urban development in the 
18th and 19th centuries (see figure 8.1).
 Transport has, through the ages, also stamped its mark on London, 
leaving a unique heritage. Many Roman roads remain and are recogniz-
able today, as they are generally very long and straight. The Industrial 
Revolution produced a network of canals. The Victorian era saw the con-
struction of a vast network of railways radiating out of London from nu-
merous terminal stations. The 1944 Abercrombie plan for London started a 
strategic highway network, which was implemented in small sections and 
has left a legacy of odd, disconnected flyovers and underpasses.
 The weather is temperate, and though London has a reputation for be-
ing rainy, its annual rainfall is only twenty-three inches (Rome’s is thirty-
three inches). Rain tends to be light drizzle, which means that travel is 
not particularly affected by weather and it is possible to cycle and walk 
year-round.
 London represents 19% of the UK’s GDP and 15% of total UK em-
ployment, though it only has 12% of the UK population.2 Its involvement 
in the world capital markets is matched only by New York and Tokyo, but 
the vast majority of businesses are small- to medium-sized, and over 70% 
of London’s employment is private sector–based, with only 17% in the 
public sector. Manufacturing jobs have dramatically declined since the 
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1970s. Tourism and cultural heritage are an important part of London’s 
economy; the city attracts more than twenty-five million tourists a year 
who spent £16.6 billion in 2009 alone.3 It is expected that there will be 
750,000 more jobs created over the next twenty years. Despite London’s 
economic strength, the city has pockets of deprivation and some of the 
most disadvantaged communities in the entire UK.
 London interestingly saw its population fall because of postwar decen-
tralization, and in 1988 it dropped to a low of 6.7 million. Since then it has 
steadily grown, standing at 7.8 million in 2009,4 and it is expected to rise 
to about 8.9 million by 2031, with the population becoming increasingly 
younger, but also with the proportion of older people increasing.
 Density varies from high in the central area to predominantly low 
in Outer London. The city is primarily low-rise, with high-rise buildings 
concentrated mainly in the City of London and Canary Wharf financial 
districts. Interestingly, however, the Royal Borough of Kensington and 
Chelsea in central London, which has few buildings higher than eight sto-
ries, has a density of 131 people per hectare,5 higher than the average den-
sity of New York City at 102 people per hectare.6

Figure 8.1 It is not difficult to find tranquil open space in central London, such as 
this popular spot in Holland Park. Despite the fact that London has abundant open 
space, the London Plan seeks to add to this by ensuring new development proposals 
include open space within their plans to meet the needs of a growing population. 
Credit: Camilla Ween.
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Travel

Catering to the city’s travel demands is one of London’s greatest chal-
lenges. In 2007 the total number of journeys on an average day in, to, and 
from London was almost twenty-four million;7 this is expected to rise to 
thirty-one million journeys per day by 2025. About one million people 
enter London every day. The rail network expects 20%–30% growth by 
2030. The London Underground carries 3.5 million passenger journeys per 
day, which equates to 1 billion per annum. Every weekday about 5.4 mil-
lion journeys are made on London’s buses.
 To cater the growing demand, transport capacity will need to be en-
hanced wherever possible, but a strong emphasis for the future will be on 
travel demand management, promoting smart travel, walking, and cycling, 
and reducing personal travel by car.
 Traffic congestion was so severe in 2000 that the first London mayor, 
Ken Livingstone, immediately embarked on the design and implementa-
tion of the London congestion charging scheme, aimed at reducing high-
way congestion. This initiative is described in more detail below.

Key Elements of London’s Green City Practice

Ecological Footprint

How cities sustain themselves as access to resources beyond their own 
boundaries diminishes is one of the greatest challenges for the future. In 
the mid-1990s Herbert Girardet estimated that London’s ecological foot-
print (the area of land required to sustain all its activities) was 125 times 
the size of the city itself. A study titled City Limits8 estimated that in the 
year 2000 Londoners consumed forty-nine million tons of materials (6.1 
tons each) and 154,407 MWh of energy, and produced forty-one mil-
lion tons of CO

2
. Less than 1% of London’s energy came from renewable 

sources. Londoners consumed 6.9 million tons of food, 81% of which came 
from outside the UK, and 866 billion liters of water, of which 28% was 
leakage. London produced over twenty-six million tons of waste, of which 
71% went to landfill and only 9% was recycled. Sixty-nine percent of pas-
senger miles were by car.
 This translates to an ecological footprint for London 42 times its bio-
capacity and 293 times its geographical area (roughly twice the size of the 
UK). London’s spatial development strategy, the London Plan (detailed 
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below), aims to change the city’s dependence on distant resources and es-
tablish London as a sustainable city. It is a broad development strategy and 
spatial development plan, which outlines ways to accommodate London’s 
growth sustainably within its boundaries.

Planning Policy: The London Plan

In the United Kingdom there is a clear and consistent hierarchy of leg-
islation. Overarching policy direction is set by the European Union. Na-
tional planning policy is high level and must be in conformity with the 
EU, and regional policy (such as the London Plan) must be in conformity 
with national policy. At the most local level within London, each of the 
thirty-three boroughs must have local development plans (called Local 
Development Frameworks) that must be “in general conformity” with the 
London Plan.
 Creating a strong policy context for growth is central to London’s sus-
tainability approach. The Greater London Authority Act (1999) requires 
the GLA to produce, and keep under review, a spatial development strategy 
for London, known as the London Plan. It should be an overall strategic 
plan, setting out an integrated economic, environmental, transport, and so-
cial framework for the development of London over the next twenty-five 
years. The act of Parliament requires that the London Plan take account of 
three cross-cutting themes; economic development and wealth creation, 
social development (including crime prevention), and improvement of the 
environment. The preparation of the plan requires an Integrated Impact 
Assessment, which includes the legal requirements to carry out a Sustain-
ability Appraisal (this includes a Strategic Environmental Assessment and 
a Habitats Regulation Assessment), and to ensure that health, equality, 
and community safety are properly handled. Prior to a plan being adopted, 
it is subjected to an examination in public, led by an independent panel, 
which scrutinizes the document and reviews comments from interested 
citizens. This process is intended to enable public participation in the plan’s 
preparation, and reflects the principles in the EU Aarhus Convention on 
access to information, public participation, and access to justice in environ-
mental matters. The panel recommends changes that the mayor can con-
sider when finalizing the plan, which is then submitted to the Government 
Office for London, where ministers decide whether to instruct any further 
changes prior to the plan being formally adopted.
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 The first London Plan was published in 2004 and revised in 2008. The 
current London Plan, which sets out the policy to 2031, was adopted in 
2011. It is a comprehensive suite of interrelated policies to support Mayor 
Boris Johnson’s vision for London: “London should: Excel among global 
cities—expanding opportunities for all its people and enterprises, achiev-
ing the highest environmental standards and quality of life and leading the 
world in its approach to tackling the urban challenges of the 21st century, 
particularly that of climate change.”
 The plan sets out to ensure that development is sustainable and that 
climate change is tackled. It seeks to protect London’s natural resources, 
environmental and cultural assets, the health of its people, and to adapt 
to and mitigate the effect of climate change. These are covered in six key 
objectives, ensuring that London is

growth in ways that ensure a sustainable and improving quality of 
life for all Londoners, and helps tackle the huge issue of inequality 
among Londoners, including inequality in health;

and diverse economy and an entrepreneurial spirit that benefits 
all Londoners and all parts of London; a city that is at the leading 
edge of innovation and research; and that is comfortable with—and 
makes the most of—its rich heritage and cultural resources;

which Londoners feel attached, which provides all its residents, 
workers, visitors, and students—whatever their origin, background, 
age, or status—with opportunities to realize and express their 
potential, and a high-quality environment for individuals to enjoy, 
to live in together, and to thrive in;

streets, having the best of modern architecture while also making 
the most of London’s built heritage, and which makes the most of 
and extends its wealth of open and green spaces and waterways, 
realizing its potential for improving Londoners’ health, welfare, 
and development.

locally and globally, taking the lead in tackling climate change, 
reducing pollution, developing a low-carbon economy, and 
consuming fewer resources and using them more effectively;
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jobs, opportunities, and facilities with an efficient and effective 
transport system that actively encourages more walking and 
cycling, makes better use of the Thames, and supports delivery of 
all the objectives of this plan.

LONDON’S PLACES

Mayor Boris Johnson’s vision and objectives will help to create a city that 
comprises strong neighborhoods and delightful spaces (figure 8.2). The 
planning system will ensure that new development is designed to be in-
tegrated, to ensure community diversity and cohesion, to meet the needs 
of people at all stages of life, and to provide a sense of place and security. 
New development should build on existing character or bring new iden-
tity where it is lacking. There is an emphasis on high-quality architecture 
that supports an attractive and legible public realm, streetscape, and wider 
cityscape. There is guidance on the location and design of tall buildings and 
the preservation of heritage assets and archaeology. The mayor has des-
ignated a list of strategic views in the London View Management Frame-
work, which identifies particular views to be protected.
 New development must be and feel safe and secure. This means that 
new development must be resilient against emergencies, including fire, 
flood, weather, and terrorism, and local authorities are expected to provide 
for the spatial aspects of London’s emergency plans. All policies of the plan 
will be implemented in order to reduce noise and support the objectives of 
the Mayor’s Ambient Noise Strategy.
 The greenbelt, the “no-development zone” that encircles London, is 
given the strongest protection, and inappropriate development will be re-
fused. Designated open space within the city, known as Metropolitan Open 
Land (MOL), is given the same level of protection as greenbelt land, and 
development that encroaches on the land will not be permitted. Also, the 
extension of MOL in appropriate circumstances will be supported. Local 
authorities are encouraged to establish clear strategies for the protection, 
promotion, and management of biodiversity, geodiversity, and access to 
nature. Trees and woodland will be protected and enhanced, following the 
guidance in the London Tree and Woodland Framework, and local authori-
ties will be required to develop local Tree Strategies, linked to their local 
Open Space Strategies. Food production within the city is encouraged, par-
ticularly in the greenbelt, but also close to urban centers. Local authorities 
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should protect existing facilities, such as allotments (leased land for grow-
ing vegetables), and identify spaces for the development of community 
gardens and the productive use of green roof space.
 Rivers, canals, ponds, and water reservoirs are being strategically 
linked through the Blue Ribbon Network. Uses of the water space and 
land alongside it will be prioritized for water-related purposes, particularly 
passenger and freight transport and recreation. There is an emphasis on 
restoring unused and silted-up culverts and increasing habitat value. The 
River Thames is an iconic feature of London that is protected, and develop-
ment alongside it requires a Thames Policy Area appraisal.
 Supporting the London Plan is a suite of Supplementary Planning 
Guidance and Best Practice Guides, which provide specific guidance for de-
velopment proposals. These cover a range of topics, including play space 
for young people; accessibility; industrial capacity; housing; sustainable 
design and construction; view management; land for transport functions; 
equity and diversity; health issues; management of the nighttime econ-
omy; biodiversity; use of open space; and better use of supermarket sites.
 A recently published supplementary document is Mayor Johnson’s Air 
Quality Strategy. This sets out innovative measures to reduce emissions 
from road transport (more on that below), and in a radical step toward 

Figure 8.2 This lush canopy over a strategic artery in West London is not atypical, 
but despite this the mayor has committed to an extensive tree-planting campaign. 
Credit: Camilla Ween.
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making the built environment more sustainable, there are new require-
ments to ensure there are no negative impacts on air quality from future 
developments, requiring them to be air quality–neutral or better. Meeting 
these requirements is likely to prove challenging but is seen as important 
to realizing sustainable growth and economic development.
 The 2011 plan puts greater emphasis on collaborative work with local 
authorities that neighbor London as well as those in the London boroughs, 
particularly to integrate London into the wider region of southeastern 
England. To support London’s position as a world city and the economic 
engine of the UK, the mayor is committing to collaborate with neighbor-
ing authorities to develop wider policies that will support the whole re-
gion, particularly in areas of commuting, air travel, skills and education, 
managing resources, and handling waste. The mayor will work with neigh-
bors beyond London to develop nationally recognized growth corridors 
(where they include part of London), and develop complementary strate-
gies that tackle population and economic growth, infrastructure, and cli-
mate change.
 The 2012 Olympic Park area of East London is singled out as the most 
important regeneration project in the city for the next twenty-five years. 
The promised “Olympic Legacy” is to revitalize this low-income area to 
provide a new, vibrant, mixed-use district of London with affordable hous-
ing, a new media and creative industry cluster, excellent social, leisure, 
and open space infrastructure, and exemplary transport links. An Olympic 
Park Legacy Company has been established to ensure that this promise is 
delivered. Completion of the project will arguably establish the London 
Olympics as the most sustainable Olympic games and a model regenera-
tion project.
 Within the London Plan, the city is divided into five subregions, which 
reflect patterns of working and a subregional character. Further, there is 
a concentric subdivision into Outer London, Inner London, and the Cen-
tral Activities Zone, each of which have strategic priorities. These subdivi-
sions will assist in prioritizing infrastructure development and transport 
projects.
 The mayor is producing Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks, 
which set out high-level planning guidance and development principles 
for areas identified in the plan as Opportunity Areas and Areas for In-
tensification. At the smaller scale, he is encouraging boroughs to identify 
Regeneration Areas, where they will promote local quality, economic ac-
tivity, and social cohesion. London has many town centers, which have 
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concentrations of commercial activity and are the main focus for com-
merce outside the Central Activities Zone. In the town centers, the Lon-
don Plan seeks to strengthen diversity and choice of goods and to facilitate 
local travel, particularly through good public transport and walking and 
cycling infrastructure, and to maintain distinctive character and sense of 
place.
 London is well endowed with open space, but it is recognized that with 
a growing population this needs enhancement. A Strategic Network of 
Open Spaces is encouraged both to add where there is deficiency and to 
improve access, linkages, and quality; developers are encouraged to con-
tribute to this through the planning process. The Key Diagram summa-
rizes how all these strategies link together (figure 8.3).

LONDON’S PEOPLE

This chapter of the plan addresses personal well-being, housing, health, 
and quality of life. Housing is covered in depth to ensure that supply keeps 
up with demand, that there is sufficient affordable housing, that a wide 

Figure 8.3 The London Plan Key Diagram identifies the main priority areas for 
growth as well as predicted growth corridors that extend outside of London.  
© Crown, 2011. All rights reserved. Greater London Authority.
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mix of housing types are provided to meet the needs of diverse communi-
ties, and that architectural quality is high. The provision of student ac-
commodation, children’s play space, and the needs of gypsies and travelers 
are also specifically addressed. Social infrastructure to support the growing 
population, such as health care, schools, and sports facilities, is highlighted, 
and new development proposals will need to include social infrastructure 
sufficient to support the enlarged community.

London’s Economy

The goal is to promote an increasingly diverse economy, to drive the tran-
sition to a low-carbon economy, to promote Outer London as a location 
for business, to support the distinctive central London specialist clusters, 
to tackle central London deprivation, to encourage enterprise and innova-
tion, and to promote London as a location for European and international 
agencies and businesses.
 For retail, commercial, and leisure development in town centers, the 
mayor supports an approach of assessing need and location in terms of 
how they relate to the size, role, and function of a town center and its 
catchment. The emphasis should be on providing these facilities within 
the town center, and at the edges of centers only if they can be well inte-
grated with the existing center and public transport. There is strong sup-
port for maintaining diversity of choice, convenience shopping, provision 
of local goods and services, and farmer’s markets, which will strengthen lo-
cal neighborhoods and character and minimize travel miles for goods and 
consumers. The key objective is to reduce car dependency and improve 
public transport, cycling, and walking access. There is support for the pro-
vision of small affordable shop units to be delivered alongside large retail 
development.

LONDON’S RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Mayor Johnson is committed to making London a world leader in tackling 
climate change and in improving the environment both locally and glob-
ally, reducing pollution, developing a low-carbon economy, and consum-
ing fewer resources and using them more effectively. In terms of climate 
change mitigation, the mayor’s target is an overall reduction of 60% of 
London’s CO

2
 emissions by 2025 (below 1990 levels). The planning pro-

cess will be used to ensure that new development will minimize CO
2
 emis-

sions by using less energy, supplying energy efficiently, and through the 
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use of renewable energy. In line with national legislation, the target for all 
new development is to achieve zero-carbon residential buildings by 2016 
and zero-carbon nonresidential buildings by 2019. Major development 
proposals will need to include a detailed energy assessment to demonstrate 
how the targets for CO

2
 emissions reduction are to be met.

 The mayor will seek to achieve the highest standards of sustainable 
design and construction to improve the environmental performance of 
new development. His supplementary planning guidance standards, Sus-
tainable Design and Construction, set out the need to minimize CO

2
 and 

include measures to achieve key sustainability principles, such as avoiding 
the urban heat island effect; efficient use of natural resources; avoiding 
noise, air, and urban runoff pollution; minimizing waste; maximizing re-
use and recycling; preventing the impact of flood; avoiding the creation 
of adverse local climatic conditions; sustainable procurement of materials 
and use of local supplies where feasible; and promoting and protecting bio-
diversity and green infrastructure. In their design and access statements, 
development proposals will need to demonstrate how they meet these 
standards.
 The mayor has set a target of 25% of heat and power used in London 
to be generated using local decentralized energy systems by 2025. This will 
be achieved through prioritizing the development of decentralized heat-
ing and cooling networks and large-scale heat transmission networks. A 
London Heat Map tool has been created to assist developers in identifying 
energy opportunities in particular areas, such as major energy consumers, 
fuel consumption and CO

2
 emissions, energy supply plants, community 

heating networks, and heat density. The intention is to encourage collabo-
ration between development and industry to explore energy-efficient solu-
tions. Local authorities are encouraged to develop energy master plans; for 
example, if there is waste heat from industry or waste processing, then this 
can be captured to supply hot water for heating buildings. Development 
proposals are expected to evaluate the feasibility of inclusion of combined 
heat and power (CHP) systems and, where appropriate, consider extending 
these to adjacent sites.
 The mayor is also seeking to increase the proportion of energy gen-
erated from renewable sources, and has set targets for this increase over 
the life of the London Plan. Furthermore he is considering the more 
widespread use of innovative energy technologies to reduce use of fossil 
fuels and CO

2
 emissions, and will seek to promote the uptake of electric 

and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, plan hydrogen supply and distribution 
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infrastructure, and maximize the uptake of advanced conversion technolo-
gies such as anaerobic digestion, gasification, and pyrolysis for the treat-
ment of waste.
 Adaptation to climate change is covered in detail in the plan. A key 
goal is to reduce the impact of the urban heat island effect, and to ensure 
that the design of new development avoids overheating and excessive heat 
generation through measures such as energy efficiency, reducing heat gain 
and absorption, passive ventilation, and active cooling systems. Demon-
stration of how this is achieved will be required as part of the planning 
process.
 The mayor will promote and support urban greening, such as new 
planting in the public realm and green infrastructure. In the Central Ac-
tivities Zone, the target is to increase the amount of surface area greened 
by at least 5% by 2030 and a further 5% by 2050. Development proposals 
will be expected to include measures such as green roofs and walls, tree 
planting, and soft landscaping.
 The mayor will work to protect and improve water quality and ensure 
that London has adequate sewage infrastructure. Consideration of flood-
ing, buildings within flood zones, and the impact of flood on drainage sys-
tems are covered in some detail. Rainwater runoff will have to be managed, 
and all new development will be required to control surface runoff and will 
not be allowed to negatively affect London’s rivers and waterways. Im-
provements to London’s sewage treatment capacity will be encouraged, us-
ing the best technologies. The mayor is supporting minimizing the use of 
water, promoting the provision of additional sustainable water resources, 
and promoting rainwater harvesting.
 Improved waste management is encouraged, including dealing with 
hazardous waste, with a target of zero waste to landfill by 2031. This will 
be achieved by minimizing waste, encouraging reuse, and increasing recy-
cling levels to 60% by 2031. The city’s processing and waste capacity will 
have to be increased, including providing construction, excavation, and de-
molition waste-management facilities. The plan includes a policy to ensure 
sufficient aggregates for the construction industry and encouragement for 
contaminated land to be brought to beneficial use.

LONDON’S TRANSPORT

An important early policy document was the Mayor’s Transport Strat-
egy, published by Mayor Livingstone in 2001, which set an agenda for 
transport priorities and improvements. Shifting more journeys away from 
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cars and toward public transport, walking, and cycling was the main aim. 
Tackling congestion in central London was a key aspiration, which led to 
the congestion charge scheme and the policy of restricting car parking in 
new development. Bus travel was given high priority; bus services were 
enhanced and miles of bus lanes were created to improve journey time and 
predictability. Cycling was encouraged, and as a result all new develop-
ment must now provide sufficient cycle parking. Walking was promoted 
through a range of initiatives to improve the public realm, sidewalks, and 
small urban spaces, and by identifying barriers to walking when new de-
velopment was being proposed. Mayor Johnson produced a new Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy in 2010, which has a travel horizon of 2031.
 It is recognized that transport is central to the achievement of all the 
London Plan’s objectives, but the transport section is intended specifically 
to meet the mayor’s objective to create “a city where it is easy, safe and 
convenient for everyone to access jobs, opportunities and facilities with an 
efficient and effective transport system which actively encourages more 
walking and cycling and makes better use of the Thames, and supports 
delivery of all the objectives of this Plan,” and to ensure that transport and 
development are properly integrated.
 The Mayor’s Transport Strategy supports the London Plan and sets 
out six thematic goals:

to climate change;

Games and its legacy.

 The strategic approach is to encourage patterns of development that 
reduce the need to travel, especially by car, through restrictive car parking 
provisions; to improve both the capacity and accessibility of public trans-
port, walking, and cycling (by ensuring sufficient cycle parking facilities); 
to promote development that generates high levels of trips in areas with 
good public transport accessibility (or which have future planned trans-
port infrastructure); to improve interchange between modes of transport; 
to increase the use of transport by water for passengers and freight; to fa-
cilitate the efficient distribution of freight and minimize its effects on the 
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transport network; to support a shift to more sustainable modes through 
travel demand management; to promote greater use of low-carbon tech-
nology to reduce the overall impact of transport on global warming; and 
to promote an increase in walking by improving the quality of the urban 
realm.
 Funding, mainly from the central government, has been secured in 
recent years to implement a range of new transport initiatives by 2031, 
including upgrading the Underground network, and building Crossrail, a 
new cross-London, high-speed and -capacity rail link (see page 199). The 
old and often disused rail network within London is being modernized and 
linked up to provide efficient orbital rail services. Sustainable (non–car 
based) access to airports, ports, and the international rail termini will also 
be improved.
 Though the current mayor, Boris Johnson, recognizes the importance 
of air travel to London in maintaining its position in a global economy, he 
is opposed to further expansion of London’s main airport, Heathrow, due 
to the adverse noise- and air-quality impacts on residents under the flight 
paths. He is also particularly supportive of cycling, and his target is to 
increase the percentage of journeys by cycle to 5% by 2026 (from the cur-
rent level of 2%) by building a network of Cycle Superhighways (strategic 
cycle routes) and the London Cycle Hire (bike share) scheme. He also aims 
to significantly increase the number of journeys that are made on foot by 
ensuring that the quality of the urban realm and the street environment 
is conducive to walking, by implementing a network of strategic walk-
ing routes and expansion of the Legible London way-finding scheme (see  
page 201).
 Mayor Johnson is also committed to tackling traffic congestion by 
“smoothing traffic” through a number of demand-management initiatives 
to reduce vehicle journeys and by evening out traffic flows. If these mea-
sures are not successful, however, he has not ruled out considering road-
user charging as a management tool (more on page 198). The London Plan 
seeks to prevent excessive car parking within new development by set-
ting maximum car parking standards, while ensuring parking for disabled 
people and the provision of charging points for electric vehicles and rec-
ommending car-free development in locations with high public transport 
accessibility.
 The mayor is committed to improving freight distribution within 
London and limiting its impact on highway congestion. Much freight ac-
tivity is not actually destined for London but simply passes through the 
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city, and there is a commitment to develop corridors to bypass London, 
especially for rail freight. There will be an emphasis on managing local 
freight, establishing freight consolidation centers, and supporting a modal 
shift to rail.

Examples of Policy in Action

Decentralized Energy

To reduce the carbon load of the power sector, London has been explor-
ing options for decentralizing its energy supply, such as generating en-
ergy closer to the point of use. Traditional energy sources waste energy in 
production (through excess heat) and delivery (through loss). Fossil fuel 
power plants are estimated to waste 70% of the primary energy in the 
fuel. The plan is to capture and use surplus energy, such as heat from ad-
vanced waste conversion technology, anaerobic digestion of organic waste 
and sewage, local energy production processes, and biomass boilers.
 The former London Development Agency, in partnership with local 
authorities and other agencies, has developed a groundbreaking district 
heating project in the Thames Gateway, Europe’s largest urban regener-
ation region. The London Thames Gateway Heat Network will be a hot 
water transmission network that will connect sources of low/zero-carbon 
heat to existing and new developments. The first phases of the heat net-
work are being planned around the Royal Docks and are due to open in 
2012. The pilot phase is to supply 4,500 MWh of heat in the first year from 
existing industrial energy sources. The follow-on phase, when complete in 
2014, will supply an additional 16,500 MWh of heat each year to existing 
and future planned development.
 The pilot and first stage will together save more than two thousand 
tons of CO

2
 emissions each year. The vision is that ultimately many areas 

within London will be connected to local district heating networks, using 
low/zero-carbon heat from a number of differing sources.

Transport

Transport for London (TfL) was established in 2000 as part of the newly 
formed GLA. It was created as the single functional body responsible 
for all public transport and strategic highways in London, including taxi 
and river services.9 All the public transport services were to be properly 
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integrated into a seamless and coordinated network; that meant linking 
modes wherever possible through convenient interchanges to facilitate 
transfer from mode to mode, as well as considering easy access for walk-
ers, cyclists, or those arriving by taxi. TfL is responsible for the strategic 
highway network but also oversees the road network as a whole, and the 
London Traffic Control Center is responsible for the six thousand traffic 
signals in London.10 As many of the roads carry buses, ensuring that they 
can get through traffic is an essential aspect of improving bus journey reli-
ability. TfL is also responsible for planning future transport to meet antici-
pated growth in demand.
 TfL has had to consider both subtle and radical measures to ensure ad-
equate capacity is provided on both public transport and roads. Central to 
this is ensuring a shift away from private car use to public transport, walk-
ing, and cycling. The focus is therefore on not only the provision of new 
public transport infrastructure, but also extensive travel demand manage-
ment initiatives to encourage more sustainable travel options.
 An important improvement made by TfL was to simplify fares and 
to have a standard means of paying for services across the network. TfL 
introduced the Oyster card (a smart card) that allows passengers to move 
from mode to mode with ease. Multiple journeys in a single day are au-
tomatically charged at the cheapest rate. The advantage is that this sys-
tem significantly speeds up the boarding process, thus improving journey 
times.

ROAD TRAVEL

Despite the extensive public transport network in London, there are 
twenty-one million journeys on London’s 18,500-mile road network ev-
ery day. In 2000 the level of traffic in central London was so high that 
average speeds were reputed to be slower than in Victorian times, about 
5 mph. Mayor Ken Livingstone decided that bold and decisive action had 
to be taken to reduce the number of cars traveling in central London. He 
believed there was only one way to achieve this—through pricing for the 
privilege of driving into the city center. In 2003 a zone was created within 
which all vehicles (with the exception of public transport, taxis, police and 
ambulance vehicles, and a few special categories) would have to pay a daily 
charge of five pounds. The scheme was based on identifying vehicles by 
cameras, using automatic number plate recognition. Though there was 
much initial opposition to the proposals, and a legal challenge mounted by 
the borough of Westminster, the scheme went ahead without any hitches 
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and the benefits were quickly seen. In the first year there was a 21% reduc-
tion in traffic, 30% reduction of congestion, and a 43% increase in cycling 
in the city center. In addition, there was a reduction in accidents and key 
traffic-related pollutants, and £125 million was raised in revenue for public 
transport improvements. Contrary to fears, the public transport network 
absorbed displaced journeys, and property values were unaffected.
 An extension to the original congestion charge area in 2007, known as 
the Western Extension, was removed by TfL in December 2010 following a 
public consultation, which highlighted that the majority of local residents 
and businesses were not in favor of the scheme. TfL’s priority now is to 
work on smoothing traffic flows by rephrasing traffic lights, resolving is-
sues at problematic junctions, and managing disruptive roadwork.

REDUCING VEHICLE EMISSIONS

In 2008 TfL introduced a Low Emission Zone (LEZ) across most of London 
to improve air quality by restricting the most polluting vehicles, and to en-
courage diesel vehicles in particular to become cleaner. Vehicles that do not 
meet the pollution standards set for the zone have to pay up to £200 a day 
to drive in the zone, with heavy fines if they fail to pay. To drive for free 
in the LEZ, the vehicle must meet certain emissions standards. All London 
buses under TfL contracts and all licensed taxis meet these standards, and 
by 2012 all London buses will be low-polluting. The LEZ operates twenty-
four hours a day, every day of the year, and is enforced using automatic 
number plate recognition. The target for LEZ is to deliver a 16% reduction 
in pollution by 2012. Another aspect of improving vehicle emissions is the 
promotion of electric vehicles, and Mayor Johnson has made clear his com-
mitment to make London the electric vehicle capital of Europe.

CROSSRAIL

It has long been recognized that London needs a service to complement the 
central London Underground network, which is near capacity. As a result, 
London has committed to build a major rail project, Crossrail, which will 
link rail services to the east and to the west of London via a high-speed 
tunnel, and provide interchange with the existing Underground network. 
It will connect major retail centers, the City and Canary Wharf finan-
cial services centers, and Heathrow Airport with a high-frequency, high- 
capacity, convenient, and accessible train service across the capital begin-
ning in 2018. Crossrail will deliver a 10% increase in rail capacity and 
reduce crowding on the existing central Underground services.
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 The almost £16 billion project is being paid for by a number of fund-
ing streams, roughly one-third from the central government, borrowing 
against future fare receipts, a supplement on the London Business Rates, 
contributions from the main financial districts of the City of London and 
Canary Wharf, British Airport Authority, as well as from developments 
within central London, and a levy to be raised by the mayor.

BUS TRAVEL

In the 1980s, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher famously said that a man 
over twenty-six years of age who was still traveling by bus was a failure. 
Bus travel had a very poor image and was an unpopular mode of transport, 
mainly because bus journey times were highly unpredictable due to traffic 
congestion.
 In the first years following the establishment of TfL, bus services were 
extensively improved and frequencies increased. Mayor Ken Livingstone 
made it one of his priorities to develop services and make journeys faster 
and more predictable by the introduction of almost two hundred miles 
of dedicated bus lanes, giving priority to buses over other traffic. Many 
new bus services were introduced, including real-time information about 
approaching services at bus stops, onboard information announcing next 
stops, and new diagrammatic bus maps based on all the services available 
at a given location. As a result of the modernization of bus services, bus 
passenger miles rose by almost 60% between 2001 and 2009.

WALKING

Economists, urbanists, and retail experts realized in the 1980s and 1990s 
that walking is fundamental to a city’s “health” in the broadest sense. 
Shops are more likely to be successful in areas of high foot traffic, busi-
nesses thrive where staff can meet colleagues easily, communities are 
more likely to be safe and cohesive where the people are out on the streets 
regularly, and, of course, the population will be physically healthier. It was 
recognized that a key to regeneration is making it easy and attractive for 
people to walk to and within an area. At that time, the areas in central Lon-
don on the south side of the river had significantly lower land values and 
were rundown and unattractive, despite having many of London’s famous 
cultural attractions located there. There was a clear sense that this area 
needed to be better connected to the area across the River Thames to the 
north, via pedestrian bridges. As a result, two new pedestrian bridges were 
created to mark the millennium, the Hungerford and Millennium Bridges 
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(figure 8.4). The impact was instantly evident. The South Bank immedi-
ately became an essential part of the tourist experience and now hosts an 
estimated twenty-five million visitors every year.11 The bridges are in con-
stant use by visitors and commuters alike, in all seasons and weather. In 
the 1980s and 1990s it was almost impossible to find a place to eat after the 
theater on the South Bank; it is now a mecca of restaurants and bars.
 There was a real push to improve the walking experience by enhanc-
ing the streetscape. Sidewalks have been de-cluttered, pavements widened, 
a public realm created where people can dwell and meet, and trees planted. 
It was recognized that many more journeys could easily be done on foot, 
but people tend to resort to bus, Underground, or even taxis because of un-
certainty about the route, distance, and journey time. TfL has developed an 
advanced walking tool, Legible London, to encourage walking and support 
way-finding. Based on the theory of “mental mapping,” it helps people 
connect areas, regions, and transport systems. At strategic points such as 
street intersections, Tube station exits, bus stops, and key buildings, travel-
ers will find coordinated street signs to help with the next stage of their 
journey by foot. Distinctive and elegant “totems” show the direction to 

Figure 8.4 Before the Millennium Bridge was built, there was little pedestrian 
traffic between the north and the south of the Thames, and the South Bank was 
underdeveloped. Now there is a constant stream of both tourists and commuters 
using the bridge, and the South Bank has become a major tourist and leisure 
destination. Credit: Camilla Ween.
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walk, how long it will take, and notable landmarks along the way. What is 
unique to the concept is providing “heads-up” maps that face the way you 
are looking (as opposed to having north at the top), which identify all the 
key destinations and landmark features.12

CYCLING

Part of Mayor Boris Johnson’s campaign manifesto was to deliver a cy-
cle hire (bike sharing) scheme for London. A committed cyclist himself, 
he wanted to raise the profile of cycling in London and encourage more 
people to opt for cycling for short-hop journeys. He launched his Cycle 
Revolution in 2009 with a pledge to provide central London with a cycle 
hire scheme. The concept is that users only take out a cycle for the dura-
tion of the journey and then return it to a docking station. The aim is 
to keep the cycles in multiple circulation twenty-four hours a day, rather 
than users keeping a bike for the whole day. Hence the pricing encourages 
quick short trips, with the first half hour being free, but with long rentals 
rising exponentially in cost. The scheme was launched in the summer of 
2010. The target is to have a docking station within a two-minute walk 
anywhere in central London. By 2012 the scheme will have been expanded 
to cover twenty-five square miles with eight thousand bikes and a target of 
forty thousand new cycle journeys every day. The first six months of the 
scheme saw over six million miles of cycle journeys, equivalent to travel-
ing to the moon and back thirteen times. Boris Johnson has also introduced 
a number of strategic Cycle Superhighways—continuous bright blue cycle 
lanes to help commuters find their way from the residential suburbs to the 
central area.

GREEN TRAVEL PLANS

It is now required that all new developments being proposed in London 
have Green Travel Plans. These are plans and commitments made by the 
property owners to assist occupants in making smart travel choices. The 
whole package of how the scheme will be managed, monitored, and up-
dated is secured as part of the planning conditions attached to the approval 
of the project. Even where redevelopment is not taking place, large em-
ployers, public-sector organizations, schools, and hospitals are being en-
couraged, through TfL’s Smarter Travel Program, to develop plans that 
highlight sustainable travel options. A scheme for the Richmond area 
(2008–10) achieved a 6.4% reduction of car journeys to schools, a 13% 
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average decrease in car journeys overall, and a 16% increase in public 
transport use. The scheme involved providing sustainable travel advice to 
residents and businesses, holding roadshows and cycle training, encour-
aging walk-to-school programs, and introducing car clubs, cycle parking 
spaces, and Legible London walking information.

Waste Treatment and Recycling

London Plan policy requires London’s local authorities, in line with UK 
national policy, to reduce the amount of waste sent to landfill. By 2020, 
85% of all waste will have to be processed locally. There is a requirement 
to reduce the amount of waste generated, particularly in the building con-
struction industry, and to increase reuse, recycling, and composting of 
waste. Further, the amount of energy used, and the transport impacts from 
the collection, treatment, and disposal of waste, must be minimized, in line 
with the target of reducing CO

2
 emissions. The generation of renewable 

energy from waste is being promoted. By 2020 the target is to achieve re-
cycling and composting levels for commercial and industrial waste of 70%, 
and recycling and reuse levels for construction, excavation, and demolition 
waste of 95%.
 Where waste cannot be recycled, the generation of renewable energy 
and hydrogen from waste is being encouraged using new and emerging 
technologies, especially where the products of waste treatment could be 
used as fuels (e.g., biofuels and hydrogen). As a result, the perception of 
what “waste” is has changed and has led to a new approach: reduce, reuse, 
and recycle, with disposal as the last resort. The aspirational aim is to even-
tually send zero waste to landfill. In the longer term, it is hoped that waste 
plants will be integrated with decentralized energy heat networks, using 
waste heat for domestic and commercial heating.
 London Waste’s EcoPark in North London, the city’s largest private-
sector recycling and sustainable waste-management facility, handles about 
a quarter of London’s waste. It has developed processes for recycling, com-
posting, and recovery of energy. The EcoPark looks for “closed loop” solu-
tions, such as turning kitchen and garden waste into quality compost and 
then returning the compost to residents for garden use. Untreated wood 
such as pallets, offcuts, some furniture, decking, and fencing is shredded 
into chips, which can be used for animal bedding, new wood-based prod-
ucts, or fuel. Waste that cannot be recycled is incinerated in the Energy 
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Center, where the heat generated is used to create electricity, which is fed 
into the National Grid. Currently it produces sufficient power for sixty-six 
thousand homes annually, as well as all its own needs. The EcoPark is also 
seeking to reduce the environmental impact of transport and is currently 
exploring making use of the adjacent canal for transport purposes.
 A new development at Wembley City of 4,200 homes has planned to 
rationalize the way waste is disposed, using the Envac system. Though not 
new—started in Sweden some forty years ago—it is a complete departure 
from conventional waste collection using bins on streets and heavy waste 
carts for collections. The system is based on a network of underground 
pipes and a number of chutes, either within buildings or outside (figure 
8.5). Residents sort waste within their apartments into separate contain-
ers for recyclable, organic, and nonrecyclable waste and then drop it in the 
appropriate chute. The waste is automatically transported through a fully 
enclosed system of underground vacuum pipes, at 50 mph, to a central 
station where it is compacted and stored for collection. The waste trucks 
make one single pit stop for collection, instead of having to cruise the en-
tire estate making multiple pickups. The system is designed to stimulate 
high levels of recycling and keep the district clean by frequently removing 
waste and reducing refuse truck miles by up to 90%. At Wembley it is es-
timated that the system will reduce CO

2 
emissions by four hundred tons a 

year compared with conventional refuse collection.

Enhancing Natural Habitat

Fundamental to our understanding of sustainability is our sense of be-
ing connected to our planet. It is therefore vital that people growing up 
in a city have access to growing plants, live animals, and wildlife so that 
they understand the vulnerability and balance of nature. London has been 
restoring and creating new wildlife habitats so that Londoners can experi-
ence the natural world at close hand.
 Close to the center of London, on the banks of the Thames, is the 104-
acre London Wetland Center, which opened in 2000. Unused concrete wa-
ter reservoirs dating from the 1890s were transformed into a haven for 
wildlife and migrating birds. The River Thames acts as a wildlife corridor 
and “flyway” for many migrating bird species, which arrive by the thou-
sands from around the globe. It attracts more than 180 different bird spe-
cies each year, and supports a breeding colony of endangered water voles 
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and more than half of all UK dragonfly and damselfly species. It has be-
come the best urban spot in Europe to observe wildlife and is now deemed 
a Site of Special Scientific Interest. It is an important educational resource 
and provides Londoners with an opportunity to experience wildlife up 
close.
 Trees process CO

2
 and help to improve air quality. They also offer ben-

efits such as attracting wildlife, acting as sound barriers, providing shade 
and cooling, and reducing flood risk. Not least, trees create beautiful urban 
spaces. Though London does have green lungs and parks, squares, and tree-
lined streets, Mayor Boris Johnson believes that London does not have 
enough trees and has set a target to increase tree cover from the current 
20% to 25% by 2025, which equates to about two million more trees. He 
has also pledged to fund ten thousand new street trees by 2012 in resi-
dential neighborhoods where few trees currently exist. He aims to deliver 
this with the help of his RE:LEAF London campaign, aimed at encour-
aging individuals, schoolchildren, businesses, and organizations to plant 
more trees. Ideas being considered include the development of community 

Figure 8.5 The Envac automated underground waste system can reduce waste 
collection truck miles and the associated carbon emissions by up to 90%, cut traffic 
congestion, and increase recycling levels. Credit: Envac.
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orchards and tree nurseries, mass tree planting events, and voluntary tree 
warden schemes.

Sustainable and Affordable Living

Housing need in London is critical. In 2007 there were 3.2 million housing 
units. Changes in social norms and age mean that by 2031 it is expected 
that London will need almost four million households. Meeting this de-
mand with a changing mix of household types and sizes is a key challenge 
that the London Plan addresses.
 Housing in London has historically been pigeonholed into either 
private-owner occupation or social-rented “council” housing. Council 
housing is almost always easy to identify; Victorian philanthropic social 
landlords developed typologies that were distinct and recognizable, and the 
glut of post–World War II housing blocks were often iconic architectural 
experiments that rarely considered aspects such as sense of place or com-
munity and quickly became drab as a result of neglect. Social problems 
have inevitably led to a stigma associated with the council estates. Current 
thinking is that residential developments should be “tenure-blind”—that 
is, it should not be possible to identify the type of housing by its appear-
ance. Further, tenure should be mixed, so that the local community com-
prises a wide range of socioeconomic groups, and new developments are 
required to include the maximum reasonable amount of affordable hous-
ing. Providing “lifetime” homes, which cater for the needs of the elderly, 
is also a priority. Sustainability of construction practice, long-term energy 
consumption, transport servicing, and waste collection are all key factors 
that are taken into account through the planning system, to ensure mini-
mum impact on the environment.
 Another key aspect of sustainable housing is its performance in terms 
of carbon emissions, as well as the amount of carbon release involved in 
the manufacturing of the constituent materials. Part of London’s green 
strategy has been the exploration of more sustainable approaches to hous-
ing. Prior to the establishment of the Greater London Authority, initia-
tives were emerging from groups such as Carbon Neutral, a consultancy 
helping clients to reduce CO

2
, and BioRegional, an entrepreneurial non-

profit environmental organization. BioRegional built London’s first ex-
perimental low-carbon housing development, BedZED (see below), and 
went on to develop (in partnership with the International World Wild-
life Fund) the One Planet Living concept. One Planet Living is a global 
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initiative based on ten principles of sustainability: zero carbon; zero waste; 
sustainable transport; local and sustainable materials; local and sustainable 
food; sustainable water; natural habitats and wildlife; culture and heritage; 
equity and fair trade; and health and happiness. It presents the choices and 
challenges we must address if we are to enjoy a high quality of life within 
the means of the planet’s resources, such as reducing carbon emissions and 
waste; promoting sustainable transport, management of water, materi-
als, and food; and enhancing biodiversity, cultural heritage, fair trade, and 
health and well-being.
 BioRegional, with the Peabody Trust, developed the 2002 housing 
scheme BedZED (Beddington Zero Energy Development), designed by Bill 
Dunster Architects. It comprises one hundred homes, workspace for one 
hundred people, and a number of community facilities such as a healthy 
living center, a nursery, a café/telecommuting center, and shared renew-
able energy generation (photovoltaic) and composting. One of the key ob-
jectives was to show that eco-development and green lifestyles could be 
accessible and affordable.
 The achievements at BedZED led to BioRegional producing the Toolkit 
for Carbon-Neutral Developments, which outlines how the construction 
industry can build desirable buildings that produce zero net carbon emis-
sions and minimize environmental impact, without necessarily reducing 
profitability. It also describes measures to reduce environmental impact 
during occupation. The toolkit includes the BedZED Construction Materi-
als Report, which puts into perspective the environmental impacts of ex-
tracting, processing, and transporting construction materials, and how to 
deal with construction waste in terms of the contribution to greenhouse 
gas emissions, toxic emissions, habitat destruction, and resource depletion.
 A monitoring review of the scheme in 2007 carried out by BioRegional 
found many positive outcomes, despite the fact that the CHP plant is not 
working. Individual energy use is 45% of the local average, and water use 
is less than half the local average. The sense of community is strong, with 
most residents knowing twenty or more neighbors (compared to the local 
average of eight). The ecological footprint of the “average” BedZED resi-
dent is significantly lower than the UK average, though still not deemed 
sustainable; this is mainly due to their impact outside the development 
(e.g., workplaces, schools, goods purchased). Despite the high aspirations 
of the original project not having been met, it has nonetheless been an 
important step in the right direction and has challenged major developers 
and house builders to consider sustainability more seriously.
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 The principles of sustainability are now being pushed, developed, and 
embraced in a number of developments across London. The GLA actively 
encourages the development of low-carbon housing, and a number of 
large-scale housing schemes have been designed by the private sector that 
include a wide range of innovative sustainability measures.
 An early example of a comprehensive approach to building a sustain-
able community is Greenwich Millennium Village, which is built on a 
formerly uninhabitable brownfield site (figure 8.6). The master plan was 
designed by architect Ralph Erskine, whose vision was to create a model 
urban village where pedestrians have priority over cars. This develop-
ment comprises 2,700 mixed-tenure units and includes commercial space 
and social and community facilities, a school, a health center, restaurants, 
workshops, open space, and an ecology park. The buildings are being con-
structed from environmentally sustainable materials, using recycled and 
local materials wherever possible. Off-site prefabrication, and the segre-
gating and recycling of materials, is considerably reducing construction 
waste. The buildings are oriented and designed to maximize the benefits 

Figure 8.6 The Greenwich Millennium Village in East London is “tenure-blind,” 
with privately owned apartments seamlessly mixed with affordable housing. Credit: 
Greenwich Millennium Village Ltd.
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of solar gain, creating sheltered and tempered microclimates. A key de-
sign strategy was to ensure social integration by seamlessly mixing social 
rented housing with privately owned units.
 Sustainable travel was central to the concept. Walking and cycling 
was made easy and attractive by ensuring that the whole site was pedes-
trian- and cycle-friendly. A comprehensive network of pedestrian and cy-
cle routes provide interesting, attractive, safe, and direct routes within the 
village and beyond. Safe and secure cycle parking is provided throughout 
the development as well, as at public transport interchanges. Use of public 
transport was promoted (over personal car use) by having easy access to 
public transport services and by making the development virtually car-
free. What traffic there is (e.g., servicing) is managed to reduce pollution.
 New green open space has been created for informal use by adults and 
children, as has a fifty-acre “Eco-Park,” which has boosted biodiversity and 
the return of many native species that had been lost. This area now acts as 
an educational and leisure facility.
 The project set high targets for environmentally sustainable develop-
ment over its projected lifetime (from 2000 averages): 80% reduction in 
primary energy consumption; 50% reduction in embodied energy; 50% 
reduction in construction waste; 30% reduction in water use; 30% re-
duction in construction costs; and 25% reduction in project construction  
time.

Food Production

Since the publication of the City Limits report (see above), there has been 
a growing urban agriculture movement in London, exploring ways to 
develop low-input organic agriculture that could reduce dependency on 
land beyond the city for food production. The London Plan encourages 
local authorities to protect agricultural land to meet the needs of farming. 
The aim is to create cultivated walls, roofs, balconies, and leftover space 
that can produce fruit and vegetables. It is thought that 60% of a city’s 
food needs could be grown within the city by putting derelict open space, 
roofs, and balconies into food production.13 There is a strong belief that 
local farms have an important role, as a place where people can experi-
ence firsthand growing food, and also because they bring communities 
together and can be a focus for overcoming alienation. Many experimen-
tal projects are springing up across London, some taking inspiration from 
Cuba, where large-scale urban farming projects were created in response 
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to food shortages following the breakup of the Soviet Union. Abundance 
is a project established on neglected open space between 1930s housing in 
Brixton. With a small grant and help from University College London, this 
space has been turned into vegetable plots by local volunteers who are now 
growing a variety of crops. The plan is to extend the project to include the 
roofs. There are other similar projects such as the FARM:shop project in 
Dalston, which also has livestock such as chickens and a mini fish-farm, 
and is run by a team of forty volunteers. The project aims to educate about 
sustainable food production and encourage healthy eating.

How London Is Driving the Urban  
Sustainability Agenda

In 2000, when the GLA was established, London was a world city but there 
was an undercurrent of uncertainty about its future. Traffic congestion in 
the late 1990s was so bad that international organizations were looking 
to relocate. Transport was seen as one of the biggest problems facing the 
city’s financial growth and needed to be addressed if London was to main-
tain its position as a world-class city. The availability of affordable hous-
ing was also a problem. A scheme introduced by the Thatcher regime in 
the 1980s that gave tenants the right to buy their social housing (without 
corresponding reprovision of these units) had created an overall loss of 
affordable housing. Further, environmental issues were beginning to re-
ceive greater attention. Londoners wanted change. Devolution of power 
to London from the UK government, the establishment of the GLA, and 
the ascendance of a strong mayor made it possible to bring sustainability 
to the forefront of decision making. London has been able to transform 
itself over the last ten years because it had comprehensive powers to drive 
an agenda of change and tackle the city’s problems in a strategic and inte-
grated way. Further, having a single authority has made it easier to force 
through challenging targets for climate change mitigation. The mayor of 
London leads the decision-making process and has the authority to do so.
 Sustainability has been a strong driver among all the political parties 
that make up the assembly. There was an expectation from the beginning 
that sustainability had to be embedded in policy objectives, and both of 
London’s mayors to date have taken up this challenge. As a result of this 
mayoral support and the creation of the London Plan, all policies inter-
relate, so that when considering, for example, transport solutions, other 
criteria such as social inclusion, health, and climate change mitigation are 
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all brought together. Sustainable policy is ultimately policy that is all en-
compassing and links physical, social, economic, and cultural targets.
 The London Plan obliges developers to integrate their developments 
with local communities; provide open space and a quality public realm; 
consider the public transport plans and enhance, where necessary, exist-
ing public transport provision; include sustainable design and, more re-
cently, sustainable energy, water, and waste systems; and make provision 
for biodiversity and habitat renewal. The plan encourages development in 
appropriate places by identifying growth areas and creating Opportunity 
Area Planning Frameworks (high-level master planning policies) for these 
areas, setting out the level of growth and key social and transport infra-
structure that must be delivered alongside development.

Lessons for the U.S.

One of the successes of London is its Greenbelt, which has contained the 
city’s growth so that it is still surrounded by relatively undeveloped coun-
tryside. This has resulted in intensification around internal transport nodes 
and gradual expansion of the transport system within the city boundary 
to meet growing demand. There has also been strong policy for decades to 
preserve open space within the city. U.S. cities need to set growth bound-
aries and work toward higher density and a greater mix of land uses, so 
that people are able to work and enjoy recreation within relatively close 
proximity of where they live, and thus reduce the need to travel. The focus 
should be on creating city centers where people of all ages actually want 
to be, that are vibrant, livable, affordable, and attractive, as well as being 
civilized and safe. Transport solutions should focus on internal measures, 
including walking and cycling, rather than long-distance commuter transit 
to bring people into the city from ever farther afield.
 Cities need a comprehensive vision with binding and enforceable poli-
cies. Radical and comprehensive change cannot realistically be achieved 
simply through persuasion or encouragement—developers are ultimately 
motivated by profit margins, not philanthropy.
 An important factor in London was placing virtually all public trans-
port and the strategic highway network into one administrative body, 
Transport for London, which the mayor controls. This made it possible to 
integrate public transport services properly and make the network more 
efficient by improving interchange between services. It also means that 
planning for future growth is done holistically, along with the promotion 
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of softer measures such as the integration of walking and cycling and the 
encouragement of sustainable travel choices. An integrated transport au-
thority is essential. Public transport has to be subsidized, and the only way 
to do this efficiently is to have all services under a central authority. But 
services can be franchised, as is the case in London with the bus network, 
which is run by private companies, but to the standards and fares set by 
Transport for London.
 It will be impossible to chip away at urban sprawl in the U.S. with-
out comprehensive and integrated policies and strong governance that can 
tackle and deliver the often costly and difficult changes needed. Gover-
nance of cities in the U.S. needs to change; there is an urgent need to lobby 
for cities to have strong and overarching local powers to coordinate spatial 
development with sustainability principles, to integrate transport, energy, 
and waste policies, and to be able to force through painful but necessary 
changes to reverse the tide and create civilized cities fit for people to live in.

Conclusion

London saw uncoordinated growth (albeit within its Greenbelt boundary), 
disparity between communities, and fragmented transport and highways 
networks throughout most of the 1980s and 1990s. The establishment of 
strong governance for London reversed this trend dramatically within a 
short time. Public transport has been enhanced and all travel modes have 
been better integrated, so that the network has become more efficient. 
Since 2000 there has been a 5% shift from private to public and sustain-
able transport in London.14 London is the only major city in the world to 
record such a shift.
 This has stimulated investment, halted the process of decay, and led 
to the creation of a city that now has greatly enhanced its public realm, 
calmed traffic, and is easier to walk and cycle in. The city’s population 
is getting younger, indicating, among other things, that people are now 
choosing to stay in London and have families.
 Is London a model sustainable city? Of course not. It is far from per-
fect, and changing a two-thousand-year-old city takes time. In fact, Lon-
don was ranked only 11th in the Siemens European Green City Index in 
2009, after (in order) Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo, Vienna, Amsterdam, 
Zurich, Helsinki, Berlin, Brussels, and Paris. What the establishment of the 
GLA, the mayor, and the London Plan has meant is that new development 
will have to be sustainable and that there are now policies to change, over 
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time, the way we do things. Sustainability initiatives now run through 
all the policies and drive decision making. Having a strong mayor with 
the authority to act has made it possible to deliver some difficult schemes. 
Congestion charging would not have been accomplished without the de-
termination of Ken Livingstone; London’s bike hire scheme would not 
have happened (in just eighteen months) without Boris Johnson’s unwav-
ering commitment to deliver his Cycling Revolution in London. Major 
improvements have been delivered in transport and an improved public 
realm, which has made London a much more agreeable city. But London 
ranks poorly in terms of energy use, and its per capita energy consump-
tion is high. Most of London’s existing building stock is old, uninsulated, 
and energy-inefficient. This will have to be addressed. There are initia-
tives to promote more efficient-energy solutions such as combined heat 
and power, local heat networks, and energy from waste, and to improve the 
performance of existing buildings; in time these will make a difference, but 
London has a long way to go. Bringing down energy consumption is a pri-
ority. London has had the courage to set itself very high targets to reduce 
CO

2
 emissions—60% (below 1990 levels) by 2025. By setting out a clear 

and challenging vision that is supported by strong policy in the London 
Plan, London has a strategy for change. The key to any adaptive change is 
to stop whining and get on with it, and that London has done. It has started 
with a blend of heavy-hitting and light-touch initiatives and by exploring 
new ways of doing things.

Notes
Some of the material in this chapter is an extension of a text written by Camilla 
Ween for a chapter in Ecological Urbanism, edited by Mohsen Mostafavi with Ga-
reth Doherty (Cambridge, MA, and Baden, Switzerland: Harvard University Graduate 
School of Design and Lars Müller, 2010).

 1. Global Cities exhibition, Tate Modern 2007.
 2. City of London Report: A Capital Contribution—London’s Place in the UK 
Economy 2007–2008.
 3. Key Visitor Statistics 2009, VisitLondon.com.
 4. Office of National Statistics 2010.
 5. UK Census 2001 (33,929 people per square mile).
 6. Demographia.com (26,517 people per square mile).
 7. 2009 Travel in London Report.
 8. By the consultants Best Foot Forward.
 9. Excluding the national rail services that traverse or terminate in London.
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 10. Transport for London: Traffic Operations in London 2007.
 11. South Bank Manifesto 2010.
 12. For more information, see http://tfl.gov.uk/legiblelondon.
 13. Robert Biel, Development Planning Unit, University College London.
 14. Travel in London Report 2009.



There is a reason that Americans covet and anticipate trips to European 
cities like London, Paris, and Venice. They are beautiful cities that provide 
unparalleled urban and natural qualities, that permit us to relax, stroll, 
and eat outside, that allow us to get around easily by bicycle, foot, or train. 
Because we know and enjoy these places, hold them in high esteem, read 
books about them, and have such close historical and cultural connections, 
it is only natural that we would want to learn from and emulate them. At 
least for American cities, there is no more logical place in the world to look 
for useful and applicable ideas and innovations for making our own cities 
greener and more sustainable.
 As these final pages are being written in the summer of 2011, there is 
an unprecedented urgency to the green cities agenda. The rising price of 
oil and fears about a decline in supply are roiling international markets. 
There is growing concern about the rising price and supply of food, and 
in many parts of the world, a shortage of water. The full effects of climate 
change are only beginning to unfold, but a growing consensus is develop-
ing that the window for effective action, at least the prevention of the most 
severe change scenarios, is narrow and closing fast. Confronting the envi-
ronmental problems facing the nation and world will require a new urban 
agenda, a green urban agenda, and the models of green and sustainable cit-
ies that have evolved in northern and western Europe offer unusual hope 
and promise for what form this agenda should take.
 As the preceding chapters of this book compellingly show, there are 
many lessons to learn from these exemplary cities. Perhaps the obvious 
first set of lessons relates to the physical layout and architectural design 
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of a city. The key lesson is that design matters, and matters abundantly in 
shaping the social and environmental contexts in which people live. Hav-
ing compact, mixed-use, transit-oriented urbanscapes, amenities within 
short distances of residences, interesting walking environments, and in-
vestments in the public realm leads to lifestyles that are better for human 
and environmental well-being. They are more interesting places to live—
their urban design and streetscape qualities literally propel us to spend 
time walking, which is an important lessons for Americans facing severe 
impacts (and financial costs) associated with a highly sedentary populace. 
These communities have significantly lower per capita greenhouse gas 
emissions and greater resilience in the face of declining global oil supplies.
 A serious commitment to investing in the creation and upkeep of the 
infrastructure—both gray and green—of a sustainable city is another 
important lesson. For gray infrastructure, transit is the best example and 
probably the most important—the basis for mobility and lifestyles that al-
low less (or no) reliance on private automobiles. European cities, together 
with national governments, have committed to the operation of reliable, 
extensive, fast, integrated transit. For example, in chapter 3, Medearis and 
Daseking describe Freiburg’s extensive and interconnected network of 
trains, trams, and buses. Of course, this is partly a matter of culture and 
history—there is a strong expectation of the availability of good transit 
in European cities and many creative ways of funding it. In Stockholm, 
for instance, there is a dedicated portion of a county income tax that goes 
toward paying for transit. The continued expansion of high-speed rail 
throughout Europe (and its recent expansion in countries like Italy and 
Spain) is further testament to the commitment and value of these long-
term infrastructural investments.
 The European experience in continuously investing in and expand-
ing its high-speed rail network stands in contrast to the more nascent and 
halfhearted efforts in the U.S. The difficulties of building high-speed rail 
were made clear in 2011 when Florida governor Rick Scott gave back $2 
billion in federal funding for high-speed rail there, for a route that would 
have connected Orlando and Tampa, in that traffic-choked sunbelt state.1 
This decision came on the heels of similar rejections by Ohio and Wis-
consin, a mix of conservative politics that resents federal programs, and 
suspicion about the benefits and societal value of this form of mobility. As 
a result, other states, notably California, will benefit from the extra fund-
ing, but these state actions show the still-precarious nature in the U.S. 
of such long-term investments in a green future. Nevertheless, Europe’s 
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high-speed rail can rightly claim much of the credit, even for these nascent 
efforts, serving as a positive beacon of a sensible, forward-looking mobility 
system (see figure 9.1).
 European cities have also invested much in green infrastructure—
parks, natural systems, urban agriculture, and greenery—to a degree rarely 
seen in U.S. cities. And the transformative benefits are equally evident. For 
example, Copenhagen’s Finger Plan, discussed in chapter 4, has resulted 
in a regional growth pattern where relatively dense urban development 
follows not only investments in the rail system but also the protection 
of large green wedges near where large numbers of people live. Helsinki 
similarly has protected incredibly large blocks of green space, such as the 
Helsinki Central Park described by Jaakkola in chapter 5. These large green 
spaces serve as the framework within which many smaller green spaces 
can be found.
 European green urbanism is admirably comprehensive in scope and 
holistic in vision, and this is another important lesson. Cities like Copen-
hagen, Freiburg, and Paris are not doing just one or two things, but have 

Figure 9.1 The AVE, Spain’s high-speed rail system. Countries such as Spain and 
Italy have made substantial investments in expanding high-speed rail in recent 
years. Credit: Timothy Beatley.
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developed a long and impressive list of green urban programs, policies, and 
strategies, often highly integrated and usually mutually reinforcing. These 
include compact land use, investments in transit and bicycling, but also 
green building and renewable energy, urban agriculture, air- and water-
quality improvements, and green governance, among others. Each city has 
its own special package of innovations, but the cases here show the value, 
indeed the necessity, of a full and comprehensive set of actions that to-
gether make up the green urban vision of a city.
 The European approach to green governance is also exemplary, rec-
ognizing the importance of setting strident green targets and stringent 
minimum energy and environmental standards. And equally important, 
European cities and nations have in numerous ways changed the economic 
incentive structure to support and promote green outcomes. Adoption of 
carbon taxes at the national level, in addition to gasoline and auto taxes, 
has served to profoundly reinforce more sustainable outcomes. Europe’s 
long-standing philosophy of taxing at the pump, and using these revenues 
to support public transit, has been sharply different from our practice in 
the U.S. And consider the value of Denmark’s high tax on new autos (more 
than the actual price of the car) in discouraging car dependence and mo-
bility. As a further example, Germany’s national feed-in tariff legislation 
has done much to create financial incentives for the installation off so-
lar energy there. There are equally important examples at the local and 
state levels, including many European cities that impose stormwater fees 
based on impervious surfaces (a practice that has begun to catch on in the 
U.S., in cities from Washington, D.C., to Greensboro, North Carolina), and 
that provide extensive financial incentives for the installation of green fea-
tures (again, an idea beginning to find application in American cities like 
Chicago).

Overcoming Barriers to Implementation

My goal in assembling these experts to tell the stories of their cities is 
partly to inspire, partly to demonstrate what is indeed in the realm of pos-
sibility, and to offer up a rich assortment of green urban ideas, tools, and 
approaches. Despite their obvious virtues and values, there will neverthe-
less be many impediments and obstacles that must be faced in accelerating 
the uptake of European green-urban ideas and practices in the U.S. Some 
of these obstacles are financial and economic, others political and cultural. 
These include, for instance, the real or perceived additional up-front costs 
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associated with green ideas and technologies (e.g., for green rooftops, 
green walls), even though most or all of these greening strategies are cost-
effective over a relatively short time frame (e.g., green rooftops protect 
and extend the life of the underlying roof and thus economically justify 
the small up-front costs; green buildings save money in heating and cool-
ing; the cost of tree planting and free tree distribution is more than paid 
for by reduced cooling and energy demands). The answer lies in part in the 
practical European approach of regulating and incentivizing green strate-
gies. Pricing mechanisms in European cities and countries help to level the 
financial playing field and make green urban investments more attractive 
and feasible. Some North American cities are beginning to do this. For ex-
ample, Toronto now mandates green roofs for certain kinds of structures, 
following the lead of many European cities, and cities like Portland, Or-
egon, provide density bonuses for eco-roofs.
 Many of the benefits of urban greening are less easily quantified, of 
course (e.g., improvements in worker productivity, psychological benefits 
of trees and greenery), and may be public in nature (e.g., reducing GHG 
emissions and thus global warming, reduced strain on the electric grid).
 Some of the obstacles are perceptual in nature, such as the inability to 
see and understand cities in profoundly new and different ways. Under-
standing cities as living systems and consisting of complex metabolisms 
and resource flows is an innovation in Europe. But we are still not used to 
viewing trees, day-lit streams, and green rooftops as essential infrastruc-
ture in the same way that we see roads, bridges, and utilities, though this is 
certainly changing.2

 Cultural differences and sensibilities are important as well, and help 
to explain, for example, why children (and adults) are more likely in Euro-
pean cities to be outside, and more likely to be walking (or riding a bike). 
In the U.S., we have developed an indoor culture, confirmed by time-log 
studies that demonstrate that a typical American spends some 90% of his 
or her time indoors. While quality and accessibility of parks and natural 
areas, as well as inviting public spaces and biking and walking infrastruc-
ture, can help to pull Americans outdoors, an indoor cultural tendency 
may make this difficult. How to shift lifestyles and life patterns in the di-
rection of outdoor activities, integrated into daily life, is a challenge to say 
the least. High visitation to the greenbelt in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, is in 
part due to the tendency for the Spanish to spend much less time in their 
flats and houses and more time in the public realm. Climate can be a factor, 
but even in harsher winter climates, outdoor-oriented cultures prevail. In 
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Finland, schoolchildren spend an unusual amount of the day outside, with 
tremendous learning and pedagogical benefits. These may be difficult cul-
tural conditions to emulate in American settings, but it is helpful to know 
(and see) that such patterns are indeed possible.
 There are numerous other political, cultural, and legal obstacles that 
are often offered as reasons for why positive green ideas and projects move 
forward in Europe and not here, many quite valid. Europeans stroll and 
walk more often, it is noted, and have a culture that values time in the 
public realm. Parliamentary systems tend to provide a voice (and political 
power) to green political parties, while our two-party approach seems to 
eschew change and innovation. Our overly litigious society, it is true, tends 
to give credence to concerns about liability and emphasizes public risk-
reduction. Fears of the other, higher crime rates and poorly funded public 
school systems that push Americans away from cities are all significant 
impediments to bringing about the kinds of European cities described in 
this book. Acknowledging these impediments should not serve as an ex-
cuse, however, for failing to tackle them, and to put into place the regula-
tory standards and incentives, to fund the transformational infrastructure, 
and to design and build the communities we wish our children and grand-
children to live in.
 A final obstacle perhaps is the conventional sense that we have of 
buildings and urban neighborhoods, and the failure to fully imagine how 
profoundly green, sustainable, and connected to natural systems they 
could in fact be. That our current planning predicament in the U.S. is a 
failure of imagination as much as anything is worthy of repeating, and 
suggests the importance of restoring some of the efforts and programs in 
the past that took American delegations to see and experience firsthand the 
virtues of the European green model. There is even more to see today.
 This is also a failure of imagining a more sensible, coherent, forward-
looking planning system. The physical conditions and urban form of 
these European examples is made possible to a large degree by the kind of 
planning system in place there. Cities like Copenhagen demonstrate the 
compelling value and importance of regional planning, while other Scan-
dinavian cities like Helsinki show the merits of using extensive public land 
acquisition. Almost all these cities show the value of integrated city plan-
ning frameworks (region framing city, city framing district and neighbor-
hood). It is not likely that American cities will be able to emulate, at least 
in the short term, some of these strong planning systems, but it is true 
that some cities and regions of the U.S. have been able to form a stronger 
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planning path (e.g., Portland, Oregon’s Metropolitan Services District, or 
“Metro”).
 We lack the imagination to see our cities and communities in new 
and different ways, better suited to our contemporary environmental 
(and global) challenges. Progress in moving away from our fossil-fuel de-
pendence will require serious localizing and local and regional sourcing 
of many of our urban needs and inputs (from food to building materi-
als). This in turn provides tremendous new opportunities to build more 
sustainable place-economies. It is also about reforming lost connections 
and connectedness to place, to sustaining landscapes, and ultimately to hu-
man relationships and (at least partially) overcoming the stifling anonym-
ity that characterizes our age. Americans, perhaps like the Swedish and 
the British, increasingly want to know where their food is grown, want 
to develop personal relationships, and projects in European cities (such as 
BedZED) help move us in the direction of becoming (more) native to place.
 These European cities represent new and interesting ways of reconcep-
tualizing what cities are. As the green architect William McDonough says, 
we should design buildings that function like trees, and cities that function 
like forests.3 A house or an office building is reimagined as a power plant, 
as the source and producer of energy rather than just a consumer (as in the 
plus-energy homes in Freiburg). At the urban scale, Freiburg designs and 
manages its development with microclimate and prevailing wind patterns 
in mind: street patterns in Vauban are east-to-west to facilitate the move-
ment of the prevailing evening winds (from the Black Forest) that cleanse 
and refresh the city.
 These European cases show that a green urban agenda need not be 
about sacrifice or deprivation, but rather an opportunity for a more lively, 
livable, rich, and healthy lifestyle with a smaller ecological footprint. It 
is possible to design homes and businesses that use dramatically small 
amounts of energy yet provide delightful living and working spaces, as 
seen in the many examples in this book, from BedZED in London to Vau-
ban in Freiburg.
 A frequent response to European examples and best practice is, “That’s 
nice, but it will never work here.” Perhaps this is a function of the unique 
and deep feelings of American exceptionalism, but there is in fact a long 
history of American designers and planners visiting and learning from Eu-
ropean projects and cities and applying these ideas back home, as stated in 
the introduction. For example, New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg 
brought a group of city officials to Copenhagen to see what the European 
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capital has done to provide better biking and walking infrastructure and 
public spaces.
 The former Chicago mayor Richard Daley, traveling in Europe, saw 
lush green rooftops and brought the idea back, initiating a dramatic retro-
fit of the rooftop of City Hall, and a program for encouraging and finan-
cially supporting the installation of green rooftops throughout the city. 
There are now more than 450 of them completed or in the planning stages 
there.
 And there are countless other examples of European ideas applied 
and in short order mainstreamed: community-supported agriculture, slow 
food, shared or community bikes, ecological stormwater management, and 
energy-plus homes, among many others. In some cases it takes an unusu-
ally passionate expert or emissary to make the cross-Atlantic application 
possible (think Jan Gehl and the pedestrian projects in New York City); in 
other cases it is a matter of taking advantage of commercial opportunities 
(as in the case of car sharing); while in still other cases it may be more a 
matter of the advocacy and bridging work of sustainability organizations 
(such as the International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives). 
There are likely many avenues or conduits for innovation transfer, and we 
should explore them all.
 The changing physical realities and environmental circumstances of 
the world necessitate more rapid transfer and community uptake of some 
of these ideas, especially low-energy housing, energy-plus and positive-
energy development, and renewable energy and carbon-neutral design 
practice generally, and here again, European urban models are well suited 
to our times. There is growing consensus among the science community 
that we are on the verge of irreversible tipping points with climate change 
and that a relatively narrow temporal window exists for undertaking ma-
jor societal action.4 Exemplary green projects and programs will become 
the norm by necessity.
 There will be some institutional and regulatory obstacles to overcome, 
but they can be and are being surmounted, both here and in Europe. The 
U.S. is a large and diverse nation, of course, and some European ideas may 
be best suited to certain regions and cities, with others to follow once the 
value and success of these innovations have been proved.

Shifting the American Dream in a European Direction?

The need to craft a new form or version of the American Dream has over 
the years been suggested by numerous organizations and individuals, and 
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the imagined new dream is much closer to the European model. These have 
included the Center for the New American Dream, advocating, among 
other things, less-material lives and lifestyles, and shifts in the direction 
of community, family, and relationships.5 The urbanist Chris Leinberger 
has recently suggested the need to “invest in a new American Dream,” 
one where “walkable urbanism” is supported, where federal subsidies are 
shifted away from cars and highways, and where local zoning regulations 
are adjusted to permit these new, higher density forms of living.6

 Arguably many Americans want to do more, want to do the right 
thing, to make a difference, but have little clue and few tangible avenues 
for expression of their latent environmental ethics. More to the point, 
perhaps, it is time to challenge Americans to live according to their self-
proclaimed environmental values, to understand and take stock of the 
consequences of their lifestyle and consumption choices, and to give them 
tangible options and opportunities to demonstrate these commitments in 
the future.
 The changing nature of U.S. politics and the unlikely new power of the 
conservative Tea Party movement bodes ill for many of these innovations, 
of course. In a divisive political climate in which a bike share program is 
described as a gateway to communism, or as a UN conspiracy designed to 
deprive Americans of their freedoms, it may be even harder to implement 
the green cities agenda, at least in particular parts of the nation. It may be 
necessary to spend as much time framing green urbanism in politically 
advantageous ways, and building coalitions and political partnerships, as 
ever before. And the importance of developing and utilizing networks of 
peer cities, able to help one another and to share critical knowledge about 
what works and what does not—another lesson from Europe—may also 
help. When it comes to political framing, it may be necessary to wrap some 
of the best European ideas in garb that emphasizes benefits that will es-
pecially resonate with this new political climate: measures to reduce use 
and dependence on private automobiles can, as some already argue, be de-
fended on grounds of patriotism and national security, and the need to re-
duce our dependence on other countries and parts of the world. The health 
of the American family, and the educational attainment of children, will 
be fostered by neighborhoods and cities that provide abundant parks and 
green features. And, of course, the health and productivity of the American 
economy can and should be linked in new ways to these investments in 
green urbanism. Sprawling, energy-guzzling, carbon-spewing built envi-
ronments jeopardize long-term economic vitality, and put nations at con-
tinued risk of environmental and economic calamity and instability.
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 We will need to better understand the processes by which green city 
innovations, indeed innovations generally, are embraced, adopted, and im-
plemented. Successful adaptation of these innovative green practices re-
quires effort on many levels—education, advocacy and political leadership, 
technical capability and financial incentives, and emerging markets where 
developers, builders, and housing and office consumers are able to see the 
economic and amenity values and are willing to pay a premium for them. 
In the American context, support and advocacy by green-minded mayors 
is one successful avenue. Examples include Richard Daley, and now Rahm 
Emanuel in Chicago, Michael Bloomberg in New York, and Antonio Vil-
laraigosa in Los Angeles (who commonly cites the importance of “green 
urbanism”). Indeed, among European cities, much of the green success and 
innovation has been a function of proactive mayors (one thinks of Ken 
Livingston, former mayor of London, and Bertrand Delanoë in Paris), al-
beit working in more receptive social and political environments. Political 
leadership is essential, and if the idea is at its core a good and compelling 
one, the skepticism can be overcome. With strong political leadership, cre-
ative design, and a collaborative spirit, along with a real effort at nurturing 
the background conditions of a sustainable culture, similar green projects 
and progress can happen in the U.S—indeed, they must.
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